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With the advancement of video compression technology and wide deployment
of wired/wireless networks, there is an increasing demand of multiuser video communication services. A multiuser video transmission system should consider not
only the reconstructed video quality in the individual-user level but also the service
objectives among all users on the network level. There are many design challenges
to support multiuser video communication services, such as fading channels, limited radio resources of wireless networks, heterogeneity of video content complexity,
delay and decoding dependency constraints of video bitstreams, and mixed integer
optimization. To overcome these challenges, a general strategy is to dynamically
allocate resources according to the changing environments and requirements, so as
to improve the overall system performance and ensure quality of service (QoS) for
each user.

In this dissertation, we address the aforementioned design challenges from a
resource-allocation point of view and two aspects of system and algorithm designs,
namely, a cross-layer design that jointly optimizes resource utilization from physical layer to application layer, and multiuser diversity that explores the source
and channel heterogeneity among different users. We also address the impacts
on systems caused by dynamic environment along time domain and consider the
time-heterogeneity of video sources and time-varying characteristics of channel
conditions. To achieve the desired service objectives, a general resource allocation
framework is formulated in terms of constrained optimization problems to dynamically allocate resources and control the quality of multiple video bitstreams.
Based on the design methodology of multiuser cross-layer optimization, we
propose several systems to efficiently transmit multiple video streams, encoded by
current and emerging video codecs, over major types of wireless networks such as
3G cellular system, Wireless Local Area Network, 4G cellular system, and future
Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks. Owing to the integer nature of some system parameters, the formulated optimization problems are often integer or mixed
integer programming problem and involve high computation to search the optimal solutions. Fast algorithms are proposed to provide real-time services. We
demonstrate the advantages of dynamic and joint resource allocation for multiple
video sources compared to static strategy. We also show the improvement of exploring diversity on frequency, time, and transmission path, and the benefits from
multiuser cross-layer optimization.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivations

Over the past few decades, wireless communications and networking have experienced an unprecedented growth. With the advancement in video coding technologies, transmitting real-time encoded video programs over wireless networks
has become a promising service for such applications as video-on-demand and interactive video telephony. In these applications, multiple real-time encoded video
programs are transmitted to multiple users simultaneously by sharing resourcelimited communication networks.
The challenges for transmitting multiple compressed video programs over wireless networks in real time lie in several aspects. First, wireless channels are impaired
by detrimental effects such as fading and co-channel interferences (CCI). Second,
radio resources such as bandwidth and power are very limited in wireless networks
and should be shared among multiple users. In addition, unlike the transmission
of generic data and voice, the rates of compressed video programs can be highly
bursty due to the differences in video contents and intra/inter coding modes, which
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complicates the source coding rate allocation. Moreover, optimizations in individual layers often depend on other layers’ parameters (including continuous and
integer values), and the systems may be subject to non-linear or/and non-convex
constraints. As such, searching for optimal solutions to the formulated problem
is often N P hard. Further, handling multiple video streams over a wireless system involves several important service objectives, such as system efficiency and
individual fairness, and there are inherent tradeoffs among these objectives.

1.2

Related Prior Work

The resource allocations for maximizing overall throughput of generic data for
multiple users over Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) networks [40, 45, 103]
and over Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing Access (OFDMA) networks
[14, 79, 101, 104, 107] have been widely studied. However, the multiuser wireless
resource allocation problem often has resources with integer values. Through Lagrangian relaxation, an algorithm satisfying users’ minimal rate requirement and
minimizing the overall transmission power was proposed in [113]. To alleviate the
high computational complexity, several suboptimal but computationally efficient
algorithms for transmitting generic data were proposed in [17, 28, 29, 48]. Unlike generic data, compressed video sources exhibit different characteristics from
generic data, for example, there is highly bursty rate from frame to frame and
different compression complexity from one scene to another scene. Furthermore, a
real-time streaming video system has a strict delay constraint that belated video
data is useless for its corresponding frame and will cause error propagation for the
video frames encoded predictively from this frame. Therefore, the radio resource
allocation problem for transmitting video is more difficult than the problem for
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transmitting generic data. There is a need of a resource allocation mechanism
designed specifically to support transmitting multiple wireless video programs in
real time and optimize the received video quality.
In the video communication literature, systems transmitting a single video program through wireless channels have been widely studied [11,15,23]. Traditionally,
wireless data networks are designed in layers. By Shannon’s Separation Theorem,
source and channel coding can be designed separately while still achieving the optimality, if arbitrarily long delay is allowed. However, in most practical wireless
networks, the assumptions in Shannon’s Separation Theorem does not hold. For
example, packets must be transmitted within delay constraints, especially for realtime video transmission. Therefore, streaming video systems can provide better
end-to-end video quality by jointly considering source/channel rate adaptation and
power allocation [44, 55, 85, 86, 117, 126, 127]. To improve the effective throughput,
a wireless video streaming over wireless local area network (WLAN) was proposed
in [58], using hybrid automatic repeat request (ARQ) with multiple descriptions
in the application layer. Under the the current layered design network, system designers often perform cross-layer optimization to achieve system-wide optimality.
A cross-layer design that jointly optimizes the resource allocation of all communication layers has been proposed to improve the video quality of single-user video
streaming system [13, 52, 82, 105].
Systems supporting multiple users, however, have more challenges than systems
with single user. In a multiuser system, a limited amount of system resources is
shared by multiple video streams for transmission. The transmission rates of different compressed video bitstreams vary among users and change over time. Such
a system needs to efficiently allocate system resources to different video streams

3

to achieve the desired video quality. Because of different content complexity of
video scenes, namely, the rates to achieve the same perceptual quality are content
dependent, a multiuser video system may explore the content diversity among different video streams to efficiently utilize system resources and satisfy users’ quality
requirement. Joint multiuser video source coding over error-free channels subject
to outbound bandwidth constraint has been proposed to leverage the diversity of
video content to achieve more desired quality [9,108,114,124]. For communication
over wireless networks, the channels are error-prone and the channel conditions experienced by different users are different and varying from time to time. Systems
can exploit diversity, such as frequency, time, space, and multiuser, to take advantage of the random nature of radio propagation. System resources can be utilized
in a more efficient way to improve the overall performance. In this dissertation,
frameworks are proposed to jointly explore diversity in both source encoding and
communication systems and allocate system resources dynamically. By doing so,
we can improve the network performances and guarantee the quality of service
(QoS) satisfactions for individual users.
A multiuser video transmission system should consider not only the reconstructed video quality of each individual user but also different perspectives from
network-level point of view. In general, we can formulate the resource allocation
problem as to optimize the network objective by allocating the resources across
layers and among users subject to system constraints. Two essential network objectives, namely, efficiency and fairness, are considered in this dissertation. Efficiency
concerns how to attain the highest overall video quality using the available system
resources, and fairness concerns the video quality deviation among users who subscribe the same QoS level. There is a tradeoff between efficiency and fairness. We
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will study how to attain the desired tradeoff in this dissertation.
Overall, this dissertation will address and overcome the aforementioned design
issues and challenges via dynamic resource allocation. The proposed frameworks
jointly adjust the system’s parameters and utilize the limited system resources
efficiently in the source coding and communication layers for multiple users. More
specifically, we focus on two major aspects to optimize resource allocation, namely,
cross-layer design and multiuser diversity, so as to accommodate a large number
of users with acceptable received quality of service.

1.3

Thesis Organization and Contributions

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a generic framework
for streaming multiple video programs over resource-limited networks. The available radio and video resources and the corresponding constraints are reviewed, and
service objectives in both network level and individual-user level are discussed.
This chapter lays out several general design principles for multiuser cross-layer
video streaming system.
Based on the framework presented in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 studies the case of
streaming multiple video programs over downlink error-prone channel. We perform
resource allocation on video source coding rate and channel transmission rate to
achieve the best tradeoff between the service objectives in the individual-user level.
Experimental results in the chapter demonstrate the advantages of dynamically
joint resource allocation for multiple video sources.
Chapter 4 extends the concept of dynamic resource allocation to a wireless
video transmission system over downlink error-prone wireless networks. A framework with multiuser cross-layer optimization is proposed to capture the time-
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heterogeneity of video sources and time-varying characteristics of channel conditions. We also study how to achieve tradeoffs between service objectives in the
network level.
Chapter 5 addresses a system supporting interactive video conferencing by
jointly optimizing resource allocation in both uplink and downlink in a singlecell WLAN. The proposed framework exploits one more dimension of diversity,
namely, the heterogeneity of uplink and downlink channel conditions. We also
extend the proposed algorithm to support systems with multiple WLAN cells.
Chapter 6 considers the scenario of transmitting multiple video streams over
multiple error-prone transmission paths. We further explore two more dimensions
of diversity in path and FEC coded packet. A novel cross-path Packet-Division
Multiplexing Access (PDMA)-based error protection scheme is proposed to improve the overall system performance.
The dissertation is concluded in Chapter 7, with discussions on future perspectives.
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Chapter 2
System Framework
In this chapter, we first present an overview of multiuser cross-layer system for
transmitting multiple video streams over wireless networks. We then briefly review the communication subsystem and video source coding subsystem. For each
subsystem, we discuss the available resources, study how to control parameters to
achieve the desired goals, and analyze the corresponding constraints in practical
implementation. At the end of this chapter, we study the design principles for
multiuser cross-layer resource allocation. Based on the design principle, several
new frameworks addressing different scenarios and requirements are proposed in
the following chapters.

2.1

System Overview

Figure 2.1 depicts a generic framework for multiuser video transmission over wireless network with a total of N communication links. There are four major subsystems, namely, the video source coding subsystem, the communication subsystem,
the receiver subsystem, and the resource allocator subsystem. The resource alloca-
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Figure 2.1: Framework of multiuser cross-layer video transmission system over
wireless networks

tor subsystem first collects the necessary information from the video source coding
subsystem, the communication subsystem, and receiver subsystem. In the video
source coding subsystem, each video program is encoded by an encoder in real time.
These encoders compress the incoming video frames and send the corresponding
rate and distortion (R-D) information to the resource allocator subsystem. The
communication subsystem analyzes the available resources in the network layer,
medium access control (MAC) layer, and physical (PHY) layer, and supplies the
channel information obtained via feedback from the receivers. After gathering the
information, the resource allocator subsystem executes optimization algorithms
and allocates system resources to different links of different layers so as to achieve
the system optimization objectives.
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2.2

Wireless Networks

Since the available radio resources are limited, modern wireless networks often
adopt the following resource allocation methods to adaptively improve spectrum
utilization [25, 102].
1. Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC): In current and future wireless communications, adaptive modulation is applied to achieve better spectrum utilization. To combat different levels of channel errors, adaptive forward error coding (FEC) is widely used in wireless transceivers. Further,
joint consideration of adaptive modulation and adaptive FEC provides each
user with the ability to adjust the transmission rate and achieve the desired
error protection level, thus facilitating the adaptation to various channel
conditions.
2. Power Control: The gains of wireless channels generally fluctuate over
time. To maintain the link quality, the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio
(SINR) should be dynamically controlled to meet a threshold known as the
minimum protection ratio. This threshold depends on many factors such as
the AMC rate and desired bit error rate (BER). The objective of power control is to guarantee certain link quality and reduce co-channel interferences.
3. Channel Assignment: The channel used here is a general concept representing the smallest unit of radio resources that a user can be assigned
to transmit data, such as frequency band and time slot. With considering
the different channel conditions and users’ transmission requirements, dynamic channel assignment can improve the utilization of system resources by
exploring the diversities over multiuser, time, and frequency.
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of multiuser resource allocation for 3G, wireless LAN, 4G,
future Wireless LAN/MAN
Scheduling and random access are two special types of channel assignment
schemes for multiple users to take turns to occupy the limited radio resources
over times. Scheduling is a centralized control usually applied in cellular
network to determine which user can transmit at a specific time. In contrast,
random access can reduce transmission delay in lightly loaded networks such
as WLAN and provide autonomous way to avoid conflict of resource usage.
In the following, we discuss the current and future broadband communication
networks that can support real-time video transmission.
1. 3G Cellular Networks: CDMA/Scheduling
3G wireless communication systems employ Code Division Multiple Access
(CDMA) [70, 75]. CDMA, or more generally, spread spectrum communications, has the following main characteristics: CDMA uses unique spreading
codes to spread the baseband data before transmission. The signal occupies a bandwidth that is much broader than narrow-band transmission to
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send the information. As the results, the signal is transmitted through the
wireless channel with power density below noise level. The receiver then
uses a correlator to despread the signal of interest, which is passed through
a narrow-band bandpass filter. Unwanted interferences from other users or
sources will not pass through the filter. This brings many benefits, such as
immunity to narrow-band interference, jamming, and multiuser access.
In Figure 2.2 (a), we show the scheduling scheme for CDMA system to allocate resources to multiple users. Widely adopted in 3G networks, the scheduler allocates a different number of CDMA codes or uses CDMA codes with
various spreading factors to users at different time according to the channel
conditions, QoS types, bandwidth requirements, and buffer occupancies.
2. WLAN: OFDM, CDMA/Random Access
WLAN can provide higher transmission rate within local areas. There are
two major current standards for WLAN, namely, IEEE 802.11b and IEEE
802.11g. IEEE 802.11b uses CDMA technology and supports up to 11Mbps;
and IEEE 802.11g uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)
technology [25] and supports up to 54 Mbps. The basic idea of OFDM is
to split a high-rate data stream into a number of lower-rate streams and
transmit them over a number of frequency subcarriers simultaneously. Because the OFDM symbol duration of each subcarrier will be longer than that
of a wideband signal, the relative dispersion caused by the multipath delay
spread of wireless channel is decreased. Inter-symbol interference is eliminated almost completely in every OFDM symbol by introducing guard time
which is longer than multipath delay spread. In the guard time, the OFDM
symbol is cyclically extended to avoid inter-carrier interference.
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Figure 2.2 (b) illustrates the time-frequency relation in the current IEEE
802.11 standard for multiple access. IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol supports
two access methods: distributed coordination function (DCF) and point coordination function (PCF). The DCF is the basic access mechanism using carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA), and must be
implemented in all stations. In contrast, the PCF is optional and is based on
polling controlled by a point coordinator. To reduce the overhead caused by
collisions during random access, ready-to-send (RTS) / clear-to-send (CTS)
is employed as random access schemes in current wireless LAN standard. At
each time, only one user occupies all radio resources. At different time, users
try to compete with each other for the next transmission period.
3. 4G Cellular Networks and Future Wireless LAN/MAN: OFDMA
In current OFDM systems, all subcarriers are assigned to a single user at each
moment, and multiple users are supported through time division. However,
for a given subcarrier, different users experience different channel conditions
and the probability for all users to have deep fades in the same subcarrier
is very low. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing Access (OFDMA)
allows multiple users to transmit simultaneously on the different subcarriers,
while each subcarrier is assigned to the user who is experiencing a good
channel condition.
In Figure 2.2 (c), we show the multiuser resource allocation strategy for
OFDMA system. We can see that the users’ transmission can be allocated
to different time-frequency slots. By doing this, the multiuser, time, and
frequency diversity can be fully explored to improve the system performance.
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2.3

Video Coding

Owing to the perceptual characteristics of human vision, the received video can
tolerate a certain level of quality degradation. Trading in lossless reconstructed
quality by lossy compression can substantially reduce the required bit rate and still
maintain acceptable visual quality. Most current standardized video codecs, such
as H.261/3/4 and MPEG-1/2/4, adopt block-based motion compensated prediction and block discrete cosine transform (DCT) coding with quantization to remove
temporal and spatial redundancy [84]. Beyond the currently standardized video
codecs, researchers have been exploring the 3-D wavelet coding to simultaneously
remove the spatiotemporal redundancies [65].
The potential application for video technology has evolved from pre-compressed
files in pre-distributed storage, such as DVD, to real-time compressed bitstreams
over wireless networks, such as video conferencing. However, there are still many
remaining design challenges for real-time video compression and transmission. We
summarize them as follows:
1. Perceptual Quality Control: Unlike throughput as a major concern in a
data transmission system, a video system concerns video quality in terms of
either subjective quality assessment or objective distortion measurement such
as mean-squared error (MSE) or peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [123]. We
must determine how to control the source coding parameters, such as quantization step size, intra/inter coding mode, and the search range of the motion
vectors, to obtain acceptable video quality. In general, a video encoded in
variable bit rate (VBR) bitstream gives better perceptual quality than in
constant bit rate (CBR) bitstream due to the variation of the scene complexity [50, 98]. To transmit VBR bitstream, the communication module
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needs to either dynamically distribute bandwidth for each video frame, or
allocate buffers to smoothen traffic over several video frames. The latter
approach introduces additional delay.
2. Rate/Delay Control: The second challenge concerns how to adjust the
source coding parameters to control the data rate such that the bit stream can
arrive at the receiver and be decoded in time. Compressed video bitstreams
have decoding dependency on the previous coded bitstreams, owing to the
spatial and temporal prediction. Therefore, transmitting video streams in
real time has a strict delay constraint that belated video data is useless for
its corresponding frame and will cause error propagation for the video data
that are predictively encoded using that frame as reference.
3. Error Control: Owing to the use of variable length coding (VLC) and predictive coding, the compressed bit stream is vulnerable to bit error, as bit
error may cause the following VLC codes to be decoded incorrectly. A wireless video system needs to consider the channel introduced error, such as bit
error or packet loss [88]. Many error resilient tools, such as synchronization
marker, data partitioning, and reversible variable length code, have been
proposed and adopted in the latest video standard to increase the robustness of video transmission [109]. Error concealment schemes, which utilize
the received video data to conceal the damaged coded video data, are also
useful tools to alleviate bit error and packet loss [111]. Those tools can be
integrated together to improve the end-to-end video quality.
4. Scalability: Unlike the traditional video coding, the next generation of video
codec provides a new coding paradigm with scalability, whereby the video
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is encoded once and can be transmitted and decoded in many targeted rate
according to the channel conditions or users’ needs. Thus, a scalable video
codec provides flexibility and convenience in reaching the desired visual quality and/or the desired bit rate. Several technologies, such as the MPEG-4
Fine Granularity Scalability (FGS) coding [38, 53, 74], Fine Granular Scalability Temporal (FGST) coding [106], and MPEG-4 Part-10 Scalable Video
Coding (SVC) [39], have been proposed to provide high scalability, such as
spatial scalability, temporal scalability, and quality scalability.

2.4

Service Objectives

Resource allocation strategies are tied to the system’s service objective. There are
two different levels of service objective in a multiuser video transmission system,
namely, individual level and network level. We discuss these two aspects as follows.
1. Individual Level:
There are two types of visual quality concern in the individual-user level. The
most common concern is the average visual quality, often measured in terms
of the average mean-squared error of all video frames, or the corresponding
PSNR [34, 54, 121]. The other important concern is the quality fluctuation,
as substantial quality differences between nearby frames can bring annoying
flickering and other artifacts to viewers even when the average PSNR is satisfactory. In many systems that employ a set of frames as an encoding unit
(known as a group of pictures/frames (GOP/GOF)), severe quality fluctuation may also appear at the boundaries between groups of frames [116]. The
quality fluctuation can be measured by the mean absolute difference of the
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MSE between adjacent frames [54, 121, 125].
2. Network Level:
A multiuser video transmission system should consider not only the reconstructed video quality of each individual user but also different perspectives
from network-level point of view. We consider two essential network-level
service objectives, namely, the fairness and efficiency. The first objective is
efficiency, namely, how to achieve the highest overall users’ received video
qualities with a limited amount of system resources. The second objective
regards whether the received video qualities are fair or not for the users who
subscribe the same level of video quality. If the users pay the same price for a
certain video quality, the received qualities for these users should be similar.

2.5

Design Principles

For video communication systems designed in layers, different layers have their own
resources as mentioned in Chapter 2.2 and 2.3. These available resources have practical constraints such as the feasible ranges or finite sets of discrete values that are
associated with the resource parameters [93]. For a system with cross-layer design,
the allocation of system resources is constrained vertically across layers. For example, the bandwidth consumption for use in the application layer should not exceed
the achievable capacity by the physical layer. Unlike in a single-user system, network resources are shared by multiple users in a multiuser wireless video system.
Allocating these resources to one user would affect the performances of the other
users due to the limited amount of resources or interference of simultaneous usage.
In other words, the allocation of system resources is further constrained horizontally among users. Owing to time-heterogeneity of video source and time-varying
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characteristics of channel condition, the allocation of system resources should be
performed dynamically along time. Moreover, real-time video transmission has
additional delay constraints such as playback deadline.
The resource allocation problem often has to deal with resources having both
continuous and integer valued parameters. Systems may also have non-linear
or/and non-convex constraints and many local optima may exist in the feasible
range. Thus, obtaining the optimal solution is often NP hard. General approaches
to solve the problem are to reduce the search space by some bounds or to adaptively
find the solution close to optimum. Some engineering heuristics can be employed
for certain network scenarios. To allocate system resources, the resource allocators require some level of up-to-date information for currently available resources in
both communication and source subsystem. For systems with powerful nodes, such
as base stations in cellular networks, a centralized algorithm can be implemented
in the resource allocators located at those powerful nodes to gather all users’ information and perform global optimization. On the other hand, for systems with
high communication cost to exchange information or without central authority,
such as ad-hoc networks, the resource allocators can be located within each individual node, and a distributed solution can be adopted by utilizing only local
information. In general, resource allocators with more information can have better
performance but require more communication overhead or signaling for accurate
and updated information. Thus, there is a design tradeoff between centralized and
distributed algorithms.
Based on these design principles, we present in the next chapters several major design methodologies for various video transmission applications over different
types of communication networks.
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Chapter 3
Low-Delay Bandwidth Allocation
3.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we study a multiuser video transmission system where the transmission channels are error-free. An rate-control algorithm for a single user is
proposed to jointly determine source coding rate and channel transmission rate.
The proposed algorithm can satisfy low delay requirement and achieve an excellent trade-off in the individual-user level of service objective, namely, the average
visual distortion and the quality fluctuation. We then extend to the multiuser
case and propose a dynamic resource allocation algorithm with low delay and low
computational complexity. By exploring the variations in the scene complexity
of video programs as well as dynamically and jointly distributing the available
system resources among users in a cross-layer fashion, our proposed algorithm
provides low fluctuation of quality for each user, and can support both consistent
and differentiated quality among all users from the network-level point of view.
Rate control for single user can be considered as a special case of multiuser resource allocation. A mentioned in Chapter 2.3, a video encoded in VBR bitstream
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gives better perceptual quality than in CBR bitstream. Most applications deliver a
VBR video bitstream through a channel with a fixed amount of bandwidth (known
as a CBR channel) because of its predictable traffic pattern as well as simple network management. However, VBR transmission has been shown to provide better
source quality and network utilization [98]. To smoothen the traffic and alleviate
the jitter caused by VBR coding and transmission, the system allocates buffers
on both the transmitter side and the receiver side. The dynamics of the buffer
is subject to two constraints to maintain the QoS. When the buffer overflows, we
will start to lose data, which degrades the received visual quality; and when the
decoder buffer underflows, the decoder has no data to keep up the decoding, which
causes jitters. Therefore, a rate control algorithm must be applied to prevent the
buffers from overflowing and underflowing [77].
For systems employing MPEG-1/2/4, or H261/3/4, the encoding rate is often
changed by adjusting the quantization step size [19, 77]. To achieve high overall
perceptual quality in the single-user scenario, rate control was formulated as an
optimization problem in [34, 56, 76, 128]. These approaches are suitable for offline applications where the entire video content is known to the transmitter. The
computation cost for handling a long video sequence is high due to the nature of
integer and dynamic programming. To facilitate solving the rate control problems,
several R-D models of existing video codecs have been exploited in the literature.
An R-D based approach was proposed in [78] under the assumption that the DCT
coefficients of a motion-compensated residue frame are uncorrelated and Laplacian
distributed. A rate-distortion model using intra-frame approximation and interframe dependency within one GOP was proposed in [54] to meet the perceptual
requirement. A quadratic R-D model and rate control for MPEG-4 was studied
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in [51, 62]. A rate control algorithm employing a linear correlation model was
proposed in [33], whereby the correlation between the rate and the percentage
of zeros among the quantized transform coefficients was explored. To simplify
the selection of encoding and channel rates, wavelet-based embedded codecs were
considered in the rate control problems of [121] and [72].
Most prior work targeted at optimizing either average visual distortion or the
quality fluctuation in the individual level of service objectives. If the rate-distortion
characteristics of all video frames are identical, the bit rate allocated to each frame
will be equal, leading to identical perceptual quality between frames and the above
two measures can be simultaneously optimized [124]. In reality, however, a video
has varying R-D characteristics, making it difficult to optimize the average quality
and the quality fluctuation at the same time. In this chapter, we aim at reaching an
excellent trade-off between these two quality criteria through a real-time low-delay
algorithm [96, 97].
Sliding window is a general approach that can be used to keep track and allocate
system resources. The work in [18] took advantage of the fine granularity of the
MPEG-4 FGS codec and proposed a variable-size sliding window scheme to control
how much FGS layer data is sent under different channel conditions. An R-D
based rate control scheme for pre-stored video was studied in [125] using a threelevel bit allocation for the base layer and employing a sliding window for the
FGS layer rate control. An online algorithm using a look-ahead sliding window to
achieve constant perceptual quality was proposed in [124]. To apply this scheme
for transmitting real-time encoded video, we need to allocate extra storage to
store several frames ahead, and perform bit allocation for the current frame by
solving such an optimization problem that all frames within a look-ahead window
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have consistent and the highest possible perceptual quality subject to a given
rate budget. Our studies show that to obtain a low fluctuation of quality, the
window size should be no smaller than the size of half to one GOP, which leads
to a nontrivial amount of delay that is often too long for real-time interactive
applications. We will investigate in this chapter how to overcome the problems of
long delay and extra storage associated with the sliding window approach.
Several works on joint rate control for multiple video programs employed MPEG1/2 codecs [9, 108, 114]. And the extension of the sliding window approach to
multiple MPEG-4 FGS video programs was proposed in [124], employing a 2-D
window to address the multiuser problem. However, the computational complexity and extra storage for the look-ahead frames of the sliding window approach go
up with the increase of the window size and the number of users. As the number
of users increases in the system, the required computational resources to achieve
a low fluctuation of quality become formidable. In this chapter, we also study
how to overcome the problem of high computational complexity of the 2-D sliding
window approach and improve the system scalability to accommodate many users.

3.2

FGS Rate-Distortion Model and Similarity

Existing rate control schemes for a single-layer video stream often employ an intraframe rate-distortion model. Laplacian and Gaussian distribution are typical approximations of DCT coefficients, leading to the frequent use of an exponential
or a polynomial rate-distortion model [78, 124]. In contrast to single-layer codecs,
FGS codec is a two-layer embedded scheme with an enhancement layer encoded
bit plane by bit plane. There is a need to model the statistical distribution of DCT
bit planes and their rate-distortion characteristics. Furthermore, due to the nature
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of the temporal redundancy in video, the predicatively encoded frames within one
scene have highly similar rate-distortion characteristics. In this section, we present
rate-distortion models for intra-frame and inter-frame of a FGS layer, which will
be used in our work.

3.2.1

Intra-frame Rate-Distortion Model

MPEG-4 FGS standard employs bit-plane coding of the DCT residue between the
original frame and the base layer. For a given bit plane in a frame, if the video is
spatially stationary so that the length of the entropy encoded FGS symbols in all
blocks is similar to each other, the decoded bit rate and the corresponding amount
of reduced distortion will have an approximately linear relationship over the bit
rate range of this bit plane. Previous studies in [124, 125] and our experiments
show that a piecewise linear line is a good approximation to the operational ratedistortion curve of FGS video in the frame level. This piecewise linear line model
can be described as
Ã
Dj (rj ) =

M SEjk+1 − M SEjk
Ratek+1
− Ratekj
j

!
(rj − Ratekj ) + M SEjk ,

(3.1)

for Ratekj ≤ rj ≤ Ratek+1
, and k = 0, . . . , p − 1.
j
Here, Dj (rj ) represents the MSE between the j th original frame and the decoded
frame with rate rj , M SEjk the distortion of the j th frame measured in mean square
error after completely decoding the first k DCT bit planes, Ratekj the corresponding
bit rate, and p the total number of bit planes. We use M SEj0 and Rate0j to
represent the distortion and rate of the base layer, respectively. Since DCT is a
unitary transform, measuring the mean square error between an original frame and
its partially decoded version from FGS encoded stream is equivalent to calculating
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Figure 3.1: Inter-frame similarity of FGS rate-distortion characteristics. The results for the odd and even scenes are presented in alternating colors.

the average energy of the un-decoded DCT bit planes in the FGS data stream,
along with the residue between the original frame and the complete FGS data.
Thus, all M SEjk ’s and Ratekj ’s can be obtained during the encoding process.

3.2.2

Similarity in Inter-frame R-D Characteristics

Another important characteristic of FGS video is that the rate-distortion curves
of FGS layer between two consecutive frames are similar when they are within
the same scene. The rationale is as follows: for a video segment within a scene,
the energy of the motion compensation residues between two adjacent frames are
comparable. As the base layer is generated using a set of large quantization steps,
it leaves most motion residues to be coded by the FGS layer. Therefore after FGS
encoding, the overall R-D characteristics between two adjacent frames are similar.
We quantify the similarity of the R-D characteristics between frame j and j + 1
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using
SIMj =

T
1X
|Dj (t · c) − Dj+1 (t · c)| ,
T t=1

where c is a bit rate sampling interval, T = b

max }
min{rfjmax ,rfj+1
c,
c

(3.2)
and rfjmax is the

maximal available amount of FGS data for the j th frame. A low value of SIMj
implies high similarity in the R-D characteristics of the j th and (j + 1)th frames.
Figure 3.1 shows the SIMj for a long video sequence consisting of 15 different
standard QCIF clips. As we can see, the R-D models within each clip show a
strong similarity. The similarity measure becomes large when transiting from one
clip to another.

3.3

Low-Delay Bandwidth Resource Allocation
for Single User

To facilitate the investigation of the resource allocation problem in a multiuser
system, we first study in this section a special case that concerns only a single
user in the system. We begin with a discussion on the mechanism of a single-user
FGS streaming video system and the corresponding constraints. We formulate this
system as a resource allocation problem with two perceptual objectives subject to
the system constraints. An online bandwidth resource allocation algorithm with
low delay and low fluctuation of quality is then proposed to achieve a trade-off
point between these two perceptual criteria.

3.3.1

System Constraints

Illustrated in Figure 3.2 is a typical streaming video system. There are two subcomponents in the encoder. One is the base layer encoder and the other is the
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of a single-user video streaming system

FGS layer encoder. We discretize the time line by dividing one second into F time
slots, where F is the video frame rate. For the simplicity in system design and
providing a primitive quality with low fluctuation, we set a large fixed quantization
step for all frames in the base layer codec and only perform the rate control for the
FGS layer. We denote the base layer rate as rbj , i.e. a total of rbj bits must be
sent at the j th time slot to ensure the baseline quality. The FGS encoder encodes
the bit planes of the residue. Both encoders analyze the R-D characteristics of
the incoming video frame and pass the necessary information, such as the R-D
pairs (Ratekj , M SEjk ), to the rate control module. After the rate control module
determines the amount of FGS data to be transmitted, the encoded base layer
and the truncated FGS layer bitstream are moved to the encoder buffer, where we
denote the FGS data rate at the j th time slot as rfj . The channel then delivers
video bitstream from the encoder buffer to the decoder buffer. Here we assume
that the channel has a maximum rate for reliable transmission, Cmax , although it
is not necessarily in its full load all the time. The amount of channel transmission
rate at the j th time slot, denoted as Cj , is also determined by the rate control
module. For simplicity, we assume that the transmission delay of every packet is
fixed at dc time slots [34, 56]: if a packet is sent from the encoder buffer at the j th
time slot, it will arrive at the decoder buffer at the (j +dc )th time slot. The decoder
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Table 3.1: Summary of notations for low-delay bandwidth allocation
e
Bmax

maximal size of encoder buffer

Bje

encoder buffer occupancy at the j th time slot

d
Bmax

maximal size of encoder buffer

Bjd

decoder buffer occupancy at the j th time slot

Cmax

maximal channel capacity

Cj

channel transmission rate at the j th time slot

rbj

base layer rate of the j th frame

rfjmax

maximal available FGS layer rate of the j th frame

rfj

transmitted FGS layer rate of the j th frame

rj

total effective encoding rate of the j th frame,
rj = rbj + rfj

dc

transmission delay (in unit of frames)

dd

number of pre-stored frames in the decoder buffer
at the beginning of the service

Dj (·)

rate-distortion function of the j th frame

Rj

upper bound of FGS rate budget at the j th time slot

Rjf

fractional FGS rate budget at the j th time slot

Rjp

required rate of j th frame to keep the same distortion
as the previous frame

β

FGS budget factor for determining Rjf

wp

weighting factor for combining Rjf and Rjp

fetches data from the decoder buffer, decodes it, and displays each decompressed
video frame at its desired instant. Therefore, the major task of the rate control
module is to determine rfj and Cj . To ease the discussion, we summarize the
notations in Table 3.1.
There are three constraints imposed in this system, as studied in the literature [77, 98]. The first constraint is to prevent the encoder buffer of a limited size
from overflow. At the j th time slot, a data segment of size Cj is taken from an
encoder buffer and sent through the channel, and then a newly encoded frame with
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size rj = rbj + rfj is added to the encoder. The dynamics of the encoder buffer
can thus be expressed as
e
e
Bje = max{Bj−1
+ rbj + rfj − Cj , 0} ≤ Bmax
,

(3.3)

e
where Bje is non-negative and describes the occupancy of encoder buffer, and Bmax

is the maximal size of encoder buffer. In addition, the FGS rate rfj should be
non-negative. For a given Cj , we can rearrange inequality (3.3) as a constraint for
FGS rate rfj :
e
e
0 ≤ rfj ≤ Bmax
+ Cj − Bj−1
− rbj .

(3.4)

The second constraint is on the channel transmission rate, Cj . It is non-negative
and cannot exceed the maximal channel capacity, Cmax . That is,
0 ≤ Cj ≤ Cmax .

(3.5)

The third constraint is on the occupancy of the decoder buffer, which should
neither overflow nor underflow. We assume that the decoder fetches all the data
that belongs to the next frame from the decoder buffer and decodes it within one
time slot. In addition, we assume playback buffering of dd frames, i.e., the first
dd frames are received and stored in the decoder buffer before the playback is
started. The total end-to-end delay from the encoder buffer through the channel
and decoder buffer to the decoder is thus dc + dd frames delay. The decision on
how much data is sent into the channel at the j th time slot will directly affect
the decoder buffer occupancy at the (j + dc )th time slot. To meet the constraint
imposed on the decoder buffer occupancy at the (j + dc )th time slot, there is a
corresponding limit on how much data can be sent through the channel at the j th
time slot. Denote the decoder buffer occupancy as Bjd , and the maximal size of
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d
decoder buffer as Bmax
. We summarize the constraint on the decoder buffer at the

(j + dc )th time slot as
d
d
d
Bj+d
c = Bj+dc −1 + Cj − rj−dd ∈ [0, Bmax ].

(3.6)

Combining (3.5) and (3.6), we arrive at the following constraint for the channel
transmission rate Cj
d
max{rj−dd − Bj+d
c −1 , 0} ≤ Cj ≤
d
d
min{Bmax
− Bj+d
c −1 + rj−dd , Cmax }.

(3.7)

In summary, inequalities (3.4) and (3.7) are the fundamental constraints for a
single-user FGS video streaming system.

3.3.2

Criteria for Visual Quality

As mentioned in Chapter 2.4, there are two different levels of service objective. In
this single-user system, we consider the individual-user level of service objectives.
We adopt two visual quality criteria for video sequences to measure the average
distortion and the quality fluctuation. More specifically, the average received quality is measured by the average mean square error (aveMSE ) of all M frames in a
video sequence:

M
1 X
aveM SE =
Dj (rj ),
M j=1

(3.8)

where Dj (rj ) represents the MSE between the j th original frame and the decoded
frame with rate rj . To account for the fluctuation of quality between consecutive
frames, a large value of which can be objectionable to viewers, we use the mean
absolute difference of consecutive frames’ mean square error (madMSE ) to measure
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the perceptual fluctuation:
M

madM SE =

1 X
|Dj (rj ) − Dj−1 (rj−1 )| .
M − 1 j=2

(3.9)

The higher the madMSE is, the larger the perceptual fluctuation is. We also define
the corresponding peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) version of these two criteria
and denote as avePSNR and madPSNR, respectively.

3.3.3

Problem Formulation

Our objective is to design a rate control strategy to achieve both low aveMSE
(high avePSNR) and low madMSE (low madPSNR) subject to the constraints of
(3.4) and (3.7). For offline applications where the entire video content is readily
available before the transmission, all rate-distortion information is known and we
can formulate this system as the following optimization problem:
min f (aveM SE, madM SE)

{rfj ,Cj }

subject to


e
e
 0 ≤ rfj ≤ Bmax
− Bj−1
− rbj + Cj , ∀j,





 max{rj−dd − B d c , 0} ≤ Cj ≤ min{B d − B d c + rj−dd , Cmax }, ∀j,
max
j+d −1
j+d −1

e
e

Bje = max{Bj−1
+ rbj + rfj − Cj , 0} ≤ Bmax
, ∀j,





 0 ≤ B d c = B d c + C − r d ≤ B d , ∀j .
j
j−d
max
j+d
j+d −1
In this formulation, f (·, ·) is a function reflecting the importance and relevance of
the average distortion and the quality fluctuation in the human perceptual system.
For example, a linear combination function of aveMSE and madMSE is a simple
choice of f (·, ·).
An optimal solution can be found for the above offline problem using standard
nonlinear programming with penalty functions. The complexity for searching for
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optimal solution would, however, be formidable except for short video clips. In
addition, the offline solution is not applicable to online applications where the
video content is not entirely available beforehand. If the variations of the R-D
characteristics of video sources can be well captured by a finite-state Markovian
chain, we can model this system using stochastic three-machine flowshop with finite
buffers [80] and obtain an optimal rate control policy using dynamic programming
techniques. However, it has been shown that a compressed video sequence trace
has long-range dependence [8], which is different from the short-range dependence
such as a Markovian process and cannot be handled well using existing solutions.
Thus in this chapter, we focus on a sequential resource allocation solution that
has a moderate amount of computational complexity and can accommodate online
video applications.
The strategy of choosing the effective encoding rate for the FGS layer, {rfj },
and the channel transmission rate, {Cj }, closely depends on the relative weights of
the average distortion and the perceptual fluctuation in the objective function. To
achieve low aveMSE alone, one may employ a greedy strategy to make the encoder
buffer as full as possible all the time and make full use of the available channel
bandwidth. This may lead to the desire to select Cj at the upper bound in (3.7),
namely,
d
d
Cj = min{Bmax
− Bj+d
c −1 + rj−dd , Cmax },

(3.10)

and to set the FGS rate at the upper bound in (3.4), which is denoted as Rj and
defined as:
e
e
− rbj .
+ Cj − Bj−1
Rj , Bmax

(3.11)

When the encoder buffer is always full, the amount of incoming data cannot exceed
the maximal amount of data allowed to be sent through the channel at each time
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slot. This is equivalent to assigning the same bandwidth resource for transmitting
each frame. When encountering intra-coded frames (or I frames), which have a
larger amount of data at the base layer than predictively coded frames, we will
have very limited budget left for sending their associated FGS enhancement layers.
The MSE of I frames will thus be larger than the MSE of the other types of frames.
This leads to a potential increase in madMSE.
On the other hand, low madMSE may be achieved by assigning each frame
a rate that corresponds to the same distortion, M SEs . To do so, we extract
the rate-distortion pairs from the FGS encoder, approximate the rate-distortion
curve for each frame, and assign the rate for the FGS enhancement layer as rfj =
Dj−1 (M SEs ). To prevent encoder buffer from overflowing when encountering I
frames or a new complex scene, we would have to allocate a small amount of data
rate for the FGS layers of these I frames. To keep the lowest madMSE, other
frames will also have a small amount of FGS-layer data. As a result, this second
approach would not give a low aveMSE. Next, we present a new resource allocation
algorithm that can achieve an improved trade-off between the average distortion
and the quality fluctuation.

3.3.4

The Proposed Resource Allocation Algorithm

We introduce two weight factors in our proposed resource allocation algorithm to
solve the above-mentioned problems. To overcome the quality fluctuation problem
in the lowest-aveMSE scheme, we propose to use a fraction of the maximally
allowed FGS data rate (determined by the buffer constraints) as the effective FGS
encoding rate, i.e. Rjf , βRj , where β ∈ [0, 1] is a budget factor. Compared
to adopting the full budget Rj , the fractional budget can keep the encoder buffer
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occupancy low to accommodate future I frames and other complex frames. As such,
the rate budget available to the incoming I-frames will be close to the maximal
encoder buffer size plus the full channel bandwidth, allowing for more FGS data
of the I frames to be sent to avoid a high increase in the madMSE.
To overcome the problem of low overall perceptual quality as in the lowestmadMSE scheme, we relax the requirement of zero madMSE fluctuation by taking
partial consideration of both the rate that maintains zero madMSE and the current
occupancy of the encoder buffer. We quantify this strategy using a weighting factor
wp ∈ [0, 1] and allocate the FGS rate for the j th frame as
rfj = min{wp Rjp + (1 − wp )Rjf , Rj }
= min{wp Rjp + (1 − wp )βRj , Rj },

(3.12)

where Rjp is the amount of FGS data needed to achieve the same perceptual quality
as the previous frame and can be determined by
Rjp , Dj−1 (Dj−1 (rj−1 )) − rbj .

(3.13)

As we can see, the allocated FGS rate rfj is determined using the two factors β
and wp . The lowest aveMSE scheme and madMSE scheme are two special cases
of this new strategy: when wp = 0 and β = 1, (3.12) becomes the lowest-aveMSE
scheme; and when wp = 1, (3.12) becomes the lowest-madMSE scheme.
We now examine how to select appropriate β and wp to achieve a good trade-off
between low aveMSE and low madMSE.
Selection of β
We first fix wp and study the impact of β on avePSNR and madPSNR when
consecutive video frames have similar R-D characteristics. In this situation and
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Figure 3.3: Impact of β and wp on visual quality for the first 200 frames of the
grandmother sequence
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with a fixed wp , when β becomes larger, both the madPSNR and the avePSNR will
increase. However, after β passes a specific value, β0 , the improvement of avePSNR
is dramatically reduced while the quality fluctuation becomes more significant.
This phenomenon is demonstrated in Figure 3.3(a), where we use the first 200
frames from the QCIF video clip of the grandmother as an example and set the
wp factor at 0.95. Given such trends of avePSNR and madPSNR for different β,
the β0 value, indicated by a vertical line in Figure 3.3(a), provides a good trade-off
between avePSNR and madPSNR. As shown in Appendix A.1, β0 can be expressed
as
β0 =

Cmax − rb
,
e
Bmax
+ Cmax − rb

(3.14)

where rb represents the average rate of the base layer, which can be approximated
using a moving average of the bit rate statistics of the past L frames. We can see
that β0 is an equilibratory operating point to keep the encoder buffer near empty
and the channel utilization near full.
We should notice that in reality, the consecutive video frames do not have
exactly the same R-D characteristics. So if β is set to be exactly β0 , the system is
on the verge between stable and unstable operation: the encoder buffer is nearly
empty, and as the video content fluctuates, the buffer may underflow. Thus to
ensure a high utilization of channel bandwidth and high avePSNR, we should
select a β that is slightly above β0 such that β = β0 + ∆β, where ∆β is a small
positive constant.
Selection of wp
In general, a system with a high value of wp has low fluctuation of visual quality.
When consecutive frames within a video segment have similar R-D characteristics,
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wp
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a

B max

buffer occupancy

Figure 3.4: Selection of wp according to the encoder buffer occupancy.

increasing wp affects only the madPSNR while the avePSNR has little decrease
until wp is close to one. To achieve low fluctuation of quality, high value of wp
is preferred. This trend is illustrated in Figure 3.3(b), where we again use the
above-mentioned grandmother video clip as an example and set β to a fixed value
of 0.5.
When two adjacent frames exhibit significant difference in R-D characteristics
such as when arriving at scene boundary, we need to make adjustment to this
system to handle the following frames. We consider two cases here. The first case
is that the video sequence enters a new segment with more complex R-D characteristics than that of the previous segment, whereby the FGS rate required to
maintain the same PSNR level as before is higher than the FGS rate for the previous sequence. To balance between the need of preventing the encoder buffer from
overflowing and controlling the fluctuation of perceptual quality, we dynamically
adjust the weighting factor wp with respect to the encoder buffer occupancy. When
the encoder buffer occupancy is lower than a threshold a, we set wp at a high value
wH to keep the distortion similar to that of the previous frame. When the encoder
buffer occupancy is higher than threshold a, we try to drain out the data from the
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buffer quickly by choosing wp as a concave and decreasing function of the buffer
occupancy as shown in Figure 3.4, so that the higher buffer occupancy is, the lower
wp is. As an example, the overall selection of wp can be chosen as:
e
wp = W (Bj−1
)

µ

e
= wL + (wH − wL ) 1 − u(Bj−1
− a)

e
Bj−1
−a
e
Bmax

(3.15)

¶b
,

where u(·) is the step function, and a and b are positive constants.
The second case is that the video sequence enters a new segment with simpler
R-D characteristics than that of the past segment, whereby the FGS rate required
to maintain the same PSNR level as before is lower than the FGS rate for the
previous sequence. To balance between fully utilizing the available channel bandwidth resource and maintaining low fluctuation of quality, after detecting a change
in R-D characteristics, we immediately adjust wp to a low value wL to utilize more
available bandwidth and maintain this value for the following PT frames. As the
scene transition is complete and the channel bandwidth becomes highly utilized
again, we can adjust wp back to a high value to maintain constant quality.
In summary, we adjust wp dynamically according to the encoder buffer occupancy and the detection of significant change in rate-distortion characteristics.
The changes in R-D characteristics can be identified by calculating the relative rate
¯
¯ p
p
p ¯
change between Rjp and Rj−1
, i.e. we check whether ¯Rjp − Rj−1
/Rj−1 is greater
than a threshold ST . The β parameter will be chosen to be right above β0 as
in (3.14) and the channel transmission rate according to (3.10). We present the
detailed algorithm in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2: The proposed single-user resource allocation algorithm (S-LDLF)
1. Initialization:
j=RDSC=1, B0e = B1d = · · · = Bddc = 0, R0p = rb1 ,
wp = wL , D0 (rb0 ) = D1 (rb1 ).
2. While the last frame of this video is not reached:
a) Calculate the budget factor and weighting factor
Pj
1
rb = j−max(j−L,0)
rbk ,
k=max(j−L,0)+1
β = e Cmax −rb
+ ∆β , Rjp = Dj−1 (Dj−1 (rj−1 )) − rbj ,
¯ Bmax +Cmax
¯ −rb
¯
¯
p
p
If ¯Rjp − Rj−1
¯ /Rj−1 ≥ ST , then RDSC=j.
If j ∈ [RDSC, RDSC + PT ], then wp = wL ,
e
else wp = W (Bj−1
).

b) Select the channel transmission rate
d
d
Cj = min{Bmax
− Bj+d
c −1 + rj−dd , Cmax }.

c) Select FGS rate
e
e
Rj = Bmax
+ Cj − Bj−1
− rbj ,

rfj = min{wp Rjp + (1 − wp )βRj , Rj }.
d) Update the encoder buffer occupancy information:
e
Bje = max{Bj−1
+ rbj + rfj − Cj , 0}.
e
If Bje = 0, then Cj = Bj−1
+ rbj + rfj .

e) Update the decoder buffer occupancy information:
d
d
Bj+d
c = Bj+dc −1 + Cj − rj−dd .

f) j = j + 1.
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3.4

Low-Delay Bandwidth Resource Allocation
for Multiple Users

In this section, we extend the proposed bandwidth resource allocation algorithm
from handling single user to multiple users. A simple way to deal with multiple
users/sequences is to allocate a fixed amount of resource, including various buffers
and channel bandwidth, to each user, and apply our proposed single-user approach
to each individual user. We shall call this strategy multiple single-user approach.
A more sophisticated approach allows for dynamically allocating resource among
users and has the potential to improve the utilization of critical resources. Multiple users share the total channel bandwidth and buffer capacity, and a central
resource allocation system dynamically distribute these system resources to handle
the transmission of the video sequences from all users. We shall call this class of
strategies dynamic multiuser approaches. We will focus on the dynamic multiuser
approach and aim at achieving high average visual quality and low fluctuation of
quality for each user. We will examine the scenarios of uniform quality of service
among all users versus differentiated service from the network-level point of view.
The performance of the dynamic multiuser strategy will be compared with the
multiple single-user strategy through simulations in Section 3.5.

3.4.1

System Constraints

An N -user system is depicted in Figure 3.5. At the server side, each user has
his/her own video encoder to encode a different video program in real time. For
the ith user, the corresponding encoder sends the measured parameters of the ratedistortion model of the current j th frame to the resource allocation module. The
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Figure 3.5: Block diagram of a multiuser video streaming system

k
) for the first k th bitplane. Using the
parameters are in the form of (Rateki,j , M SEi,j

R-D model, the resource allocation module determines the amount of FGS data to
be transmitted. The encoder of each user then moves both the base layer data at
the rate of rbi,j and the FGS layer bitstream truncated at the allocated rate rfi,j to
e
the shared server buffer whose maximal capacity is Bmax
. Denote the occupancy

of the shared server buffer at the time slot j as Bje and the amount of data left
e
e
by the ith user in the server buffer as Bi,j
. We can treat Bi,j
as a virtual encoder

buffer for the ith user, and the sum of all virtual encoder buffers’ occupancy equals
to Bje . All users also share a channel whose maximal outbound capacity is Cmax .
The resource allocation module needs to determine the channel transmission rate
allocated for each user’s data at the time slot j, which we denote as Ci,j for the ith
user. Upon receiving the data packets of the video program intended for him/her,
each end-user first stores them temporarily in the decoder buffer, then decodes and
renders each frame on time. In summary, similar to the single user case, the duty
of the multiuser resource allocation module is to determine rfi,j and Ci,j jointly
for all users.
In parallel to the single-user case, there are three sets of system constraints for
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multiuser resource allocation. The first set of constraints is on the server buffer,
which should not overflow. In particular, the sum of all virtual encoder buffers
should not exceed the capacity of the server buffer. The dynamics of the buffer
occupancy can be extended from the single-user case. The constraints can be
described as
e
e
e
, ∀i
+ rbi,j + rfi,j − Ci,j , 0} ≤ Bmax
= max{Bi,j−1
Bi,j

Bje

=

N
X

e
e
Bi,j
≤ Bmax
.

(3.16)

i=1

The constraints of the FGS layer rates for each user can be extended from the
single-user problem and described as
e
e
0 ≤ rfi,j ≤ Bmax
− Bi,j−1
− rbi,j + Ci,j ,

∀i,

(3.17)

and
0≤

N
X

e
e
rfi,j ≤ Bmax
− Bj−1
−

i=1

N
X

rbi,j +

i=1

N
X

Ci,j .

(3.18)

i=1

Since all users share the overall bandwidth, both the individual and the aggregated channel transmission rate should be non-negative and not exceed the
maximal capacity. These channel transmission rate constraints can be described
as
0 ≤ Ci,j ≤ Cmax , ∀i,
N
X
0≤
Ci,j ≤ Cmax .

(3.19)
(3.20)

i=1

The constraints of the decoder buffer is the same as the single user case:
d
d
d
Bi,j+d
c = Bi,j+dc −1 + Ci,j − ri,j−dd ∈ [0, Bi,max ],
i
i
i

(3.21)

d
is the maximal size of the ith decoder buffer, dci the channel transwhere Bi,max

mission delay for user i, and ddi the pre-stored frame delay in the decoder buffer
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for user i. Rearranging and combining (3.19) and (3.21), we obtain a simplified
constraint for the individual channel transmission rate:
L
U
Ci,j
≤ Ci,j ≤ Ci,j
,

∀i,

(3.22)

where
d
d
U
− Bi,j+d
, min{Bi,max
Ci,j
c −1 + ri,j−dd , Cmax },
i
i
L
d
Ci,j
, max{ri,j−ddi − Bi,j+d
c −1 , 0}.
i

Inequalities (3.17), (3.18), (3.20), and (3.22) are fundamental constraints in
a multiuser system. Under these constraints, we determine the rate of the FGS
data and the channel transmission rate for each user in the system to achieve low
fluctuation of perceptual quality of each program as well as the desired uniform or
differentiated perceptual quality among all programs.

3.4.2

The Proposed Resource Allocation Algorithm

Our proposed multiuser resource allocation algorithm first allocates the channel
transmission rate for each user subject to (3.20) and (3.22). With a selected channel
transmission rate, we extend rate control strategy that we have proposed for the
single-user case to the multiuser case to determine the feasible range for FGS layer
data of each user according to (3.17) and (3.18). Specifically, we use two weight
factors β and wp to achieve a trade-off between average perceptual quality and
quality fluctuations.
Selection of Channel Transmission Rate
As all users share the overall channel bandwidth in multiuser system, we need to
dynamically adjust the transmission rate allocated for each user. Our strategy con-
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sists of two steps: first, we assign each user a lower bound of channel transmission
L
rate, Ci,j
, to prevent all decoder buffers from underflowing. Second, to help drain

out the virtual encoder buffers, we distribute the rest of the available bandwidth,
P
L
Cmax − N
i=1 Ci,j , to each user proportional to his/her previous encoding rate ri,j−1 .
Thus, when a video program encounters an I-frame and leaves a large amount of
data in its virtual encoder buffer at the previous time slot, our strategy will assign
the corresponding user a high channel transmission rate to drain his/her virtual
encoder buffer at the current time slot.
Selection of FGS Rate
As in the single-user strategy proposed in Chapter 3.3.4, to balance between low
fluctuation of quality and high average quality, we introduce two weight factors to
our multiuser algorithm, namely, β and wp .
We first take an aggregated view on how much total bit rate are spent in the
P
base layer for all users ( i rbi,j ), and on what the upper bound on total FGS rate
is at the j th time slot (Rj ) according to (3.18). This is as if the aggregated rates
are applied to a single “super-user”. The β factor is applied to Rj to obtain a
fractional FGS rate budget Rjf that helps overcome the quality fluctuation.
Next, we distribute Rjf to each user. For applications that desire uniform
f
quality among users, the fractional rate budget for each user, {Ri,j
}, is determined

through the following optimization formulation:
min

f
f
R1,j
,...,RN,j

subject to

Dj



 Dj , D1,j (Rf ) = · · · = DN,j (Rf ),
1,j
N,j
P

N
f

Ri,j ≤ βRj .
i=1
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(3.23)

Since the rate-distortion functions are monotonically decreasing, this optimization
problem with equality constraints can be easily solved using bi-section search. The
search algorithm calculates the total required rates to achieve a target distortion,
and then increases the target distortion at the next iteration if the total required
rates is higher than the rate constraint and vice versa.
Finally, we determine the allocated FGS rate for each user, rfi,j , using a similar
linear combination as in (3.12):
p
f
rfi,j = min{wp Ri,j
+ (1 − wp )Ri,j
, Ri,j }

(3.24)

p
where Ri,j
represents the FGS rate for the ith user in the j th frame (time slot) in

order to maintain the same quality as the previous frame, and Ri,j is the upper
bound in (3.17).

3.4.3

Differentiated Service

Differentiated service refers to a service in which each user receives different quality
according to his/her service agreement with the server. We consider a scenario
that at the beginning of the service, each user submits his/her priority request,
quantified by DSi ∈ (0, 1], such that the average distortion received by each user
normalized by DSi is constant:
aveM SE1
aveM SE2
aveM SEN
=
= ··· =
.
DS1
DS2
DSN

(3.25)

In other words, a user who specifies a smaller value of DSi (and possibly pays a
premium fee in return) will receive a higher overall perceptual quality. This can
be achieved by modifying the optimization problem in (3.23) as follows:
min

f
f
R1,j
,...,RN,j
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Dj

(3.26)

subject to


f

 Dj , D1,j (R1,j ) = · · · =
DS1
PN

f

Ri,j ≤ βRj .

f
)
DN,j (RN,j
,
DSN

i=1

The uniform quality problem of (3.23) is a special case of (3.26) when all DSi ’s
are the same. This generalized optimization problem can also be solved using
bi-section search. We present the complete multiuser algorithm in Table 3.3.

3.5

Simulation Results

In this section, we examine the performance of the proposed low-delay resource
allocation algorithm with low-fluctuation of quality (LDLF ), and compare it with
two alternatives. The first alternative is the constant-bitrate (CBR) approach,
which assigns a constant bit rate to each frame. The second alternative is a lookahead sliding-window algorithm (SWLF ) with buffer constraints adapted from
[124], the details of which are given in Appendix A.2. Three statistics are used
to evaluate the proposed algorithm and the two alternatives: the average PSNR
(avePSNR), the mean of absolute difference of PSNR (madPSNR), and the overall
channel utilization (ChUtiliz ).

3.5.1

Simulation Setup

We concatenate 15 QCIF (176 × 144) video sequences to form one testing video
sequence of 5760 frames. The 15 sequences are 300-frame Akiyo, 360-frame carphone, 480-frame Claire, 300-frame coastguard, 300-frame container, 390-frame
foreman, 870-frame grandmother, 330-frame hall objects, 150-frame Miss American, 960-frame mother and daughter, 300-frame MPEG4 news, 420-frame salesman,
300-frame silent, 150-frame Suzie, and 150-frame Trevor. The base layer is gen-
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Table 3.3: The proposed multiuser resource allocation algorithm (M-LDLF)
1. Initialization:
e = 0, B d = · · · = B d
j = 1, Set RDSC=1, B0e = 0, Bi,0
i,1
i,dc = 0,
i

p
Ri,0
= rbi,1 , rbi,0 = rfi,0 = 0, wp = wL ,

and M SEi,0 = Di,1 (rbi,1 ), ∀i.
2. While the last frame of this video is not reached:
a) Calculate the budget factor and weighting factor
PN Pj
1
rb = j−max(j−L,0)
rbi,k ,
i=1
k=max(j−L,0)+1
Cmax −rb
e
Bmax
+Cmax −rb

β=

+ ∆β ,

p
Ri,j

−1
= Di,j
(M SEi,j−1 ) − rbi,j , ∀i.
P
p
p
p
N
1
If N
i=1 (|Ri,j − Ri,j−1 |/Ri,j−1 ) ≥ ST , then RDSC=j.

If j ∈ [RDSC, RDSC + PT ], then wp = wL ,
e
else wp = W (Bj−1
).

b) Select the channel transmission rate
U = Bd
d
Ci,j
i,max − Bi,j+dc −1 + ri,j−dd ∀i ,
i

i

L = max{−B d
Ci,j
+ ri,j−dd , 0} ∀i,
i,j+dc
i
i −1
PN
U ≥C
,
then
If i=1 Ci,j
max
PN
ri,j−1
L
L + (C
Ci,j = min{Ci,j
max −
i=1 Ci,j ) PN

i=1 (ri,j−1 )

U },
, Ci,j

U .
Else Ci,j = Ci,j

c) Select FGS rate
e
e
i) Ri,j = Bmax
+ Ci,j − Bi,j−1
− rbi,j , ∀i.
PN
P
P
N
e
e
ii) Rj = Bmax
+ N
i=1 rbi,j ,
i=1 Bi,j−1 −
i=1 Ci,j −

iii) Solve the optimization problem:
minRf

f
1,j ,...,RN,j

D̄j ,

subject to
D1,j (R

f

)

1,j
Quality Constraint D̄j ,
= ··· =
DS1
PN
f
Rate Constraint i=1 Ri,j ≤ βRj .

p
f
iv) rfi,j = min{wp Ri,j
+ (1 − wp )Ri,j
, Ri,j }, ∀i.

d) Update the encoder buffer occupancy information:
e = max{B e
Bi,j
i,j−1 + rbi,j + rfi,j − Ci,j , 0}.
e = 0, then C
e
If Bi,j
i,j = Bi,j−1 + rbi,j + rfi,j , ∀i.

e) Update the decoder buffer occupancy information:
d
d
Bi,j+d
c = Bi,j+dc −1 + Ci,j − ri,j−dd ∀i.
i

i

i

f) j = j + 1.
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f

DN,j (RN,j )
DSN

;

erated by MPEG-4 encoder with a fixed quantization step of 30 and the GOP
pattern is 29 P frames after one I frame. All frames of FGS layer have up to six bit
planes. For N users in this system, we allocate N ∗ 80K bits for the server buffer
and the shared maximal channel capacity is N ∗ 960 Kbps. Each user has a small
decoder buffer of 400K bits. For each user, the transmission delay, dci , is 3 frames
and initial playback delay, ddi , is 3 frames. The parameters (a, b, PT , ST , ∆β, L)
e
used in the LDLF algorithm are set to (Bmax
/4, 0.75, 3, 0.3, 0.01, 30).

3.5.2

Simulation Results for Single-User Case

For the single-user system, the video content is picked from frame 301 to 2100,
corresponding to the video sequences of carphone, Claire, coastguard, container,
and foreman. Figure 3.6 shows the avePSNR, madPSNR, and ChUtiliz using the
three different algorithms.
The solid line with triangle makers represents the results of single-user SWLF
algorithm (S-SWLF ) with different window sizes. The solid line represents the
results of CBR approach, which encodes each frame at a constant bit rate of 32K
bits. The dotted and dashed lines represent the results of the proposed single-user
LDLF algorithm (S-LDLF ) with (wH , wL ) = (0.95, 0.3) and (0.98, 0.3), respectively. As the CBR and S-LDLF algorithms do not have the window parameter,
we plot their results as horizontal lines to allow for the performance comparison
among CBR, S-LDLF, and S-SWLF of different window sizes.
As we can see from Figure 3.6, CBR approach provides the highest average perceptual quality and channel utilization. However, CBR has the worst fluctuation
of visual quality. In contrast, our experiment shows that variable rate control for
video, such as S-LDLF and S-SWLF, can provide more consistent quality. For the
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of CBR, S-SWLF, and the proposed S-LDLF rate control
algorithms for video frame 301∼2100 from the testing sequence.
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Figure 3.7: Frame-by-frame PSNR comparison of the CBR, S-SWLF, and the
proposed S-LDLF approaches

proposed S-LDLF algorithm, a higher value of wH gives smaller madPSNR and a
little lower avePSNR as expected. We also observe that madPSNR decreases when
the window size increases in S-SWLF algorithm. To provide sufficient smoothening, the window size L of the S-SWLF algorithm needs to be at least the size of
half to one GOP to cover an I-frame of high data rate, which is 15∼30 frames in our
experiment. We compare S-SWLF with window size 30 frames with S-LDLF with
(wH , wL ) = (0.98, 0.3), and present the PSNR results for each frame in Figure 3.7.
We can see that S-SWLF and S-LDLF have similar performance in terms of visual quality. However, to achieve this comparable performance, S-SWLF requires
about one-second more delay (L = 30 frames) and a corresponding large amount
of extra storage for the look-ahead frames on the encoder side, while the proposed
S-LDLF algorithm requires no extra delay and storage on the encoder side.
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3.5.3

Simulation Results for Multiuser Case

For the multiuser system, the content program for each user is 1200 frames long
and starts from a randomly selected I frame of the testing video source. If the
length of this video source is not long enough, we loop from the beginning of the
testing sequence. We repeat the simulation multiple times for a total of about
25000 user cases to obtain the averaged results for the systems with 4, 8, 16, 32,
64 and 128 users.
We first demonstrate the performance when all users request the same level of
visual quality. Figure 3.8 shows the average of all users’ avePSNR, madPSNR, and
ChUtiliz for different number of users using four algorithms, namely, the CBR algorithm (CBR), the multiuser SWLF algorithm (M-SWLF ) with different window
sizes, the multiple single-user approach using the above S-LDLF (M S-LDLF )
with (wH , wL ) = (0.98, 0.3), and the proposed multiuser LDLF (M-LDLF ) approach with (wH , wL ) = (0.98, 0.3). The CBR approach assigns each user a fixed
encoding rate, 32K bits per frame. The M S-LDLF system provides individual
encoder buffer (80K bits) and channel bandwidth (960Kbps) to each user using
S-LDLF algorithm. As we can see from Figure 3.8, the CBR approach suffers
from much higher fluctuation of visual quality than any other approaches, suggesting once again the need of variable rate control. Among the three approaches
providing VBR video, the two joint resource allocation approaches for multiuser
system, M-SWLF and M-LDLF, provide smaller fluctuation of visual quality than
the individual resource allocation scheme (M S-LDLF ). The more users a system
has, the higher possibility we can take the advantage of the variations of video
content similar to those in multiplexing [114] and offer desired quality to each user
through dynamic bandwidth allocation. Comparing these two dynamic multiuser
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algorithms, the fluctuation of visual quality of M-LDLF algorithm is between the
quality fluctuations of the M-SWLF algorithm with window sizes of 15 and 30
frames; and the performance of both visual quality measurements, avePSNR and
madPSNR, of the M-LDLF algorithm approaches the results of M-SWLF with
window size 30 frames when the number of users increases.
To compare the frame-by-frame PSNR of the three algorithms, M S-LDLF,
M-SWLF, and M-LDLF, we simulate the scenario in which the content program
for user i is 1200 frames long and starts from frame 600 × (i − 1) + 1 of the testing
video source. Figure 3.9 shows the frame-by-frame PSNR of the first and tenth
users in the M S-LDLF, M-SWLF, and M-LDLF systems when there are 16 and
32 users in the systems, respectively. Again, we see that the dynamic multiuser
approaches (M-LDLF and M-SWLF ) can provide more uniform quality than the
multiple single-user approach both within a scene and when crossing scene boundaries. When the number of users increases, the gain from joint resource allocation
is more significant, providing more uniform quality and less quality fluctuation.
Between the two dynamic multiuser approaches, our proposed M-LDLF approach
can achieve similar perceptual quality to that of M-SWLF approach with large
window size (30 frames); however, similar to the single-user case, the prior work
M-SWLF needs a longer delay (1 second) and a substantially larger storage than
the propose approach. This additional storage is for keeping the look-ahead data
of all users. In the example illustrated above, M-SWLF needs an extra storage of
30 frames/user × 32 users = 960 frames. As a result, the proposed approach has
higher system scalability than the M-SWLF approach. This makes the proposed
scheme an attractive choice for building a large system to accommodate many
users.
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Figure 3.9: Frame-by-frame PSNR results of the first and tenth user in the M
S-LDLF, M-SWLF, and M-LDLF systems
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Figure 3.10: Results of a 32-user system using M-LDLF with differentiated service
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We now use Figure 3.10 to demonstrate the differentiated service of a 32-user
system by keeping the same system settings as in Figure 3.9 except setting the
differentiated service priority for the i-th user as DSi = 1 − 0.9(i − 1)/31. Figure 3.10(a) illustrates the average MSE for each user. As we can see, the proposed
algorithm can achieve the required differentiated service priority, which is almost
a linear line as we have designed for. Figure 3.10(b) and 3.10(c) highlight the received PSNR for the first and the last user in this system, who request the lowest
and the highest video quality, respectively.

3.6

Chapter Summary

In summary, we have proposed an efficient bandwidth resource allocation algorithm for streaming multiple MPEG-4 FGS video sequences. By exploring the
intra- and inter-frame R-D characteristics of MPEG-4 FGS codec, we present a
control policy to achieve an excellent trade-off between the average quality and
quality fluctuation criteria. We demonstrate that multiuser systems with dynamic
joint resource allocation provide more consistent quality than the multiple singleuser approaches that do not dynamically share resources. Evaluating the video
quality in terms of the average distortion and the quality fluctuation, our algorithm gives excellent performance comparable to those by the general look-ahead
sliding-window approach. But compared to the existing approaches, our algorithm
has higher system scalability, as it does not need a delay of dozens of frames’ long
and does not require extra storage proportional to the number of users. Therefore,
the proposed multiuser resource allocation algorithm with low delay and low fluctuation of quality can serve as an efficient and effective building block for real-time
multiuser broadband communications.
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Chapter 4
Video over Wireless Downlink
4.1

Introduction

In Chapter 3, we have demonstrated the advantages of dynamical and joint resource allocation in a multiuser video system. In this chapter, we will extend this
concept to a video system that transmits multiple compressed video programs over
band-limited wireless fading channels. The challenge to support such services is
how to effectively allocate radio and video resources to each video stream. To
facilitate resource management, a system with highly adjustable radio and video
resources is preferred. For the radio resource, the wireless communication system
should provide high data rates to accommodate multimedia transmission and equip
multi-dimensional diversity so that radio resources can be dynamically distributed
according to users’ needs and channel conditions. For the video source coding, the
video codec should have high scalability to aid rate adaptation to achieve the required quality. The promising development of next generation video source codecs
and wireless networks can provide such flexibility as discussed in Chapter 2.
In this chapter, we propose a framework to provide multiple video streams to
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different users using dynamic distortion control based on the next generation of
video and wireless systems. The proposed framework has the following features.
First, the system dynamically gathers the information of system resources from
different components to capture the time-heterogeneity of video sources and timevarying characteristics of channel conditions. Subject to delay constraint, the system explores multi-dimensional diversity among users and across layers, performs
joint multiuser cross-layer resource allocation optimization, and then distributes
the system resources to each user. The benefit for such joint consideration is the
higher utilization of system resources. We will first study a scenario in which we
transmit multiple scalable video bitstreams over OFDMA networks to demonstrate
the proposed strategy [92, 95]. At the end of this chapter, based on this principle,
we will study another scenario in which we transmit video bitstreams over CDMA
networks [90].

4.2

System Description

There are three major subsystems in the proposed wireless video system, namely,
the video source codec subsystem, the OFDMA subsystem, and the resource allocator subsystem. We first review the video source codec subsystem along with
the corresponding R-D characteristics, and describe the OFDMA subsystem with
adaptive modulation and adaptive channel coding. Then, we present the proposed
framework for transmitting multiple scalable video bitstreams over OFDMA networks.
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4.2.1

Video Source Codec Subsystem

To transmit video programs over wireless networks, a system should be able to adjust the video source bit rates according to the varying channel conditions. A highly
scalable video codec is desired since it provides flexibility and convenience in reaching the desired visual quality or the desired bit rate. Although current MPEG-4
FGS and FGST can provide high flexibility; however, their overall qualities are
worse than the non-scalable coding results, and there remains a non-scalable base
layer. The development of 3-D subband video coding [16, 35, 46, 64, 69, 99] provides an alternative to compress video with full scalability. The current MPEG-4
Part-10 Scalable Video Coding [39] has called for proposals based on 3-D subband coding to achieve spatial scalability, temporal scalability, SNR scalability,
and multiple adaptations. Unlike the motion compensated video codec based on
block matching (such as H.263 and MPEG-4), the 3-D subband coding explores
the spatiotemporal redundancies via a 3-D subband transform. Extending the bit
allocation ideas from the EBCOT algorithm for image compression [100], the 3-D
embedded wavelet video codec (EWV) [35] outperforms MPEG-4 for sequences
with low or moderate motion and has comparable performance to MPEG-4 for
most high-motion sequences. Moreover, the rate-distortion information can be
predicted during the encoding procedure and provide a one-to-one mapping between rate and distortion such that we can achieve the desired perceptual quality
or the targeted bit rate. Thus, we adopt the EWV codec in the proposed framework as an example. We can easily incorporate other codecs with similar coding
strategy into the proposed scheme.
The EWV encoder consists of four stages [35], namely, 3-D wavelet transform,
quantization, bit plane arithmetic coding, and rate-distortion optimization. At
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the first stage, we collect a group of frames (GOF) as an encoding unit and apply
1-D dyadic temporal decomposition to obtain temporal subbands. The 2-D spatial
dyadic decomposition is applied in each temporal subband to obtain wavelet spatiotemporal subbands (or “subbands” for short). At the second stage, a uniform
quantizer is used for all wavelet coefficients in all subbands. At the third stage,
fractional bit plane arithmetic coding is applied to each subband. Except that
the most significant bit plane (MSB) has only one coding pass, every bit plane is
encoded into three coding passes, namely, significance propagation pass, magnitude refinement pass, and normalization pass. Each coding pass can be treated
as a candidate truncation point and the EWV decoder can decode the truncated
bitstream containing an integer number of coding passes in each subband. The
more consecutive coding passes of each subband a receiver receives, the higher
decoded video quality we have. The coding passes among all subbands can be
further grouped into several quality layers such that the received video quality can
be refined progressively by receiving more layers. At the last stage, the encoder
determines which coding passes are included in the output bit stream subject to
quality or rate constraint.
To maintain the coding efficiency, the R-D curve in each subband should be
convex [100]. Some coding passes in a subband cannot serve as feasible truncation
points to maintain the convexity and they will be pruned from the truncation
point list. To facilitate the discussion, we call all the coding passes between two
truncation points as a coding pass cluster.
Consider now there are a total of B subbands for the k th user and the subband
b has Tkb,max coding pass clusters. We can measure the rate and the corresponding
decrease in normalized mean squared distortion of the tth coding pass cluster in
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subband b for the k th user [100], and denote them as ∆rt,b,k and ∆dt,b,k , respectively.
We divide the whole duration for transmitting a total of L quality layers into L
transmission intervals with equal length. The lth quality layer is transmitted at
the lth transmission interval. The received distortion Dkl and rate Rkl for quality
layers 0 to l can be expressed as:
Dkl = Dkmax −

b,l
B−1
k −1
X TX

b=0

Rkl =

l
X

∆dt,b,k ,

(4.1)

t=0

∆Rkq .

(4.2)

q=0

Here Dkmax is the distortion without decoding any coding pass cluster,
∆Rkl =

b,l
B−1
k −1
X TX

b=0

∆rt,b,k ,

(4.3)

t=Tkb,l−1

and Tkb,l is the total number of coding pass clusters of subband b in the quality
layers 0 to l, which satisfies:
0 ≤ Tkb,l−1 ≤ Tkb,l ≤ Tkb,max ,

∀b and 0 < l < L.

(4.4)

Define the number of coding pass clusters for subband b in quality layer l as
∆Tkb,l = Tkb,l − Tkb,l−1 and for all subbands
∆Tlk = [∆Tk0,l , ∆Tk1,l , . . . , ∆TkB−1,l ].

(4.5)

We also define a matrix ∆Tl whose k th row is ∆Tlk . Thus, in each transmission
interval l, the source coding part of our system determines the coding pass cluster
assignment ∆Tlk and packetizes them as a quality layer for each user. We use
Figure 4.1 to illustrate the relationship among coding pass, subband, and quality
layer. Note that owing to different content complexities and motion activities
shown in video sources, the R-D information should be evaluated for each GOF of
each user to capture the characteristics of the corresponding bitstream.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the relationship among coding pass, subband, and quality
layer.

4.2.2

OFDMA Subsystem

To provide high data transmission rate, OFDM system is a promising modulation
scheme and has been adopted in the current technology, such as Digital Audio
Broadcasting (DAB), Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), WLAN standard (IEEE
802.11 a/g), and Wireless Metropolitan Area Networks (WMAN) standard (IEEE
802.16a). Compared to the traditional OFDM system, an OFDMA system has
higher adjustability for dynamic allocation of resources such as subcarrier, rate, and
transmission power; as reviewed in Chapter 2.2. Therefore, an OFDMA system can
explore time, frequency, and multiuser diversities to improve system performances,
We consider a downlink scenario of a single-cell OFDMA system in which there
are K users randomly located. The system has N subcarriers and each subcarrier
has bandwidth of W . We use an indicator akn ∈ {0, 1} to represent whether the
nth subcarrier is assigned to user k. Note that in a single-cell OFDMA system,
PK−1
akn ∈ {0, 1}, ∀n.
each subcarrier can be assigned to at most one user, i.e., k=0
The overall subcarrier-to-user assignment can be represented as a matrix A with
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[A]kn = akn . Let rkn be the k th user’s transmission rate at the nth subcarrier and
P −1
the total rate for the k th user can be expressed as N
n=0 akn rkn . The overall rate
allocation can also be represented as a matrix R with [R]kn = rkn .
In mobile wireless communication systems, signal transmission suffers from
various impairments such as frequency-selective fading due to multipath delay
[75]. The continuous complex baseband representation of user k’s wireless channel
impulse response is expressed as
gk (t, τ ) =

X

υk,i (t)δ(τ − τk,i ),

(4.6)

i

where υk,i (t) and τk,i are the gain and the delay of path i for user k, respectively. In
Rayleigh fading, the sequence υk,i (t) is modelled as a zero-mean circular symmetric
complex Gaussian random variable with variance συ2k,i proportional to d−α , where
d is the distance and α is the propagation loss factor. All υk,i (t) are assumed to
be independent for different paths. The root-mean-square (RMS) delay spread is
the square root of the second central moment of the power delay profile:
q
τk2 − (τ¯k )2 ,

σk,τ =
P

where

τk2

=

2
2
τk,i
i συ
P k,i
2
i συ
k,i

(4.7)

P

and τ¯k =

2
τk,i
i συ
P k,i
.
2
i συ
k,i

After sampling at the receiver, the channel gain of OFDMA subcarriers can be
approximated by the discrete samples of the continuous channel frequency response
as

Z
Ghkn

∞

=
−∞

gk (t, τ )e−j2πf τ dτ |f =nW,t=hTf ,

(4.8)

where Tf is the duration of an OFDM symbol and h is the sampling index. This
approximation does not consider the effect of the smoothing filter at the transmitter
and the front-end filter at the receiver.
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We assume a slow fading channel where the channel gain is stable within each
transmission interval.1 The resource allocation procedure will be performed in
each transmission interval. To facilitate the presentation, we omit h in the channel gain notation. The channel parameters from different subcarrier of different
users are assumed perfectly estimated, and the channel information is reliably fed
back from mobiles users to the base station in time for use in the corresponding
transmission interval. Denote Γkn as the k th user’s signal to noise ratio (SNR) at
the nth subcarrier as:
Γkn = Pkn Gkn /σ 2 ,

(4.9)

where Pkn is the transmission power for the k th user at the nth subcarrier and
σ 2 is the thermal noise power that is assumed to be the same for each subcarrier of different users. Further, let [G]kn = Gkn be the channel gain matrix and
[P]kn = Pkn the power allocation matrix. For downlink system, because of the
practical constraints in implementation, such as the limitation of power amplifier
and consideration of co-channel interferences to other cells, the overall power is
P
PN −1
bounded by Pmax , i.e., K−1
k=0
n=0 akn Pkn ≤ Pmax .
The goal of the proposed framework is to provide good subjective video quality
of the reconstructed video. Since the distortion introduced by channel error is typically more annoying than the distortion introduced by source lossy compression,
the system should keep the channel-induced distortion at a negligible portion of
the end-to-end distortion so that the video quality is controllable by the source
coding subsystem. This can be achieved when we apply an appropriate amount of
channel coding to keep the BER after the channel coding below some targeted BER
1

In practice, the duration of a transmission interval can be adjusted shorter enough so that

the channel gain is stable within a transmission interval.
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threshold, which is 10−6 in our system and achievable in most 3G/4G systems [21].
In addition, joint consideration of adaptive modulation, adaptive channel coding,
and power control can provide each user with the ability to adjust each subcarrier’s data transmission rate rkn to control video quality while meeting the required
BER.
We focus our attention on MQAM modulation and convolutional codes with bit
interleaved coded modulation (BICM) as they provide high spectrum efficiency and
strong forward error protection, respectively. We list the required SNRs’ and the
adopted modulation with convolutional coding rates to achieve different supported
transmission rates under different BER requirement in Table 4.1 based on the
results in [1]. Given a targeted BER, there is a one-to-one mapping between the
selected transmission rate and the chosen modulation scheme with convolutional
coding rate when the required SNR is satisfied. In this case, determining rkn
is equal to determine the modulation and channel coding rate. For each rate
allocation [R]kn , the corresponding power allocation [P]kn should maintain the
SNR in (4.9) larger than the corresponding value listed in Table 4.1 to achieve the
BER requirement. To facilitate our discussion, we define the feasible set of the
transmission rate in Table 4.1 as ν = {ν0 , ν1 , ν2 , . . . , νQ } and the corresponding
set of the required SNR for BER ≤ 10−6 as ρ = {ρ0 , ρ1 , ρ2 , . . . , ρQ }. Here, ν0 = 0
and ρ0 = 0, and Q represents the number of combinations for different modulation
with convolutional coding rates, which is 11 in our case. All transmission rate rkn s’
should be selected from the feasible rate set ν.
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Table 4.1: Required SNR and transmission rate using adaptive modulation and
convolutional coding rates [1]
Rate

Modulation

Convolutional
Coding Rate

SNR ρk (dB) for

BER ≤ 10−5

k

νk

1

1W

QPSK

1/2

4.65

4.09

2

1.33W

QPSK

2/3

6.49

5.86

3

1.5W

QPSK

3/4

7.45

6.84

4

1.75W

QPSK

7/8

9.05

8.44

5

2W

16QAM

1/2

10.93

10.04

6

2.66W

16QAM

2/3

12.71

12.13

7

3W

16QAM

3/4

14.02

13.29

8

3.5W

16QAM

7/8

15.74

15.01

9

4W

64QAM

2/3

18.50

17.70

10

4.5W

64QAM

3/4

19.88

18.99

11

5.25W

64QAM

7/8

21.94

21.06
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Figure 4.2: System block diagram
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Video
Output

Feedback

4.2.3

EWV Video over OFDMA

The block diagram of the proposed wireless video system is shown in Figure 4.2.
The upper and lower parts show the modules located in the server side and the
mobile user side, respectively. For the server side, the server buffers each user’s
incoming video frames in the user’s frame buffer. After collecting a GOF with
H frames for each user, the server moves those raw video frames to a wavelet
video encoder for compression as a coding pass bit stream. The selected coding
pass clusters will be transmitted during the next GOF transmission time of H/F
second long, where F is the video frame refreshing rate. To capture the varying
channel conditions and video content characteristics, the resource allocator should
obtain the channel information for each transmission interval from the channel
estimator and the R-D information of each GOF from the video coder. With the
estimated channel conditions, the resource allocator can predict how many data
rates with BER ≤ 10−6 the wireless networks can support in the next transmission interval. With the R-D information, the resource allocator can estimate the
qualities of the reconstructed videos after decoding at each mobile terminal. By
jointly considering the R-D information and the estimated channel conditions, the
resource allocator performs resource optimization and distributes video and radio
resources to each video stream in each transmission interval. According to the
allocated resources, the source coding subsystem will group the selected coding
pass clusters into a quality layer for each user and pass them to the transmission
system; and the OFDMA subsystem will load the video data to be transmitted
to different subcarriers at a controlled amount of power. On the mobile user side,
an OFDMA receiver buffers the received data until the end of the current GOF
transmission time. Then, those received data are moved to a wavelet video de-
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coder for decoding and the decoded frames are sent for display during the next
GOF transmission time.
Since we only know the channel conditions provided by the channel estimator
in the near future within the next transmission interval and the GOF bitstreams
are transmitted across L transmission intervals, it is necessary to break down
the optimization problem into a sequential optimization problem and solve each
problem in each transmission interval. There are two different objectives we want
to achieve in each transmission interval: fairness and efficiency. To ensure the
fairness among all users, we formulate the problem as a min-max optimization
problem to minimize the maximal (weighted) end-to-end distortion among all users.
Maintaining short-term fairness in each transmission interval ensures the long-term
fairness for GOFs [49]. To achieve high resource-allocation efficiency in terms of a
high overall video quality, we formulate the problem as an optimization problem
to minimize the overall end-to-end distortion among all users. We will discuss the
fairness and efficiency problems in Chapter 4.3 and Chapter 4.4, respectively. The
tradeoff between efficiency and fairness will be addressed in Chapter 4.5.

4.3

Optimization in Resource Allocator: Focusing on Fairness

In this section, we consider how to achieve fair video quality among all users in a
transmission interval and formulate this problem as a min-max problem. Given the
integer programming nature of the problem, we propose a three-stage suboptimal
algorithm to solve the optimization problem in real time.
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4.3.1

Formulation of the Fairness Problem

At the beginning of the lth transmission interval, according to the channel information and subject to the transmission delay constraint as one transmission interval
long, the resource allocator minimizes the maximal distortion received among all
users as follows:
min max wk · f (Dkl )

A,R,∆Tl

k

(4.10)


PK−1


Subcarrier Assignment:

k=0 akn ≤ 1, akn ∈ {0, 1}, ∀n;




 Subcarrier Rate: rkn ∈ ν, ∀k, n;
subject to
P −1


User Rate: 0 ≤ ∆Rkl ≤ N

n=0 akn rkn , ∀k;




 Power: PK−1 PN −1 a P ≤ P ;
max
k=0
n=0 kn kn
where wk is the quality weighting factor and f (·) the perceptual distortion function.
We solve this optimization problem by selecting the values of subcarrier assignment
matrix A, rate assignment matrix R, and coding pass cluster assignment ∆Tl
subject to four constraints: the first constraint is on subcarrier assignment that
a subcarrier can be assigned to at most one user; the second one restricts the
subcarrier rate to be selected only from the feasible rate set ν; the third one is
that the user’s overall assigned rate in (4.3) should be no larger than the overall
assigned subcarrier rate; and the fourth one is on the maximal power available for
transmission. Note that the system can provide differentiated service by setting
{wk } to different values according to the quality levels requested by each user.
As a proof of concept, we consider the case of wk = 1, ∀k and f (Dkl ) = Dkl for
providing uniform quality among all users here. The proposed solution can be
easily extended to other quality weighting factors and quality functions, and we
will demonstrate the ability for providing differentiated service in Chapter 4.6. The
problem in (4.10) is a multi-dimension generalized assignment problem, which is
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Figure 4.3: Flowchart of the proposed algorithm

an NP hard problem [60]. In a real-time system, a fast approximation algorithm
with good performance is needed and will be designed next.

4.3.2

Proposed Algorithm for Fairness

We propose a three-stage fast algorithm to solve the optimization problem (4.10).
As illustrated by the flowchart in Figure 4.3, at the first stage, we obtain continuous
GOF R-D functions that provide a distortion-to-rate mapping to facilitate the
resource allocation. At the second stage, we determine the subcarrier assignment
matrix A and rate assignment matrix R to find the largest distortion reduction
that the OFDMA system can support. This goal can be achieved through a bisection search on the R-D functions obtained at Stage 1. At the third stage, the
coding pass cluster assignment ∆Tl is decided subject to the allocated subcarrier
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Table 4.2: GOF R-D used in each transmission interval
a) Sort all {λt,b,k } for all t ≥ Tkb,l−1 in a decreasing order for user k
b) For each (t, b) for user k, we have indices
Ik (t, b) ∈ {1, 2, ..., Mkl } and Ik−1 (m) ∈ {(t, b)}
s.t. λi,b,k > λj,c,k for Ik (i, b) < Ik (j, c)
c) Set Dkl [0] = Dkl−1 and Rkl [0] = 0
For m = 1, ..., Mkl
Dkl [m] = Dkl [m − 1] − |∆dI −1 (m),k |
k

Rkl [m] = Rkl [m − 1] + ∆rI −1 (m),k
k

d) Construct the continuous GOF R-D function
Dkl (γkl ) =

l
l
Dk
[m+1]−Dk
[m]
l
l [m+1]−Rl [m] (γk
Rk
k

− Rkl [m]) + Dkl [m],

for Rkl [m] ≤ γkl ≤ Rkl [m + 1] and m = 0, ..., Mkl − 1.

and rate assignment at Stage 2. We explain the details of each stage below:
Stage 1
At this stage, a continuous GOF R-D function of the unsent coding pass clusters
for each user is obtained. The goal for determining the GOF R-D function is
to provide a one-to-one mapping between rate and distortion such that we can
know the amount of rate increment necessary for a given amount of reduction in
distortion.
Suppose there are Mkl unsent coding pass clusters for user k at the beginning
of the transmission interval l. Define the distortion-to-length slope for a coding
pass cluster with the rate increment ∆rt,b,k and the distortion reduction ∆dt,b,k as
λt,b,k , |∆dt,b,k | /∆rt,b,k .

(4.11)

The distortion-to-length slope represents how much distortion a coding pass cluster can reduce by given one unit of rate. We can sort all distortion-to-length
slopes of all unsent coding pass clusters (λt,b,k , where Tkb,l−1 ≤ t) in a decreasing
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order and obtain the corresponding mapping indices Ik (t, b) and inverse indices
Ik−1 (m) ∈ {(t, b)}. For example, if the sorting result is λt1 ,b1 ,k > λt2 ,b2 ,k > · · · ,
we assign Ik (t1 , b1 ) = 1, Ik (t2 , b2 ) = 2, and Ik−1 (1) = (t1 , b1 ), Ik−1 (2) = (t2 , b2 ).
Then, a decreasing discrete R-D function (Rkl [m],Dkl [m]) for quality layer l can be
obtained according to this sorting result, as shown in Table 4.2 (c). To facilitate
the distortion-to-rate searching, we relax the constraints on integer value of rate
and integer number of coding pass clusters to allow them to be real numbers; and
construct a continuous R-D function through linear interpolation of the discrete
R-D function as follows:
Dkl (γkl ) =

Dkl [m + 1] − Dkl [m] l
(γk − Rkl [m]) + Dkl [m],
l
l
Rk [m + 1] − Rk [m]

(4.12)

for Rkl [m] ≤ γkl ≤ Rkl [m + 1] and m = 0, ..., Mkl − 1,
where γkl is the required bit rate. We can calculate the least required rate, γkl , to
achieve the targeted distortion, D, by finding the inverse function of Dkl (·). We
summarize the algorithm used in this stage in Table 4.2. The complexity of this
stage for each user is O(Mkl log(Mkl )) due to sorting.
Stage 2
At this stage, the goal is to minimize the maximal distortion supported by the
OFDMA subsystem through a bi-section search procedure. By checking the continuous GOF R-D functions obtained in (4.12), the resource allocator can calculate the minimum transmission rates {γkl } necessary to achieve the same targeted
distortion among all users. Then the resource allocator checks whether these requested rates can be supported by the OFDMA subsystem under current channel
conditions. If the requested rates are feasible, the resource allocator tries to further
decrease the targeted distortion by increasing the requested rates. Otherwise, the
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Table 4.3: OFDMA resource allocation and feasibility check
a) Initialization: Get ∆Rkl , ∀k and set A = 0, R = 0, and P = 0.
b) Minimal Rate Assignment:
PN −1
While n=0
rkn akn ≥ ∆Rkl , ∀k not satisfied
1) Find k̂, n̂ = arg maxk,n [G]kn .
2) Assign subcarrier n̂ to user k̂. Set Gkn̂ = 0, ∀k. Waterfill all
subcarriers of user k̂ to minimize power with rate ∆Rl .
k̂

3) If the requested rate of user k̂ is achieved, set Gk̂n = 0, ∀n.
4) If no subcarriers left and not all requested rates are satisfied,
report infeasibility and exit.
c) Power Reduction:
While there are subcarriers left
1) Assign user k who has the highest average power per subcarrier
with a remaining subcarrier having the largest Gkn for user k.
2) Minimize the transmission power among the subcarrier set
assigned to this user.
3) Calculate the overall power. If not greater than Pmax ,
calculate A, R, and P. Exit and report feasibility.
Calculate the overall power. If greater than Pmax , report infeasibility.

resource allocator increases the targeted distortion to reduce the requested rates
and checks the feasibility again. A bi-section search algorithm is deployed to find
the minimal distortion D that the OFDMA subsystem can support.
The feasibility of the requested rates depends on two factors. First, the OFDMA
subsystem should be able to transmit the requested rates {γkl } for all users. Second, the overall transmission power, Psum , cannot exceed Pmax . We develop a fast
suboptimal algorithm shown in Table 4.3 to allocate the bits and power to satisfy
the rate constraint first and then the power constraint. There are three steps in
the proposed algorithm for feasibility checking: initialization, minimal rate assignment, and power reduction. First, the subcarrier assignment matrix A, the rate
assignment matrix R, and the power assignment matrix P are initialized to zeros.
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Next, the system tries to satisfy the requested rates. In each round, we allocate
an unassigned subcarrier to a user. If Gk̂n̂ has the maximal value in current G,
subcarrier n̂ is assigned to user k̂ and we update Gkn̂ = 0, ∀k to prevent this
subcarrier from being assigned again. We then determine the modulation schemes
and the coding rates for all subcarriers currently allocated to user k̂ such that the
requested data rate can be accommodated and the required transmission power is
minimized in the meantime. This can be implemented by the well-known waterfilling algorithm with Table 4.1 and (4.9). If the requested rate of user k̂ can be
allocated, user k̂ is removed from future assignment list in this step by assigning
Gk̂n = 0, ∀n. This step is repeated until all users’ requested rates are satisfied. If
all subcarriers are already assigned and not all requested rates can be allowed, infeasibility is reported and the resource allocator has to reduce the requested rates.
In the third step, we try to reduce the overall transmission power Psum to be below
Pmax by assigning the remaining subcarriers. In each round, we select a user who
has the highest average power per subcarrier and assign him/her with one of the
remaining subcarriers in which this user has the largest channel gain. Then we
minimize the transmission power among the subcarrier set assigned to this user.
The overall transmission power is calculated and if it is greater than Pmax , the
power reduction procedure is repeated again. Otherwise, we calculate A, R, and
P for OFDMA subsystem, report feasibility and exit. An infeasibility is reported if
there is no subcarrier left and Psum > Pmax . Since the required power for each user
in each subcarrier can be pre-calculated, the complexity of checking feasibility in
each iteration is O(N ). The overall number of iterations, which is typically fewer
than 20 in our experiment, is bounded by the bi-section search.
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Table 4.4: Coding pass cluster assignment
a) Find m̂k = arg max{Rkl [m] ≤ ARkl , ∀m}.
Allocate coding pass clusters with indices Ik (t, b) ≤ m̂k .
b) Calculate unused bandwidth U Rkl = ARkl − Rkl [m̂k ].
While U Rkl ≥ 0
1) Search the coding pass clusters set, S, whose element
satisfies ∆rt,b,k ≤ U Rkl and t = Tkb,l in all subbands.
2) If set S is empty, leave the loop.
3) Select the coding pass cluster, b̂, with largest λt,b,k in set S.
4) Update Tkb̂,l = Tkb̂,l + 1 and U Rkl = U Rkl − ∆rt,b̂,k .

Stage 3
At this stage, we perform the coding pass cluster assignment for each user individuP −1
ally. Denote the assigned rate from Stage 2 for the k th user as ARkl = N
n=0 akn rkn .
Due to the discrete rate provided by the OFDMA subsystem (rkn ∈ ν, ∀k, n), the
assigned transmission rate ARkl is generally larger than the requested rate, i.e.,
ARkl ≥ γkl . Therefore, we have rate budget ARkl to allocate the coding pass clusters. We formulate the problem as minimizing the distortion subject to the rate
constraint by allocating the coding pass cluster:
min Dkl subject to ∆Rkl ≤ ARkl .
∆Tlk

(4.13)

Since for each unsent coding pass cluster we need to decide whether we select it
or not, the problem (4.13) is a binary knapsack problem [60], which is NP hard.
To ensure the real-time performance, we apply a two-step greedy algorithm here.
First, among all values of Rkl [m] that are not larger than ARkl , we find the largest
one, Rkl [m̂k ]. We will include all coding pass clusters whose indices Ik (t, b) are not
larger than m̂k in the current quality layer. Notice that the sorting order {Ik (t, b)}
has ensured the decoding dependency of coding pass clusters in each subband.
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This is because if user k receives the tth coding pass cluster in subband b, user k
must receive coding pass cluster 0 to t − 1 since λt0 ,b,k > λt,b,k , ∀t0 < t or Ik (t0 , b) <
Ik (t, b), ∀t0 < t due to the convexity of R-D in subband b. Second, a round of
refinement is performed to utilize the unused bandwidth, U Rkl = ARkl −Rkl [m̂k ]. We
search all unsent coding pass clusters that follow the currently selected truncation
points and pick those with rates not larger than the unused bandwidth. The coding
pass cluster with the largest distortion-to-length slope is selected for transmission
during current transmission interval. The system updates the unused bandwidth
and unsent coding pass clusters; and then repeats the above search procedure until
there is no coding pass cluster with size not larger than the unused bandwidth.
Since the first step directly uses the result in (4.12), the refinement step consumes
most computation power in the whole coding pass cluster assignment and the
complexity to search a feasible coding pass cluster is O(B). We recap the algorithm
used in this stage in Table 4.4.

4.4

Optimization in Resource Allocator: Focusing on Efficiency

In this section, we study the efficiency problem in which the overall distortion
of all users is minimized in a transmission interval. We first formulate the efficiency problem as an optimization problem. Then, similar to the fairness case, we
also propose a three-stage algorithm to determine the subcarrier assignment, rate
assignment, and coding pass cluster assignment to achieve the optimization goal.
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4.4.1

Formulation of the Efficiency Problem

We formulate the efficiency problem as to minimize the overall (weighted) endto-end distortion among all users subject to constraints on subcarrier assignment,
subcarrier rate, user rate, and power:
min

A,R,∆Tl

K−1
X

wk · f (Dkl )

(4.14)

k=0


PK−1


Subcarrier Assignment:

k=0 akn ≤ 1, akn ∈ {0, 1}, ∀n;




 Subcarrier Rate: rkn ∈ ν, ∀k, n;
subject to
P −1


User Rate: 0 ≤ ∆Rkl ≤ N

n=0 akn rkn , ∀k;




 Power: PK−1 PN −1 a P ≤ P .
max
k=0
n=0 kn kn
The constraints are similar to the fairness case presented in Chapter 4.3.1. Similar
to the fairness case, the delay constraint is implicitly imposed in the problem (4.14)
so as the transmission delay is restricted within a transmission interval.

4.4.2

Proposed Algorithm for Efficiency

To solve this minimization problem, we propose a three-stage algorithm shown
in Figure 4.3. The first stage is to obtain the continuous R-D functions of all
unsent coding pass clusters for the current GOF. The second stage is to perform
subcarrier assignment and rate assignment through a 2-D waterfilling procedure;
and the third stage is the coding pass cluster assignment. The first and third stage
are the same as what have been discussed in Chapter 4.3.2. Here, we focus on the
second stage and consider the case of wk = 1, ∀k and f (Dkl ) = Dkl .
Having the continuous R-D functions, the problem (4.14) can be simplified as
follows:
min
A,R

K−1
X

Dkl (γkl )

k=0
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(4.15)


PK−1


Subcarrier
Assignment:

k=0 akn ≤ 1, akn ∈ {0, 1}, ∀n;


subject to Subcarrier Rate: rkn ∈ ν, ∀k, n;




 Power: PK−1 PN −1 akn Pkn ≤ Pmax ;
k=0
n=0
P −1
where γkl = N
n=0 akn rkn . To solve this problem, a two-step suboptimal algorithm
is proposed by first determining the subcarrier assignment matrix A and then
deciding the rate assignment matrix R.
Subcarrier Assignment
In this step, we relax the power constraint by assuming the maximal transmission
power is unlimited and thus each subcarrier can be loaded with maximum rate
νQ to fully utilize the available bandwidth. Then, the problem (4.15) has only
the subcarrier assignment constraint and the goal is to find the subcarrier-to-user
assignment that can reduce most distortion by using the least amount of power.
This problem can be solved by an iterative greedy algorithm. In each iteration, we
evaluate which user can achieve the most distortion reduction by using the least
power if we assign an unused subcarrier to him/her. There are two factors affecting
this evaluation, as reflected by ψkn and defined below:
!
µ l l
¶Ã
Dk (γk ) − Dkl (γkl + νQ )
νQ
ψkn ,
.
ρQ σ 2
νQ

(4.16)

Gkn

γkl is the accumulative allocated rate for user k in the current iteration. The first
term of (4.16) evaluates the gradient of reduced video distortion with respect to
the allocated rate, i.e., how much distortion we can reduce by assigning a unit of
rate for user k. The second term of (4.16) evaluates the gradient of the allocated
rate to the required transmission power (calculated using (4.9)), i.e., how many
bits this system can transmit at BER≤ 10−6 per unit of power. If both factors of
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user k at subcarrier n are large, it implies that assigning subcarrier n to user k can
use the same amount of power to reduce more distortion. Since the second term is
only a function of channel gain, we can further simplify (4.16) and have a matrix
Ψ as [Ψ]kn = ψkn :
ψkn = (Dkl (γkl ) − Dkl (γkl + νQ ))Gkn .

(4.17)

Once we obtain Ψ, we can find its entry (k̂, n̂) with maximal value and assign
subcarrier n̂ to user k̂. To prevent this subcarrier from being assigned again, we
set Gkn̂ = 0, ∀k. Then, we update the current allocated rate of user k̂ by setting
γk̂l = γk̂l + νQ and subcarrier assignment matrix by setting ak̂n̂ = 1 and ak0 n̂ = 0
for k 0 6= k̂. This procedure is repeated until all subcarriers are assigned. The
complexity of this step is O(N ).
Rate Assignment
Based on the subcarrier assignment in the previous step, we determine how much
rate should be assigned to each subcarrier. To facilitate our discussion, let θkn
∈ {0, 1, . . . Q} be the subcarrier usage index, which indicates the selected row in
Table 4.1 for user k at subcarrier n. For example, θkn = q represents that user k has
loaded rkn = νq bits in subcarrier n and the required SNR to achieve BER≤ 10−6
is ρq . Further, we define a set of incremental rate ∆ν = {∆ν1 , ∆ν2 , . . . , ∆νQ } and
a set of incremental power ∆ρ = {∆ρ1 , ∆ρ2 , . . . , ∆ρQ }, where ∆νq = νq − νq−1
and ∆ρq = ρq − ρq−1 for q = 1, ..., Q, respectively. We solve this rate assignment
problem using a 2-D discrete waterfilling algorithm. At the beginning, we set
all required rate {γkl } and all subcarrier usage indices {θkn } to zeros. In each
iteration, similar to Step 1, we select the subcarrier setting that can achieve the
most distortion reduction by using the least power when we evaluate the results of
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filling each subcarrier an incremental rate ∆νθkn +1 . This procedure is repeated until
all subcarriers are fully loaded or the overall required power reaches the maximal
available amount. The evaluation of distortion-to-power ratio for all subcarriers
and users can be quantified as a matrix Φ with [Φ]kn = φkn :
φkn , (

Dkl (γkl ) − Dkl (γkl + ∆νθkn +1 )
∆νθkn +1
)(
).
∆νθkn +1
∆ρθkn +1 σ 2 /Gkn

(4.18)

The first term of (4.18) represents how much distortion user k can reduce with
an extra unit of rate and the second term of (4.18) represents how many bits to
transmit for user k at subcarrier n with a unit of power. The overall φkn represents
how much distortion user k will reduce at subcarrier n with one extra unit of power.
After obtaining Φ, we select the entry (k̂, n̂) with largest value. If subcarrier
n̂ does not belong to user k̂, i.e., ak̂n̂ = 0, we set φk̂n̂ = 0 and search the highest
value in Φ again. If so, we update user k̂’s subcarrier usage index
θk̂n̂ = θk̂n̂ + 1,

(4.19)

the overall transmission rate of user k̂
γk̂l = γk̂l + ∆νθk̂n̂ ,

(4.20)

and the overall transmission power
Psum = Psum +

∆ρθk̂n̂ σ 2
.
Gk̂n̂

(4.21)

If subcarrier n̂ is overloaded, (i.e., rk̂n̂ > νQ ), or the overall required power exceeds
the Pmax , we need to pick other entry by setting φk̂n̂ = 0 and search the highest
value in Φ until a valid one is found. The search algorithm terminates if no more
valid assignment is found. The whole algorithm is presented in Table 4.5. Since
the accumulative rate γk̂l is updated for the selected user k̂ only, the complexity
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Table 4.5: Proposed algorithm to minimize overall distortion
a) Initialization: Psum = 0, Exit = False.
b) Subcarrier Assignment:
Set γkl = 0, ∀k.
While not all subcarriers are assigned
Calculate Ψ using (4.17).
Find k̂, n̂ = arg maxk,n [Ψ]kn .
Set ak̂n̂ = 1 and ak0 ,n̂ = 0 for k0 6= k̂.

Set Gk,n̂ = 0 ∀k.

Update user’s rate γ l = γ l + νQ .
k̂

k̂

c) Rate Assignment:
Set γk = 0, ∀k; and set Exit as False.
While Exit == False
Calculate Φ using (4.18).
Set Found as False.
While Found == False
Find k̂, n̂ = arg maxk,n [Φ]kn .
If φk̂n̂ == 0, set Exit as True and Found as True.
Else If ak̂n̂ == 0, set φk̂n̂ == 0.
Else
If rk̂n̂ + ∆νθ

k̂n̂

+1

≤ νQ and Psum +

∆ρθ

k̂n̂

Set Found as True,
Update system using (4.19)(4.20)(4.21).
Else, set φk̂n̂ = 0.
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+1 σ

Gk̂n̂

2

≤ Pmax

of updating Φ in each iteration is O(nk̂ ), where nk̂ is the number of subcarriers
assigned to user k̂. The maximal number of iteration in the rate assignment is
N Q; and the actual number of iteration depends on the transmission power level
and channel condition.

4.5

Network-Level Service Objectives

In this section, we discuss the extended functionalities based on the proposed algorithms in Chapter 4.3 and 4.4. We first address how to achieve a desired tradeoff
between system fairness and efficiency. Then we investigate how to incorporate
unequal error protection in the proposed framework to increase system’s efficiency.

4.5.1

Tradeoff between Fairness and Efficiency

We have proposed two solutions to ensure fairness and improve efficiency in each
transmission interval, respectively. If we apply fairness algorithm in all transmission intervals (L intervals), the received video qualities for all users will be similar
to each other. However, the users whose video programs require more rates to
achieve the same video quality or who are in bad channel conditions will become
a bottleneck in the whole system and degrade the overall video qualities. If we
apply efficiency algorithm in all transmission intervals, the system will achieve the
highest overall video qualities. Nevertheless, the users in good channel conditions
with low video content complexity will be assigned more system resources. Consequently, some users will have unnecessarily good video qualities while others will
have very bad qualities. In other words, a system achieving more efficiency will
suffer from more unfairness. We are interested in how to design a system with
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partial fairness and partial efficiency. To achieve this tradeoff, for each GOF, we
propose to apply fairness algorithm in the first several transmission intervals (x
intervals) to ensure the baseline fairness, and then apply the efficiency algorithm
in the rest transmission intervals (y = L − x intervals) to improve the overall video
qualities. We denote this strategy as Fx Ey algorithm. Note that FL E0 algorithm
is the pure fairness algorithm and F0 EL algorithm is the pure efficiency algorithm.

4.5.2

Unequal Error Protection

It has been shown that the unequal error protection (UEP) can improve the expected video qualities [2, 61, 83]. Relaxing the requirement from lower targeted
BER to higher targeted BER but sending the same bit rate, the required power
can be reduced. In other words, if the overall transmission power is fixed, the
overall bit rate using higher targeted BER can be higher than the one with lower
targeted BER. It is potential to improve the overall expected video qualities. The
UEP takes the advantage of different priorities within a video bit stream by using
different targeted BER. For the video bit stream with higher priority, the UEP
adopts stronger error protection (lower targeted BER) to increase the probability
of successful transmission. For the video bit stream with lower priority, the UEP
applies weaker error protection (higher targeted BER) to utilize a larger effective
bandwidth for statistical performance gain.
Because the EWV bit stream exhibits a strong decoding dependency, all received coding pass clusters in a subband should be adjacent to each other and also
a truncated version of the original bit stream starting from MSB. Assuming all
bits in the quality layer 0 ∼ l − 1 are received correctly, given a targeted BERi ,
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the expected distortion of the quality layer l can be represented as:
Ei [Dkl ] = Dkl−1 −

b,l
B
−1 TX
k −1
X

b=0

i
pt,b,k
∆dt,b,k .

(4.22)

t=Tkb,l−1

Here pit,b,k is the probability that the receiver can correctly receive all coding pass
clusters from Tkb,l−1 to t in subband b and can be expressed as follows:
pit,b,k = (1 − BERi )∆Rt,b,k .

(4.23)

Here ∆Rt,b,k is the cumulative number of bits from coding pass cluster Tkb,l−1 to t
in subband b and can be expressed as
t
X

∆Rt,b,k =

∆rt0 ,b,k .

(4.24)

t0 =Tkb,l−1

Quality layer l has higher priority than quality layer k if l < k since both layers
may have coding passes in the same subband so that coding passes in quality
layer k have decoding dependency on the ones in quality layer l due to (4.4). We
incorporate the unequal error protection strategy in the proposed framework by
considering the priorities of quality layers in different transmission intervals. In
the first L − 1 transmission intervals, we solve the original problem (4.15) using
the proposed algorithm shown in Table 4.5 with the strongest error protection.
At the last transmission interval, we solve the problem (4.15) but replacing Dkl
with Ei [Dkl ] using several different BERi as shown in Table 4.1 (BER0 = 10−6 and
BER1 = 10−5 in our case). We pick the BER setting that achieves the lowest
overall expected distortion.

4.6

Simulation Results

The simulations are set up as follows. The OFDMA system has 32 subcarriers over
a total 1.6MHz bandwidth. The delay spread in root mean square is 3 × 10−7 s.
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An additional 5µs guard interval is used to avoid inter-symbol interference due to
channel delay spread. This results in a total block length as 25µs and a block
rate as 40K per second. The Doppler frequency is 10Hz and the transmission
interval is 33.33ms. The mobile is uniformly distributed within the cell with radius
of 50m and the minimal distance from mobile to the base station is 10m. The
noise power is 5 × 10−9 Watts, and the maximal transmission power is 0.1 Watts.
The propagation loss factor is 3 [75]. The video refreshing rate is 30 frames per
second with CIF resolution (352x288). The GOF size is 16 frames and each GOF
is encoded by the codec [35] using Daubechies 9/7 bi-orthogonal filter with 4level temporal decomposition and 3/2/1 spatial decomposition in low/mid/high
temporal subbands, respectively.

4.6.1

Performance of the Fairness Algorithm

We first demonstrate how the proposed algorithm F16 E0 achieves pure fairness
among all users when all users request uniform quality. We consider a four-user
system, where each user receives 10 GOFs from one of the four video sequences,
Foreman, Hall Monitor, Mother and daughter, and Silent, respectively. Figure
4.4(a) shows the received video quality of the first GOF in terms of mean-squared
error in every transmission interval. As we can see, all four users have similar video
quality in each transmission interval and the received video quality is improved by
receiving more quality layers till the last transmission interval. We also show the
corresponding subcarrier assignment of the first GOF in each transmission interval
in Figure 4.5(a). As the source coding rate of each user is allocated in different time
and frequency slots according to the channel conditions and source characteristics,
the diversities of frequency, time, and multiuser are jointly exploited. Figure 4.6(a)
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Figure 4.4: Comparison for the F16 E0 system providing uniform quality and differentiated service.
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Figure 4.5: Subcarrier assignment for the F16 E0 system in each transmission interval (a) Uniform quality. The system assigns more subcarriers to user 0 at most
intervals due to the required rate of video sequence 0 to achieve the same quality is
higher than other sequences. (b) Differentiated service. The system assigns more
subcarriers to user 3 due to the highest requested quality.
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Figure 4.6: Frame-by-frame PSNR for the F16 E0 system with uniform quality and
with differentiated service.
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shows the frame-by-frame PSNR along 10 GOFs for all users. The average PSNR
along the received 160 frames for each user is 39.52, 39.71, 39.46, 39.54dB, respectively. The deviation of users’ received quality is small and within 0.25dB. Thus,
the pure fairness algorithm, F16 E0 , can provide similar visual qualities among all
users during the whole transmission time.
As we have mentioned that the proposed framework can provide differentiated
service by appropriately setting the quality weighting factor {wk } in (4.10). We
repeat the above experiment with a new set {wk } as w0 = 0.25, w1 = 0.5, w2 =
1, and w3 = 2. The PSNR difference between user i and i + 1 is expected to
be 3dB. Figure 4.4(b) shows the mean-squared error of the first GOF received
by each user in every transmission interval. As we can see, the video qualities
received by all users maintain the desired quality gap in every transmission interval.
The differentiated service is achieved when we receive all quality layers. Figure
4.5(b) shows the corresponding subcarrier assignment of the first GOF in each
transmission interval. Compared to Figure 4.5(a), User 3 occupies more subcarriers
in the system with differentiated service than in the system with uniform quality.
Figure 4.6(b) shows the frame-by-frame PSNR along 10 GOFs for all users. As
we have expected, User 3 has the highest received video quality and User 0 has
the lowest PSNR. The average PSNR received by each user is 35.06, 38.16, 40.91,
43.92dB, respectively. The PSNR differences between user i and i + 1 for i =
0, 1, 2 are 3.10, 2.75, 3.01dB, respectively, which is close to the design goal of 3dB
differentiated service.
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4.6.2

Performance of the Fx Ey Algorithm Family

Next, we evaluate the proposed algorithm Fx Ey with different values of x. Here
we also compare the proposed algorithm with the TDM algorithm 2 . Instead of
allowing subcarriers in a transmission interval to be allocated among multiple users,
the TDM algorithm assigns all subcarriers in one transmission interval to only one
user whose current end-to-end distortion is the largest. Thus, the multiuser and
frequency diversity is not explored in this TDM algorithm.
We concatenate 15 classic CIF video sequences to form one testing video sequence of 4064 frames. The 15 sequences are 288-frame Akiyo, 144-frame Bus,
288-frame Coastguard, 288-frame Container, 240-frame Flower, 288-frame Foreman, 288-frame Hall Monitor, 288-frame Highway, 288-frame Mobile, 288-frame
Mother and daughter, 288-frame MPEG4 news, 288-frame Paris, 288-frame Silent,
256-frame Tempete, and 256-frame Waterfall. The video for the k th user is 160
frames long and from frame 256×k+1 to frame 256×k+160 of the testing sequence.
Two performance criteria are used to measure the proposed algorithm and
TDM algorithm. We first calculate the average received video quality of all 160
frames for each user and denote it as PSNRk for the k th user. To measure the
efficiency, we average the PSNRk for all users, i.e.
K−1
1 X
avePSNR =
PSNRk .
K k=0

(4.25)

The higher avePSNR is, the higher system efficiency of overall video quality we
have. To measure the fairness, we take the standard deviation for each user’s
2

As discussed in Chapter 2.2, the current IEEE 802.11 medium access control (MAC) pro-

tocol supports two kinds of access methods: distributed coordination function (DCF) and point
coordination function (PCF). In both mechanisms, only one user occupies all the bandwidth at
each time, which is similar to TDM technology.
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Figure 4.7: avePSNR and stdPSNR results of the Fx Ey algorithm family and TDM
algorithm.
average received video quality, i.e.
v
u K−1
u1 X
stdPSNR = t
(PSNRk − avePSNR)2 .
K k=0

(4.26)

The lower stdPSNR is, the fairer quality each user receives. If stdPSNR is high,
it implies some users receive video programs with high quality and the other users
receive video programs with poor quality.
Figure 4.7 shows the fairness and efficiency results for the proposed algorithms
and TDM algorithm. We first compare the performances for eight settings of the
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Fx Ey algorithm family, including F0 E16 , F4 E12 , F7 E9 , F11 E5 , F13 E3 , F14 E2 , F15 E1 ,
and F16 E0 . We see that the pure fairness algorithm F16 E0 achieves the lowest PSNR
deviation among all algorithms but has the lowest average PSNR; and the pure
efficiency algorithm F0 E16 achieves the highest average PSNR but has the highest
PSNR deviation. The tradeoff between avePSNR and stdPSNR can be adjusted
by selecting different number of transmission intervals for fairness algorithm. As
revealed from Figure 4.7, the Fx Ey algorithm has higher average received video
quality but higher quality deviation than the Fx−1 Ey+1 algorithm. The second
comparison included in Figure 4.7 is between the Fx Ey algorithm family and the
TDM algorithm. As shown in Figure 4.7, for achieving the same avePSNR, the
proposed Fx Ey algorithm family has about 1∼1.8 dB lower deviation in PSNR
than the TDM algorithm. In other words, the proposed algorithm provides fairer
quality than the TDM algorithm. This is because the proposed scheme employs
additional diversity in frequency and multiuser.
To evaluate the received video quality along the time axis, we show the frameby-frame PSNR using TDM algorithm and the Fx Ey algorithm family for each
user in a four-user system in Figure 4.8. We choose three algorithms from Fx Ey
algorithm family, namely, the pure efficiency algorithm (F0 E16 ), the pure fairness
algorithm (F16 E0 ), and one example of the partial fairness-efficiency algorithms
(F14 E2 ). As we can see, the F0 E16 algorithm has higher PSNR than F14 E2 , F16 E0
for all users except User 1. This is due to two factors: one is that the video content
of User 1 requires higher rate to achieve the same video quality than the other users
and the other reason is that the channel condition for User 1 is the worst among all
users. Therefore, the F0 E16 algorithm assigns more rates to the other users than
User 1 to achieve higher average received video quality of all users.
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Figure 4.9 shows the average value of the worst received PSNR among all
users from 10 different terminals’ locations for different number of users in the
system. We can see that the proposed algorithm, F16 E0 , can improve the minimal
PSNR better than that of the TDM algorithm. There is about 0.5∼3dB gain for
different number of users. The performance gap increases when the number of
users increases owing to the multiuser diversity.
In Table 4.6, we show the performance gain that the unequal error protection
scheme outperforms the equal error protection (EEP) for different numbers of
users in the system using F0 E16 algorithm. For the UEP strategy, the targeted
BER of the first 15 transmission intervals is set to 10−6 . The targeted BER of the
last transmission interval is chosen from {10−5 , 10−6 }, depending on which BER
setting achieving better expected distortion using (4.22). For the EEP, the targeted
BER for all transmission intervals is 10−6 . The video content and channel setting
are the same as before. For each setting, we run the simulation 10,000 times. As
revealed in Table 4.6, the UEP can improve the expected average PSNR per user
only about 0.05∼0.13dB.
This small improvement using the UEP is due to several reasons. First, although a system with higher targeted BER has potential to attain higher bit rate
throughput, the distortion introduced by the channel becomes significant. Thus,
the increased effective bandwidth is limited, which limits the reduction of video distortion. Second, the EWV codec has a high compression ratio at very low bit rate
but its R-D curve becomes flatter at higher bit rate due to the distortion-to-length
slope sorting. So, for a system that has already received a large amount of video
data at the last transmission interval, the improved distortion due to the increased
effective bandwidth using the UEP is limited. Third, the joint multiple video cod-
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Table 4.6: Unequal error protection versus using equal error protection
Number of users

4

8

12

16

average PSNR gain per user (dB)

0.13

0.09

0.07

0.05

ing has explored the video content complexities for all videos and the system has
assigned more system resources to users who are in good channel conditions with
simple video content complexity to achieve the highest system efficiency. Thus, the
extra bit rate budget benefited from the UEP will be distributed to users who are
in bad channel conditions with complex video complexity, whose overall distortion
can only be improved by a limited amount. Further, the selection of targeted BER
is based on the expected distortion calculated from (4.22). If the targeted BER
is selected as 10−6 , the UEP is equivalent to the EEP and no performance gain
can be obtained. We also observe that the more users the system has, the smaller
performance improvement we have. It is because the increased bandwidth due
to higher targeted BER is roughly a constant and is shared by all users. When
the number of user increases, the increased bandwidth assigned to each user will
reduce and the quality improvement will reduce.

4.7

Video over Interference-limited Networks

In the previous sections, we have considered wireless networks where allocating
these resources to one user would affect other users due to the limited amount of
resources. In some other wireless networks, such as CDMA, the performance of
each individual user is further affected by the interference of simultaneous usage
from other users. In this section, we extend the principle of resource allocation
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discussed in the previous sections to the scenario that sending multiple real-time
encoded video programs to multiple mobile users over downlink Multicode CDMA
systems [31, 90].

4.7.1

System Description

To facilitate the rate adaptation, we adopt MPEG-4 FGS, which has been discussed
in Chapter 3.2. The video codec has a rate constraint that the transmitted rate for
each video frame should be between the base-layer rate and the maximal available
FGS rate plus the base-layer rate.
Multicode CDMA (MC-CDMA) system [36, 37] provides a digital bandwidthon-demand platform by allocating multiple codes according to users’ rate requests.
MC-CDMA system has a code constraint that a code can be assigned to at most
one user. We need to determine the code assignment, namely, which code should
be assigned to which user. The system has a power constraint that the overall
transmission power for all C codes should not be larger than the maximal transmission power, Pmax , which is to limit the co-interference between cells and to
operate within the working range of communication circuits.
To protect bitstreams from bit error during transmission, we use rate-compatible
punctured convolutional code (RCPC) [27], which provides a wide range of channel
coding rates within [Tmin , Tmax ]. The goal of channel coding is to provide sufficiently low BER on the bitstream level such that the end-to-end video quality is
controllable. For MPEG-4, the degradation of video quality can be kept negligible
if we enable the error resilient features and error concealment mechanism as well
as keep the BER below a threshold set around 10−6 [90]. To achieve the BER requirement, the received SINR should not be less than a targeted SINR that can be
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approximated by an exponential function of the channel coding rate of RCPC [90].
Although a CDMA code with higher channel coding rate can carry more source
bits, the required power to meet the BER requirement is higher. The received
SINR for each code is subject to interference from other codes, because of nonorthogonality among codes caused by multipath fading [6]. Since the overall power
is limited, we need to determine the channel coding rate assignment of each code to
achieve the optimal video quality subject to the power constraint and interference.
Overall, the key issue is how to jointly perform rate adaptation, code allocation, and power control to achieve the required perceptual qualities of received
video. We consider system efficiency during each video frame refreshing interval
by determining the code assignment and channel coding rate assignment, subject
to the constraints on CDMA codes, power, and video rate. This problem is a mixed
integer programming problem, which is NP hard. In searching for an effectively
real-time solution, we have found an important heuristic: Since distortions can be
reduced by using extra either power or codes, the code and power resource should
be used in a balanced way to avoid exhausting one resource first while having the
other resource left, leading to low system performances.

4.7.2

Distortion Management Algorithm

To manage the distortion, a balanced code and power usage algorithm (BCP) is
developed. An example shown in Figure 4.10 illustrates how the algorithm works.
We first allocate the resources for delivering the base-layer data to provide the
baseline video quality for each user, as shown in Position A. Then, we allocate
resources for FGS layer by keeping a guideline to the ratio of the current power to
the number of assigned CDMA code. We assign one code at a time to a user and
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perform different algorithms according to the current power-to-code usage ratio.
If the current ratio is larger than the ratio of the maximal power over the total
number of CDMA codes (as shown by the dotted line), the system consumes higher
than average power per code. Position A is one of the examples. In this case, a
new code is assigned to a user by keeping user’s source coding rate unchanged but
redistributing the source rates among user’s already assigned codes plus the new
code. Subsequently, the channel coding rates for those codes, the required SINR,
and the overall power are all reduced. If the current power-to-code ratio is smaller
than the ratio of the maximal transmission power over the total number of CDMA
codes, the system consumes moderate power per code. One of such example is
Position B. In this case, we will assign a new code with maximal channel coding
rate to carry video source bits such that the overall distortion is reduced. By doing
so, the total power consumption would increase. After all codes are assigned, we
perform a round of refinement to further reduce distortion by using the remaining
power quota. Position C to Position D is an example for quality refinement. At
the end, all available power and code resources are fully utilized.
Owing to the mixed integer programming nature of the problem, it is difficult
to evaluate how close to the optimal solutions the proposed algorithm performs.
However, we have found it is possible to derive optimal solutions for code-limited
case and performance bounds for power-limited case with linear complexity.
The code-limited case refers to the situation when the transmission power can
be viewed as unbounded, while there are only a limited number of pseudo-random
codes. This happens when all users are close to the base station, so that the necessary transmission power is much less than the maximal transmission power. We
also assume the number of users is large enough or the requested rates for video
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transmission are large enough, so that all C codes are used. In this case, in order
to have the highest distortion reduction, each code should carry as much information as possible. So all channel coding rate of each code should be equal to the
maximal channel coding rate, Tmax . The optimal solution with linear computation
complexity can be obtained as follows: we first divide each video stream into several segments with equal length Tmax ; then we calculate the distortion reduction
of each segment if the corresponding mobile user receives it; we sort all distortion
reduction for all segments from all bitstreams in a decreasing order and choose the
first C segments with the largest distortion reduction; finally we assign codes to
the corresponding users for transmitting the selected bit stream segments.
The power-limited case refers to the situation that all available power is used
and there might still be some codes left. This happens when all users are far
away from the base station. We also assume the number of users is small or
the requested rates are not large, so that it is not limited by power and code
simultaneously. Under this condition, the channel coding rate Tmin for all codes
will have the minimal overall transmission power. So if the power is limited, by
using the minimal channel coding rate, we can have the highest source rates and
corresponding minimal distortions. We further relax the code constraint, namely,
a code is shared by multiple users; and assume the orthogonality among all codes
holds. We can derive a performance bound with linear computation complexity as
the following procedures: we first divide each video stream into several segments
with equal length Tmin ; then we calculate the distortion reduction of each segment
and the power increment if we select this segment and assign it a code; we evaluate
the ratio between the distortion reduction and power increment for each segment;
we sort all ratios of all segments from all bitstreams in a decreasing order and
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Figure 4.11: Code limited case: optimal solutions

choose the first C segments with the largest ratio; finally we assign codes to the
corresponding users for transmitting the selected bit stream segments.

4.7.3

Simulation Results

We concatenate 15 classic QCIF (176 × 144) video sequences to form a basic testing
sequence of 2775 frames [90]. The content program for each user is 100 frames and
starts from a randomly selected frame of the testing sequence. The video refreshing
rate is 15 frames per second (fps). To study the proposed algorithm performance
under code-limited (power-unlimited) case we compared its total distortion with
that of the optimal solution of the code-limited case for different number of users,
N , and different locations. We set all mobile users at locations 1, 2, and 3, at
distances near 100m, 150m, and 200m, respectively. From the results shown in
Figure 4.11, we can see that the proposed scheme always achieves the optimal
solution.
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Figure 4.12: Power limited case: close to performance upper bounds

To study the proposed algorithm performance under power-limited (code unlimited) case, we considered four users which are located at different locations.
All mobile users in location 1,2 and 3, are near 1100 m, 1200 m, and 1300 m,
respectively. Figure 4.12 shows the results comparing the proposed algorithm with
orthogonality factor between 0 and 0.7 and the performance upper bound for the
power-limited case. As we can see, the performance of the proposed algorithm
with small orthogonality factor is close to the performance upper bound that assumes the orthogonality factor to be zero. The loss is because two reasons. First,
the performance upper bound is obtained by allowing a non-integer number of
codes, so the bound has a better performance than the optimal solution. Second,
the proposed algorithm might reach local minima instead of the global minima.
The above two simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm in both special cases.
For the case where both power and code are constrained, we compare the
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Figure 4.13: Performance comparison of BCP and greedy algorithms

proposed algorithm with a modified greedy algorithm [30]. For each iteration, the
greedy algorithm tries to assign a candidate code with maximal channel coding
rate to every user, calculates the distortion reduction, and assigns a new code to
the user with the largest value. The location for each user is uniformly distributed
within the cell with radius from 20m to 1000m. Figure 4.13 shows the comparison
result for different number of users vs. the total distortion, Dsum . The simulation
results demonstrate that BCP algorithm outperforms the greedy algorithm 14% ∼
26%. The main reason for this gain is that the greedy algorithm ignores the balance
between power and code usages and thus depletes one resource while wasting other
resources.

4.8

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have constructed a framework sending multiple scalable video
programs over downlink wireless networks. We first study video over OFDMA
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system. By leveraging the frequency, time, and multiuser diversity of the OFDMA
system and the scalability of the 3-D embedded wavelet video codec, the proposed
framework can allocate system resources to each video stream to achieve the desired
video quality. Two service objectives are addressed: fairness and efficiency. For
fairness problem, we formulate the system to achieve fair quality among all users as
a min-max problem. For efficiency problem, we formulate the system to attain the
lowest overall video distortion as a minimization problem. To satisfy the real-time
requirement, two fast algorithms are proposed to solve the above two problems.
The simulation results have demonstrated that the proposed fairness algorithm
outperforms TDM algorithm by about 0.5∼3dB for the worst received video quality criterion. The proposed Fx Ey algorithm family can achieve a desired tradeoff
between fairness among users and overall system efficiency. At the same average
video quality among all users, the proposed algorithm has about 1∼1.8dB lower
PSNR deviation among all users than the TDM algorithm. So, the proposed algorithm can provide better system efficiency and stricter fairness. In addition, the
proposed fairness algorithm can allow differentiated service by appropriately setting values for quality weighting factors. We also extend the proposed framework
to incorporate unequal error protection. In summary, the proposed framework is
a promising solution for broadband multiuser video communication.
We have also applied the resource allocation strategy to MC-CDMA networks
and demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed principle. We have further
considered two special cases which have optimal solutions and performance bounds
with linear complexity and demonstrated the performance by utilizing the proposed
principle of resource allocations can achieve or close to the optimal solutions.
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Chapter 5
End-to-end Video Conferencing
5.1

Introduction

In Chapter 4, we have discussed how to transmit multiple video programs over
downlink wireless networks with a single cell. Video-on-demand service is one of
the applications. There are many other applications which may transmit video bitstreams in both uplinks and downlinks within a single cell and/or multiple cells.
One of the promising services is interactive video conferencing, whereby a pair of
mobile users at different locations can exchange video streams with each other in
real time. Besides the real time requirement, a wireless system providing interactive video conferencing faces more challenges than the typical video-on-demand
service. For instance, in each conversation session, there are two video streams
being exchanged between a conversation pair; each video stream is transmitted
through at least two paths, namely, an uplink to an access point and a downlink
from the access point. The transmitted packets of each video stream experience
different channel conditions in both links. Because the radio bandwidth resources
are limited for different users’ transmissions over uplink and downlink and the
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channel conditions change over time, dynamically allocating the limited network
resources to all users can significantly improve the end-to-end quality. Moreover,
various video programs exhibit different content complexities and require different
amount of bandwidth to achieve similar video quality. To provide satisfactory video
quality to all users, a multiuser wireless video conferencing system should integrate
cross-layer design methodology and dynamic multiuser resource allocation. In this
chapter, we address the above issues and propose an interactive video conferencing
framework to support multiple conversation pairs over WLANs [91, 94].
For a wireless system with limited bandwidth resources, it is critical to determine the amount of bandwidth allocated to uplink and downlink to achieve high
spectrum utilization and system service objectives. A static strategy is to allocate
equal bandwidth to both links and perform optimal uplink resource allocation and
optimal downlink resource allocation individually. As this simple strategy of allocating equal bandwidth to both links is inefficient due to uneven load, several works
using unequal bandwidth assignment have been proposed. A scheme was proposed
in [43] to address the unbalanced capacity and asymmetric channel bandwidth usage problem. Several call admission control schemes were presented in [41, 42, 122]
to explore the asymmetric traffic load in both links. A scheduler to control generic
data traffic in both uplink and downlink simultaneously for IEEE 802.11a networks
was proposed in [112]. Bandwidth resource allocation for transmitting video over
WLAN in real time is more challenging than for transmitting generic data since
compressed video bitstreams exhibit different characteristics from generic data as
discussed in Chapter 1.2. This motivates us to investigate dynamical bandwidth
allocation for both links of all video streams.
In general, the channel conditions along the whole end-to-end transmission
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path of a video stream are heterogeneous. To achieve the same bit error rate,
the required level of error protection in each path may not be the same. The
FEC transcoding strategy, which applies optimal level of FEC in each intermediate path, can provide higher effective end-to-end throughput than the traditionally
end-to-end fixed FEC strategy. Furthermore, adopting FEC transcoding in each
intermediate transmission node can recover certain amount of corrupted packets
transmitted through the preceding paths, thus preventing from further quality
degradation accumulatively in following the transmission paths. With fixed allocated bandwidth and prior knowledge of the channel condition for each path,
systems can be formulated as to maximize the overall throughput by determining which intermediate nodes should perform FEC transcoding for the unicast
scenario [81] and for the multicast scenario [73].
In this chapter, we propose a framework which explores the diversity of video
content and the heterogeneity of uplink and downlink channel conditions experienced by different users [92]. With vertical integration of different communication
layers, a cross-layer unequal error protection mechanism is proposed for graceful quality degradations. In the proposed framework, the bandwidth of uplink and
downlink is dynamically allocated according to the needs. The system performance
can be further improved by jointly choosing the optimal channel coding rate and
the bandwidth in both uplink and downlink, and performing FEC transcoding in
the server located at the access point.

5.2

System Description

In this section, we present an overview of our proposed video conferencing system,
as shown in Figure 5.1. We first analyze the throughput and error protection
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Figure 5.1: System block diagram for single-cell case.

provided by the communication subsystem. We then discuss the cross-layer error
protection schemes and the required signalling in the proposed distortion control
framework.

5.2.1

IEEE 802.11a

We use the IEEE 802.11a Physical layer as an example to present the proposed
framework. Other wireless LAN standards can be incorporated in a similar way.
The IEEE 802.11a Physical (PHY) layer provides eight PHY modes with different
modulation schemes and different convolutional coding rates, and can offer various
data rates. The configurations of these eight PHY modes are listed in Table 5.1.
A major task of the proposed system is to select the optimal PHY modes for
(U )

(D)

each uplink and downlink of each user. Let Pmax and Pmax be the maximal available
(U )

transmission power for uplink and downlink, respectively; and Gi

(D)

and Gi

the

uplink and downlink channel gain from user i to his/her conversation partner at
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Table 5.1: Physical layer mode for 802.11a
Mode

Modulation

Channel Coding

Data Rate

1

BPSK

1/2

6 Mbps

2

BPSK

3/4

9 Mbps

3

QPSK

1/2

12 Mbps

4

QPSK

3/4

18 Mbps

5

16-QAM

1/2

24 Mbps

6

16-QAM

3/4

36 Mbps

7

64-QAM

2/3

48 Mbps

8

64-QAM

3/4

54 Mbps

the current time slot. Without loss of generality, we assume the same thermal
noise level, σ 2 , for all users. Thus, the maximal SNR for uplink and downlink are
(U )

Γi

(U )

=

(U )

Pmax Gi
σ2

(D)

and Γi

(D)

=

(D)

Pmax Gi
σ2

, respectively.

(5.1)

The BERs of BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 64-QAM modulation are given by
the following equations as functions of the received symbol SNR denoted by Γ [32]:
Ã
!
r
Γ
PbBPSK (Γ) = 0.5 1 −
,
(5.2)
1+Γ
Ã
!
r
Γ
QPSK
Pb
(Γ) = 0.5 1 −
,
(5.3)
2+Γ
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! Ã
!#
r
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Γ
9Γ
16QAM
Pb
(Γ) = 0.5
1−
+ 1−
,
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64QAM
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r
r
r
Γ
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1
(Γ) = (14 − 7
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+
24
42 + Γ
42 + 9Γ
42 + 25Γ
r
r
r
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−
+
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42 + 121Γ
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(5.5)

With convolutional code, the union bound for BER [70] can be expressed as
Pc (Γ) ≤

∞
X
d=df ree
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ad Pd (Γ),

(5.6)

where df ree is the free distance of the convolutional code, ad is the total number
of error events of weight d, and Pd (Γ) is the probability that an incorrect path at
distance d from the correct path is chosen by the Viterbi decoder. When the hard
decision is applied, Pd (Γ) can be given by:







Pd

 d 


 (Pb )k (1 − Pb )d−k , when d is odd;
k=(d+1)/2 



k




Pd (Γ) =


d

Pd


 d 
1 



 (Pb )d/2 (1 − Pb )d/2 + k=d/2+1 
 (Pb )k (1 − Pb )d−k , when d is even,
2



d/2
k
(5.7)

where Pb is the uncoded BER depending on the modulations from (5.2) to (5.5).
If user i selects the uplink and downlink PHY mode as mi and ni , respectively,
the BER for uplink and downlink can be approximated as a function of PHY mode
and SNR level:
(U )

(U )

(D)

(D)

BERi,mi = Pmi (Γi ) and BERi,ni = Pni (Γi ), respectively,

(5.8)

where the function Pmi (·) and Pni (·) are the union bound of BER using channel
coding as defined in (5.6). Since different PHY modes use different modulation
schemes and channel coding rates, their coded BER performances are different. At
the same SNR, systems with higher PHY mode index can provide higher throughput at a cost of higher BER than ones with lower PHY mode index.
The probability that a packet is received successfully for uplink and downlink
can be calculated as
(U )

(U )

(D)

(D)

pi,mi = (1 − BERi,mi )L and pi,ni = (1 − BERi,ni )L , respectively,
(U )

(5.9)
(D)

where L is the number of bits in a packet. With a fixed packet size, pi,mi and pi,ni
are functions of the channel gains and PHY modes.

As discussed in Chapter 2.2, the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol supports two kinds
of access methods, namely, the distributed coordination function (DCF) and the
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point coordination function (PCF). The DCF is an access mechanism using carrier
sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). In contrast, the PCF
is based on polling controlled by a point coordinator. In both mechanisms, only
one user occupies all the bandwidth at each time slot. The proportion of time
a user can occupy the bandwidth can be controlled by either PCF or enhanced
DCF [67, 115]. In this work, we study how to determine the proportion of time
allocated to each user to optimize users’ video quality.

5.2.2

Application Layer FEC

In the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol, a packet sent from uplink will be dropped
if errors are detected and will not be forwarded to the next path or the upper
communication layer. A packet loss in the base layer will cause error propagation
for the video data that are predictively encoded using that frame as reference. In
addition, FGS layer bitstream has strong decoding dependency owing to the intrabitplane variable length entropy coding and the inter-bitplane DCT coefficient
synchronization. The loss of a FGS layer packet containing significant bitplanes
will make the following successfully received FGS layer packets containing lower
bitplanes useless. Since we can know which packet arrives successfully at the
application layer by checking the transmission index in the packet header, this
wireless channel can be modelled as a packet erasure channel [52,58,105]. Applying
FEC in the application layer across packets, such as systematic Reed-Solomon (RS)
codes, has been shown as an effective way to alleviate the problem caused by packet
loss [105]. An RS(Ki , k) encoder will generate Ki − k parity symbols for k source
symbols, and a corresponding RS decoder can recover the original source symbols if
it receives at least k out of Ki symbols successfully when the locations of the erased
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symbols are known. We can apply RS coding across source packets to generate
parity packets for recovering erasure packet loss.
Since MPEG-4 FGS codec is a two-layer scheme, we adopt different strategies
for each layer, as shown in Figure 5.2. For the non-scalable base layer, we apply a strong equal error protection strategy across packets to provide the baseline
video quality. To remove the strong decoding dependency of the FGS layer bitstream and to have graceful quality fluctuation, we adopt the multiple-description
forward error correction framework (MD-FEC) [71]. MD-FEC converts a prioritized bit stream into non-prioritized and packetized bit streams. Each packetized
bit stream represents one description which can be independently decoded to represent the content in a coarse quality, and the final reconstructed video quality
depends primarily on how many packets the receiver receives successfully, instead
of depending on which packets are corrupted. The more descriptions a receiver
receives successfully, the better reconstructed quality the decoder can get. The
basic mechanism of MD-FEC works as follows: Let s be the number of symbols
carried in a packet and Ki be the total number of packets. A segment is defined as
the symbols located at the same position over the Ki packets. The FGS bit stream
is converted to these Ki packets segment by segment, and an RS coding across
packet is applied within each segment to provide error protection. An RS code
with higher level of error protection is applied to the segment with higher priority.
Figure 5.2 shows the overall error protection strategy. If the receiver receives ρ
packets successfully out of Ki packets, then the segments encoded with RS(Ki , k)
codes for k ≤ ρ can be correctly decoded. The optimal configuration of RS code in
each segment can be formulated as a constrained optimization problem and solved
through the Lagrangian method [71]. There have been several works proposed to
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reduce the computational complexity of MD-FEC. We adopt the fast local search
method [87] in this work.
To decode the coded video packets using the MD-FEC framework, the RS
decoder located at each client terminal needs to know the configuration of RS code
used in each segment. The RS configuration is generated through an optimization
according to the side information, namely, the R-D of video source, packet loss
rate due to the selected PHY modes, and the allocated numbers of transmitted
packets. With the side information, the RS configuration can be produced at the
both client terminals within a conversation pair. In the next subsection, we will
discuss how the server located at the access point coordinates the transmission of
those side information and video streams.

5.2.3

Video over WLAN

Figure 5.3 illustrates a flowchart of the proposed system, where user i and j form
a conversation pair. Let the video refreshing rate be F frames per second. We
divide the time line into F slots per second, and perform distortion management
to allocate system resources to every stream within one frame refreshing interval,
T = 1/F . The distortion management consists of two phases, namely, an initialization phase and a video packet transmission phase. The tasks of initialization
phase are to gather R-D information of compressed video streams and channel
information, and then to perform resource allocation. The task of video packet
transmission phase is to send video packets from users to their corresponding conversation partners.
There are three steps executed in the initialization phase. In the first step, each
user’s video source coder encodes video in real time and analyzes the R-D of the
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Figure 5.3: Flowchart of the proposed wireless video system. User i and user j are
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compressed video bitstream. Meanwhile, each user’s communication module estimates the downlink channel condition, and then sends the R-D models, (Riq , Eiq ),
(D)

along with the estimated channel conditions, Γi , to the resource allocator located
at the access point. At the server side, the resource allocator estimates the chan(U )

nel conditions for the uplink, Γi , of all users. In the second step, the resource
allocator gathers the R-D information with the channel information, and performs
multi-user cross-layer optimization, which is the core of our proposed system and
will be discussed in the next section. The resource allocator then informs each user
of two sets of transmission configurations. One set is the transmitting configuration for encoding and sending video stream from each user to his/her conversation
partner. The configuration information consists of the number of packets to be
transmitted, Ki , the selected PHY modes for uplink, mi , and downlink, ni , and
(U )

the channel condition of uplink, Γi

(D)

and downlink, Γi . The other set is the

receiving configuration for receiving and decoding video stream from each user’s
conversation partner to himself/herself. This second set of configuration informa-
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tion consists of the expected number of packets to be received, Kj , the selected
(U )

PHY modes for uplink, mj , and downlink, nj , the uplink channel condition, Γj ,
and the R-D models (Rjq , Ejq ). In the third step, each user applies FEC and packetizes video packets according to the parameters assigned by the resource allocator.
The aforementioned control signals are transmitted through control channels. We
assume that the required time in this phase is negligible since the overhead rates
of control signals are much smaller than the required rates for transmitting video
bitstreams.
After the video is encoded, the coded video packets will be transmitted in the
video packet transmission phase, which consists of two steps. In the first step,
each user will transmit the FEC coded packets using the assigned PHY mode
through an uplink to the access point according to the allocated time slot. In the
meantime, the communication module located at the access point will check the
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) of each received packet, drop the corrupted packets,
and buffer the successfully received packets. In the second step, the server forwards
the buffered packets to their destinations using the assigned PHY modes for the
downlink path. At each mobile terminal, the communication module checks the
CRC of each packet, and gathers the successfully received packets. These packets
will be forwarded to the application layer for further processing so that the video
frames can be reconstructed for displaying.
The critical issue in this system is how the resource allocator selects the transmission configurations for all users such that the service objective is optimized
subject to the system resource constraints. We will formulate a single-cell system
as an optimization problem and propose a fast algorithm in Chapter 5.3. We then
extend the proposed algorithm to a multi-cell system in Chapter 5.4.
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5.3

Joint Uplink and Downlink Optimization for
Single-Cell Case

Based on the system described in Chapter 5.2, we first study a simple case where
there is only a single cell with intra-cell calls. We begin with a discussion on the
video quality model when we jointly consider the channel conditions in both uplink and downlink. The interactive video conferencing system is formulated as a
min-max optimization problem, subject to the constraints of maximally allowed
transmission time. We will present a fast algorithm to find the transmission configurations for both base and FGS layers.

5.3.1

Problem Formulation

Consider the system has a total of N users. In this system, for user i, we need to
determine the PHY mode of the uplink, mi , and the PHY mode of the downlink,
ni , in the physical layer, as well as the number of packets sent from user i, Ki ,
in the application layer. To facilitate the discussion, we use a triplet, (mi , ni , Ki ),
to represent a transmission mode. Assuming all packets of the base layer are received successfully, the end-to-end expected distortion using a transmission mode,
(mi , ni , Ki ), can be represented as
E [Di (mi , ni , Ki )] =

DiB

−

Ki
X

pi (mi , ni , Ki , k)∆Di (Ki , k),

(5.10)

k=1

where DiB is the distortion after receiving all base layer packets successfully, ∆Di
(Ki , k) is the distortion reduction if user i’s conversation partner receives one more
correct packet after having k−1 uncorrupted FGS layer packets, and pi (mi , ni , Ki , k)
is the probability that the receiver receives at least k packets successfully when
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transmitter sends Ki packets. We have
pi (mi , ni , Ki , k) =

Ki
X

(U )

(D)

pi,mi (Ki , α)pi,ni (α, k).

(5.11)

α=k
(U )

Here, pi,mi (Ki , α) is the probability that the server receives α packets successfully
when user i sends Ki packets :





´Ki −α ³
´α
³
 Ki 
(U )
(U )
(U )
p
,
pi,mi (Ki , α) , 
1
−
p

i,mi
i,mi
α

(5.12)

(D)

and pi,ni (α, k) is the probability that the receiver receives at least k packets successfully when the server sends α packets
 
α
´α−β ³
´β
X α ³
(D)
(D)
(D)
pi,ni (α, k) ,
pi,ni .
  1 − pi,ni
β
β=k

(5.13)

As mentioned in Chapter 5.2.3, we gather up-to-date video source R-D and channel information within each frame refreshing interval. The end-to-end expected
distortion has captured the time-varying video source and channel condition.
To support interactive video conferencing, we set the maximum transmission
delay as one video frame refreshing interval, i.e. T second. Thus, the encoded
bitstream of each video frame should arrive at the end user within the refreshing
interval of every video frame. As mentioned in Chapter 5.2.1, we consider a system
where there is only one user who can send data at any moment in one cell. Let
ti be the assigned amount of time for user i to send a video frame to his/her
conversation partner through uplink and then downlink. The overall transmission
PN
time of all users,
i=1 ti , should not exceed T seconds. Note that the amount
of time to transmit a fixed-length packet depends on which PHY mode we apply.
Denote Txmax as the required transmission time if the PHY mode x is selected to
transmit a packet in a single path. Thus, if user i selects PHY mode for uplink
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and downlink as mi and ni , respectively, and sends Ki packets from the sender to
the server, the expected transmission time along user i’s uplink is
(U )

.
ti (mi , ni , Ki ) = Ki Tmmax
i

(5.14)
(U )

The expected number of packets successfully arrived at access point is pi,mi Ki , and
expected transmission time along user i’s downlink is
(D)

(U )

.
ti (mi , ni , Ki ) = Ki pi,mi Tnmax
i

(5.15)

The overall expected transmission time from user i through the server to his/her
conversation partner is:
(U )

(D)

ti (mi , ni , Ki ) = ti (mi , ni , Ki ) + ti (mi , ni , Ki ).

(5.16)

We formulate the overall distortion management problem in the video conferencing system as an optimization problem that searches for each user’s transmission
mode to minimize the maximum of all users’ expected distortion, subject to the
maximal available transmission time. That is,
min
i

max

{mi ,ni ,Ki }

subject to

wi · f (E [Di (mi , ni , Ki )])
N
X

(5.17)

ti (mi , ni , Ki ) ≤ T,

i=1

where wi is the quality weighting factor and f (·) the perceptual distortion function. Because of the integer valued parameters in transmission mode, the problem
(5.17) is N P hard. The complexity of finding the optimal transmission modes
for all N users through full search is O(κN ), where κ is the number of all feasible transmission modes. To meet the real-time requirement of the proposed
system, we propose a fast algorithm in the next subsection to find a near-optimal
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solution to problem (5.17). As a proof of concept, we consider the case of providing uniform mean squared distortion among all users, i.e., wi = 1, ∀i and
f (E [Di (mi , ni , Ki )]) = E [Di (mi , ni , Ki )].

5.3.2

Proposed Algorithm

Because the base and FGS layer have different properties and importance, we
propose two different resource allocation strategies for each layer. The goal of
resource allocation in the base layer is to provide a strong error protection and to
reduce the overall transmission time used in the base layer so that the remaining
transmission time can be used for sending the FGS layer. For the FGS layer, the
resource allocation strategy is to prune out inefficient transmission modes and to
find the optimal solutions that gives the lowest maximal distortion among all users.
1) Base Layer: The base layer data at rate Ri0 of user i requires KiB,S = dRi0 /Le
source packets. The remaining rates of the last source packet, KiB,S L − Ri0 , is filled
with the first part of the FGS layer bit stream. We need to determine the uplink
and downlink PHY mode (mi , ni ) and the number of parity packets, KiB,P , such
that the resulted transmission time for the base layer is the shortest and the endto-end BER is kept lower than a threshold. In this chapter, we set the threshold
BERB = 10−6 as suggested in [26].
The BER requirement can be attained in three steps: we first examine the
smallest number of required parity packets for each (mi , ni ) to achieve pi (mi , ni ,
KiB,S + KiB,P , KiB,S ) ≥ (1 − BERB ) using (5.11); then calculate the corresponding
transmission time tB
i (mi , ni ) using (5.16); and finally find the setting with the
shortest transmission time
(m̂i , n̂i ) = arg min tB
i (mi , ni ).
{(mi ,ni )}
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(5.18)

Denote tB
i as the transmission time using mode (m̂i , n̂i ). Thus, the overall transP
B
mission time for all users is T B = N
i=1 ti , and the remaining transmission time
for FGS layer is T F = T − T B . An outage is reported if T B exceeds T , which suggests that there are too many users in the system and there are not even enough
resources to support base layer.
2) FGS Layer: To reduce the high dimensionality of the search space, we propose a two-step algorithm by first obtaining a one-to-one mapping function between
transmission time and expected distortion (T-D) for each user and then using a bisection search in all T-D functions to obtain the solutions. The T-D function can
be obtained by first finding a set of efficient transmission modes. A transmission
0

mode (mi , ni , KiF ) is efficient if E[Di (m0i , n0i , KiF )] < E[Di (mi , ni , KiF )] for all
0

0

other modes (m0i , n0i , KiF ) with ti (m0i , n0i , KiF ) > ti (mi , ni , KiF ). We can collect all
efficient transmission modes {(mi , ni , KiF )} as set Si and the corresponding transmission time {ti (mi , ni , KiF )} as set Ti iteratively. The search algorithm starts
from receiving only base layer packets as the first efficient transmission mode. By
given an efficient mode with distortion Ds and transmission time Ts , the search
algorithm finds the next nearest efficient mode by first pruning out all modes with
distortion no less than Ds and then searching the mode with the smallest increased
transmission time from current mode. Let {ti,k } be the transmission time sorted in
an increasing order in Ti and the corresponding expected distortion for each transmission time ti,k can be obtained. Bring all {ti,k } and the corresponding expected
distortion together, we have a time-distortion function E[D̃i [ti,k ]] for user i. The
algorithm to obtain a T-D function is summarized in Table 5.2. The complexity
of obtaining a T-D function for the worst case is O(κ).
Figure 5.4 shows an example how to obtain the T-D function for a user by
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Table 5.2: Proposed algorithm to obtain transmission time to expected distortion
function
a) Initialization:
1) Feasible set: Si = {(mi , ni , Ki ), ∀mi , ni , Ki }
2) Thresholds: Ds = DiB and Ts = 0,
3) T-D function list: k = 0, ti,k = Ts , E[D̃i [ti,k ]] = Ds , .
b) Obtain T-D function:
While |Si | > 0
1) Find the next efficient mode.
For each (mi , ni , Ki ) ∈ Si
N T (mi , ni , Ki ) , ti (mi , ni , Ki ) − Ts .
(m̂i , n̂i , K̂i ) = arg min{mi ,ni ,Ki } {N T (mi , ni , Ki )}.
2) Add (m̂i , n̂i , K̂i ) to the T-D function list.
ti,k = ti (m̂i , n̂i , K̂i ),
h
i
E[D̃i [ti,k ]] = E Di (m̂i , n̂i , K̂i ) ,
k = k + 1.
3) Update thresholds Ts and Ds .
Ts = ti (m̂i , n̂i , K̂i ),
h
i
Ds = E Di (m̂i , n̂i , K̂i ) .
4) Remove modes whose distortion ≥ Ds from feasible set.
For each (mi , ni , Ki ) ∈ Si ,
If E [Di (mi , ni , Ki )] ≥ Ds
S = S \ (mi , ni , Ki ).
End
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Figure 5.4: The Time-Distortion function

considering only PHY mode index 1 and 2. Let PHY(a,b) represent the two selected
PHY modes for uplink, a, and for downlink, b. For each PHY(a,b), we can obtain
a curve for the expected transmission time and the expected distortion by using
different numbers of packets. Since users choose two PHY modes for uplink and
two PHY modes for downlink for a packet, there are four different curves shown in
Figure 5.4. As we can see, Point A is not an efficient transmission mode because we
can find other transmission modes with smaller distortion and shorter transmission
time (such as Point B). On the other hand, Point B is an efficient transmission
mode. After finding all efficient transmission modes, we can collect them as a
T-D function, as shown a dotted line in Figure 5.4. In general, the resulting T-D
function contains points from different PHY(a,b) modes.
After obtaining all T-D functions for all users, the problem (5.17) can be re-
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formulated as

h
i
min max E D̃i [ti,k ]
i

{ti,k }

subject to

N
X

(5.19)

ti,k ≤ T F .

i=1

Based on the definition of efficient transmission mode, all T-D functions are monotonically decreasing. We solve the problem (5.19) using bi-section search. The
search algorithm calculates the total required time to achieve a targeted distortion, and then increases the targeted distortion at the next iteration if the total
required time is higher than the time constraint, T F , and vice versa. The overall
number of iterations is determined by the computation precision used in bi-section
search. If T-D functions are continuous and monotonically decreasing, the solution
provided by bi-section search is optimal. However, due to the discrete nature of
T-D function as shown in Figure 5.4, the problem (5.19) is N P hard [60] and the
solution provided by bi-section search is suboptimal. After determining ti,k for all
users, we can obtain corresponding transmission mode of each user (mi , ni , KiF )
from Si .

5.4

Joint Uplink and Downlink Optimization for
Multi-Cell Case

In this section, we consider a video conferencing system supporting multiple cells.
We first present the proposed system framework and discuss different types of
conversation calls hold within multiple cells. We formulate this multi-cell system
as an optimization problem to minimize the maximal distortion among all users,
and extend the proposed single-cell algorithm to the multi-cell system.
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Figure 5.5: System block diagram for multi-cell case

5.4.1

System Framework

Figure 5.5 shows the proposed framework for multiple cells. Without loss of generality, here we use a system with two cells as an example to illustrate. Without
loss of generality, we use a system with two cells as an example. For simplicity, we
assume that these two cells are far away, i.e. two sites of a company, and won’t
interfere to each other. Both cells are connected by a wired channel which is reliable without any packet loss and whose bandwidth is large enough to transmit
all packets. We also assume the coherent time of the channel condition is much
larger than the propagation delays induced by the wired link. A user can have
either an intra-cell conversation with a user within the same cell (e.g. the conversation between user 1 and 2 in Figure 5.5), or an inter-cell conversation with a user
located in another cell (e.g. conversation between user 3 and 4). Similar to the
distortion management used in the single-cell case, the resource allocator needs to
first gather R-D information of all video streams and channel information of all
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links, and then performs distortion control. Note that in this multi-cell system,
there is only one transmitter which can send data at any time instance in each
cell, and thus there are two transmitters which can transmit video packets to the
corresponding receivers simultaneously in this two-cell system. The major tasks of
the resource allocator are how to jointly consider the traffic load in both cells and
how to allocate system resources to each user in each link such that the maximal
distortion among all users is minimized.

5.4.2

Problem Formulation
(U )

Suppose there are C cells in the proposed conferencing system. Let Sc

(D)

and Sc

be the set of users who have requested uplink channel and downlink channel to
send video streams in the cth cell, respectively. As an example shown in Figure
(U )

5.5, S1

(D)

(U )

= {1, 2, 3}, S1

= {1, 2, 4}, S2

(D)

= {4}, and S2

= {3}. We can

formulate this video conferencing system as an optimization problem that chooses
each user’s transmission mode to minimize the maximum of all users’ expected
distortion, subject to the maximal available transmission time constraint in each
cell:
min
subject to

X
(U )

i∈Sc

i

(U )

max

{mi ,ni ,Ki }

ti (mi , ni , Ki ) +

E [Di (mi , ni , Ki )]

X

(5.20)

(D)

ti (mi , ni , Ki ) ≤ Tc , for c = 1, 2, . . . C.

(D)

i∈Sc

Unlike the single-cell system containing only intra-cell calls, a multi-cell system
needs to consider the inter-cell conversation pairs whose packets are transmitted
from cells to cells. The traffic load in different cells may be different and adjusting
traffic load in one cell will affect other cells’ load through the inter-cell calls. We
should jointly allocate time slots in both cells for the inter-cell calls and evaluate
the time constraints in both cells. In fact, the problem (5.20) is a generalized
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assignment problem, which is N P hard [60]. To meet the real-time requirement,
we propose a fast and suboptimal algorithm by extending the single-cell algorithm.

5.4.3

Proposed Algorithm

Similar to the single-cell case, we adopt a two-stage strategy to allocate system
resources for the base layer first and then for the FGS layer.
1) Base Layer : In parallel to the single-cell case, we calculate the required
number of packets, KiB,S , to carry all base layer’s bitstream. We then find the
optimal transmission mode (m̂i , n̂i , KiB,S +KiB,P ) that has the shortest overall
transmission time in both cells with end-to-end BER lower than the BER threshold, BERB . Once the transmission modes are determined, the overall allocated
transmission time for base layer in each cell can be determined as:
TcB =

X

X

(U )

ti (m̂i , n̂i , KiB,S + KiB,P ) +

(D)

ti (m̂i , n̂i , KiB,S + KiB,P ), ∀c. (5.21)

(D)

(U )

i∈Sc

i∈Sc

Subsequently, we can calculate the rest transmission time, TcF = T − TcB , to
transmit FGS layer’s data in each cell.
2) FGS Layer: We first obtain the T-D functions, E[D̃i [ti,k ]], for all users using
Table 5.2. For each valid ti,k , we can know its corresponding transmission time in
(U )

(D)

the uplink path alone, ti,k , and in the downlink path alone, ti,k . We reformulate
the problem (5.20) as

h
i
min max E D̃i [ti,k ]
i

subject to

X
(U )

i∈Sc

(U )

ti,k +

{ti,k }

X

(5.22)

(D)

ti,k ≤ TcF , for c = 1, 2, . . . C.

(D)

i∈Sc

To solve this problem, we propose a fast algorithm performing multiple round of
bi-section search on all T-D functions, as shown in Figure 5.6. For a targeted distortion, the search algorithm calculates the total required transmission time including
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all uplinks and downlinks in each cell. If there is at least one cell whose overall
required time is higher than the corresponding time constraint, TcF , the algorithm
increases the targeted distortion to reduce the required amount of transmission
time in the next iteration, and vice versa. Because the numbers of intra-cell calls
and inter-cell calls are different in each cell, the available FGS transmission time in
each cell is different. The allocated transmission time in some cells will reach the
limit of time constraints first, and some cells may still have unallocated transmission time left. Thus, performing only one round of bi-section search to maintain
strict fairness among all users may waste system resources in some cells. To efficiently utilize the remaining system resources, we allow further rounds of bi-section
search to reduce users’ distortion. A cell is defined as inactive if there is no more
transmission time left for FGS layer. A user is inactive if either uplink or downlink of the corresponding video streaming path is in an inactive cell. Once a round
of bi-section search is finished, the proposed multi-cell algorithm will remove the
inactive cells and inactive users from the further assignment list. Then, another
round of bi-section search is performed on the T-D functions of all active users
subject to the set of time constraints in the active cells. The whole algorithm
terminates when there are no more active users in this system.

5.5

Simulation Results

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our proposed scheme and compare it
with a traditional sequential optimization scheme. This traditional scheme assigns
equal bandwidth to each uplink and downlink and allocates system resources to
each link independently. More specifically, the resource allocator first allocates the
optimal configuration based on only the uplink channel information and the mobile
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Figure 5.6: Proposed algorithm for multi-cell case.
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users transmit packets to access point during the first half of available transmission
time. Then, based on the packets received successfully by the access point, the
resource allocator optimizes the downlink configuration and the server transmits
packets to each mobile user during the second half of available transmission time.
We first describe the simulation setup and the performance criteria used to examine
both schemes, and then present simulation results for both schemes within a single
cell and multiple cells, respectively.

5.5.1

Simulation Setup

The simulations are set up as follows. The noise power is 10−10 Watts and the
maximal transmission power for both mobile user and server is 40 mW. The path
loss factor is 2.5. Packet length L is set to 512 bytes. The video format is QCIF
(176 × 144) with refreshing rate as 30 frames per second and thus T = 33.33 ms.
The base layer is generated by MPEG-4 encoder with a fixed quantization step
of 30 and the GOP pattern is 29 P frames after one I frame. All frames of FGS
layer have up to six bit planes. We concatenate 15 QCIF video sequences to form
one testing video sequence of 5760 frames. The 15 sequences are 300-frame Akiyo,
360-frame carphone, 480-frame Claire, 300-frame coastguard, 300-frame container,
390-frame foreman, 870-frame grandmother, 330-frame hall objects, 150-frame Miss
American, 960-frame mother and daughter, 300-frame MPEG4 news, 420-frame
salesman, 300-frame silent, 150-frame Suzie, and 150-frame Trevor.
A simulation profile for an N-user system is defined as follows: the video content program for each user is 90-frame long, the first video frame starts from a
randomly selected frame of the concatenated video, and the location for each user
is randomly selected between 20 m to 100 m. For each simulation profile, we repeat
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the simulations 100 times and take the average.

5.5.2

Performance Criteria

Four performance criteria are used to evaluate the proposed scheme and the traditional scheme. Let PSNRi,n denote the PSNR of the received video frame n for
user i. Since the service objective in the problem (5.17) is to minimize the maximal distortion, our first performance metric is the worst received video quality
among all users. We measure the minimal PSNR among all users at frame n as
minPSNRn =mini {PSNRi,n } and take the average of the minimal PSNRs’ over M
video frames :

M
1 X
minPSNR =
minPSNRn .
M n=1

(5.23)

The second metric is the average video quality received by all users, averaged
over M frames :

M
1 X
avePSNR =
PSNRn ,
M n=1

(5.24)

where PSNRn is the average received video quality of all users’ nth video frame.
The higher avePSNR is, the higher system efficiency in terms of overall video
quality we have.
The third metric measures the fairness through examining the received video
qualities for users who subscribe the same video quality level. To quantify the
fairness, we calculate the standard deviation for all users’ nth video frame and take
the average along the whole M -frame video, i.e.,
M
N
1
1 X 1 X
stdPSNR =
{
(PSNRi,n − PSNRn )2 } 2 .
M n=1 N i=1

The lower stdPSNR is, the fairer video quality each user receives.
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(5.25)

The forth metric concerns the quality fluctuation. Because significant quality
differences between consecutive frames can bring irritating flickering and other artifacts to viewers even when the average video quality is acceptable. To quantify the
fluctuation of quality between nearby frames, we use the mean absolute difference
of consecutive frames’ PSNR, madPSNR, to measure the perceptual fluctuation
and take the average over N users:
madPSNR =

5.5.3

N
M
1 X
1 X
{
|PSNRi,n − PSNRi,n−1 |}.
N i=1 M − 1 n=2

(5.26)

Single-Cell Case

We first use a four-user system to illustrate the proposed scheme to achieve fair
video quality. User 1,2 and User 3,4 are teamed up to form two conversation pairs.
The locations of User 1 to 4 are 91m, 67m, 71m, and 20m away from the access
point, respectively. For the video content, User 1 to 4 send one frame of video sequence, Akiyo, carphone, Claire, and foreman to their corresponding conversation
partner, respectively. The selected transmission modes for the FGS layer using the
proposed algorithm are summarized in Table 5.3. As we can see, User 1 to 4 selects
uplink PHY modes as 4, 6, 4, and 8, respectively; and downlink PHY modes as
5, 4, 7, and 5, respectively. As expected, a link with longer transmission distance
or worse channel condition requires a higher level of error protection (i.e., smaller
PHY mode) to protect video packets. We then compare the required number of
packets for each user. The required number of packets for User 2 and 4 are 32
and 24, respectively, which are higher than the 17 and 8 packets for User 1 and 3,
respectively. This is because User 2’s sequence, carphone, and User 4’s sequence,
foreman, have higher content complexity than the other two sequences and require
more packets to achieve similar video quality. The overall transmission time for
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Table 5.3: Selected transmission modes for FGS layer
user 1

user 2

user 3

user 4

Sent video sequence

Akiyo

carphone

Claire

foreman

Uplink distance (m)

91

67

71

20

Downlink distance (m)

67

91

20

71

Uplink PHY mode, mi

4

6

4

8

Downlink PHY mode, ni

5

4

7

5

Number of packet, Ki

17

32

8

24

Transmission time, ti (ms)

6.4

8.9

2.5

5.9

Received PSNR (dB)

42.97

42.75

42.90

42.49

each video stream depends on the number of packets along with the selected PHY
modes; and is calculated using (5.14), (5.15), and (5.16). Finally, we evaluate the
final reconstructed video quality. As shown in Table 5.3, the video quality sent
from User 1 to 4 are 42.97, 42.75, 42.90, and 42.49 dB, respectively, maintaining a
good amount of fairness.
We compare the proposed scheme with the sequential optimization scheme by
keeping the same simulation setting as mentioned above, except that each user
sends a 90-frame video sequence to his/her conversation partner. We repeat the
experiments 100 times to calculate the average PSNR for each frame. Figure 5.7
shows the frame-by-frame PSNR. As shown, the proposed scheme can provide
higher minimal and average PSNR, more uniform video quality among all users,
and lower quality fluctuation along each received video sequence than the sequential optimization scheme. The performance gain is due to dynamical bandwidth
allocation by the proposed scheme to users in uplink and downlink transmission
paths. Note that the sequential optimization scheme allocates fixed T /2 seconds
for overall uplinks and another T /2 seconds for overall downlinks. Because the
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Figure 5.7: Frame-by-frame PSNR for User 1 to User 4.
asymmetric channel conditions along uplink and downlink for each video stream
and the time heterogeneity of video content, the sequential optimization scheme
lacks the freedom to dynamically adjust the time budget for uplink and downlink
to attain better video quality.
We evaluate the performance of both schemes with different number of users
within a single cell and show the results in Figure 5.8. We average the results from
100 simulation profiles as described in Chapter 5.5.1, and calculate the minPSNR,
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Figure 5.8: PSNR performance results for different number of users for single-cell
case.
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avePSNR, stdPSNR, and madPSNR as defined in Chapter 5.5.2. We can see in
Figure 5.8(a) that, for the minPSNR criterion, the proposed joint optimization
scheme outperforms the sequential optimization scheme 3.82 ∼ 11.50 dB. In other
words, the worst received quality among all users in the proposed scheme has
a substantial improvement over the one in the sequential optimization scheme.
Comparing the avePSNR as shown in Figure 5.8(b) and the stdPSNR as shown in
Figure 5.8(c), the proposed scheme has higher overall quality by 2.18 ∼ 7.95 dB
and lower quality deviation by 0.92 ∼ 2.95 dB among all users than the sequential
optimization scheme. The proposed algorithm can provide not only higher overall
users’ video quality but also more uniform video quality among all users. In general,
a system with more users can leverage the diversity of video content complexity to
provide more consistent video qualities to all users. However, we observe that the
stdPSNR for the proposed system with ten users is slightly higher than the one with
eight users. This is because the available FGS transmission time for the system
with ten users is close to 0. In most cases, the system can allocate transmission time
for the base layer only. Consequently, there are less transmission time budget left
for FGS bitstreams to compensate the quality deviation among users contributed to
the base layer, which results in higher stdPSNR. Figure 5.8(d) shows the quality
fluctuation along each received video sequence for both schemes. The proposed
scheme can achieve 0.25 ∼ 1.11 dB lower than the sequential optimization scheme.
By exploring multiuser diversity, the more users the proposed system has, the lower
quality fluctuation each user experiences.
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Figure 5.9: PSNR results for different number of users for two-cell case. In (c),
×, 2, and / represent the results for inter-cell, intra-cell 1, and intra-cell 2 call,
respectively. Solid line and dotted line represent the results for the proposed
algorithm and the traditional sequential algorithm, respectively.
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5.5.4

Multiple-Cell Case

For the multi-cell case, without loss of generality, we simulate a two-cell system
in which there are 8, 12, and 16 users. For each simulation profile, each user is
randomly located in either cell, the distance from each user to his/her cell’s access
point is randomly selected between 20 m to 100m, and each user’s first video frame
is also randomly picked from the testing video sequence. We repeat the simulation
using 100 different profiles and average the results to evaluate the performance.
Figure 5.9(a) and 5.9(b) show the minPSNR and avePSNR using both schemes
for different number of users in this system, respectively. The proposed joint
uplink and downlink optimization scheme outperforms the sequential uplink and
downlink optimization scheme by 4.92 ∼ 10.50 dB for the minimal PSNR and by
3.04 ∼ 7.43 dB for the average PSNR. Since there are three different types of video
conferencing calls in this system, namely, inter-cell call between cell one and two,
intra-cell call within cell one, and intra-cell call within cell two. we shall compare
the stdPSNR for each type of call separately. As revealed by Figure 5.9(c), the
proposed algorithm can provide lower quality deviation for all three types of calls.
Figure 5.9(d) shows the quality fluctuation along each received video sequence
for both schemes, suggesting that the proposed scheme provides lower quality
fluctuation than the sequential optimization scheme. In summary, the proposed
scheme can provide higher minPSNR, higher avePSNR, lower stdPSNR, and lower
madPSNR, which again demonstrates the superiority of joint uplink and downlink
optimization.
To study the bottleneck effect caused by different traffic loads over different
cells, we conduct another simulation in which there are 8 users and there are only
two types of calls, namely, inter-cell call between cell one/two and intra-cell call
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Figure 5.10: PSNR results for different number of intra-cell calls for two-cell case
with 8-users.
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within cell one. The PSNR performances with various number of intra-cell calls in
cell one are shown in Figure 5.10. If the system has more intra-cell calls within cell
one, there are more users requesting bandwidth to deliver video streams such that
cell one becomes the system performance bottleneck. Consequently, the allocated
bandwidth for each user is reduced, and the received video quality decreases.
Figure 5.10(c) shows that the stdPSNR of a system with only one intra-cell
call is slightly higher than the one without any intra-cell calls. This is because
7% of simulation profiles have all users in cell two being far away from the access
point. These users adopt higher level of error protection to transmit video streams
and thus require longer transmission time along the corresponding uplinks and
downlinks in cell two than in cell one. Therefore, the available transmission time
in cell two will saturate earlier than cell one. To utilize unassigned transmission
time in cell one, our algorithm performs another round of bi-section search in cell
one. It results in two different levels of video quality in the overall system and the
quality deviation among all users increases.

5.6

Chapter Summary

In summary, we have constructed a joint network-aware and source-aware video
conferencing framework for multiple conversation pairs within IEEE 802.11 networks. The proposed framework dynamically performs multi-dimensional resource
allocation by jointly exploring the cross-layer error protection, multi-user diversity,
and the heterogeneous channel conditions in all paths. We formulate the system as
a min-max optimization problem to provide satisfactory video quality for all users.
A fast algorithm that converts system resources into time-distortion functions is
proposed to obtain the transmission configuration for each user in both single-cell
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and multi-cell scenario.
We compare the proposed scheme with a traditional scheme that performs
sequential optimization for uplink and downlink. Our experiments demonstrated
that the proposed scheme for a single cell scenario can obtain a 2.18 ∼ 7.95 dB
gain for the average received PSNR of all users and a 3.82 ∼ 11.50 dB gain for the
minimal received PSNR among all users. For a two-cell case, the proposed scheme
can achieve a 4.92 ∼ 10.50 dB gain for the worst received quality among all users
and a 3.04 ∼ 7.43 dB gain for the average video quality. In addition, the proposed
scheme can provide more uniform video quality among all users and lower quality
fluctuation along each received video sequence.
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Chapter 6
PDMA-Based Error Protection
6.1

Introduction

In this chapter, we discuss the scenario that multiple video streams are merged at
aggregation points and the merged stream is transmitted between multiple aggregation points till final destinations [66]. Multi-point video conferencing [12] and
digital video surveillance are such examples. There may exist multiple paths with
different channel conditions between two aggregation points. The main challenge
is how to jointly apply stream aggregation, rate control, and error protection such
that the transmitted streams can arrive in time with the highest overall received
quality.
When there are multiple transmission paths between a sender and a receiver,
path diversity can be explored: at a given time, the available bandwidth in each
path may not be the same, and the probability for all paths having severe packet
loss simultaneously is very low [3, 4, 24, 59]. If the channel conditions can be
fed back from the receiver to the sender, the streaming video systems can be
formulated as optimization problems to achieve the optimal expected video quality
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by determining the stream partitioning, such as through multiple-layer coding [5] or
multiple-description coding [110]; and the corresponding path assignment, namely,
which partition is transmitted through which path [118, 129]. An R-D optimized
transmission policy was proposed [10] to schedule packet transmission time to meet
playback deadline. Video transmission system can further deploy FEC in each
transmission path to alleviate the bit error and packet loss problem [47, 119]. By
jointly selecting the channel coding rate and source coding rate in each individual
transmission path, the overall end-to-end video quality reconstructed from multiple
partitions can be improved.
Encoding video sources into multiple layers or multiple descriptions has penalty
on compression efficiency: given the same bit rate budget, the perceptual quality
reconstructed from multiple layers or descriptions is lower than single layer or single
description [65, 110]. To take the advantage of higher coding efficiency achieved
by adopting only one single video stream, we can apply joint FEC across multiple
transmission paths to protect a single stream instead of individual FEC protection
for each substream in each path. The basic idea of a cross-path FEC scheme is to
jointly consider heterogeneous channel conditions in all paths and determine only
one set of the optimal FEC configuration to generate parity check packets. Then,
we will split FEC coded packets into groups according to the bandwidth in each
path and transmit each group along the corresponding path.
Several works on cross-path error protection have been proposed by either assuming homogeneous channel conditions among all paths [120] or considering heterogeneous channel conditions among all paths [57,63]. Cross-path error protection
has the potential to have lower packet loss rate after FEC decoding compared to
individual-path error protection in each path when both schemes have the same
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number of source and parity check packets summed over all paths. This is because
cross-path error protection aggregates packets in different paths together to form a
stronger FEC code thus providing higher level of error protection. In this chapter,
we analyze cross-path FEC in the proposed scheme and demonstrate that the reconstructed video protected by cross-path FEC can have better perceptual quality
than the one by individual-path FEC.
As with every resource allocation mechanism, we concern how to allocate bandwidth to each stream. Traditional bandwidth allocation scheme allocates a set of
complete packets to each video stream, and multiple video streams are transmitted through Time Division Multiplexing Access (TDMA). Motivated by the better
performance provided by cross-path error protection owing to spreading data to
more packets, we propose a novel multi-stream cross-path error protection for realtime compressed video over multiple paths based on Packet Division Multiplexing
Access (PDMA) [89]. By allowing each packet in all paths carry partial data from
different streams, or equivalently, spreading one video bitstream to all packets in
all paths, PDMA-based scheme can have a higher level of error protection than
TDMA-based scheme when both schemes have the same number of source and
parity check bits summed over all paths. When both schemes achieve the same
level of error protection given the same bit rate budget, the PDMA-based scheme
requires fewer parity check bits and thus allows for more source bits to carry video
data to improve video quality than TDMA-based scheme. In this chapter, we will
show the performance gain achieved by PDMA-base scheme compared to TDMAbased scheme by first examining effective throughput for generic data and then
evaluating the reconstructed video quality for compressed video streams.
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6.2

Multi-Source Multi-Path Transmission

In this section, we first describe the scenario where multiple streams are transmitted through multiple paths. We then discuss how to apply cross-path error
protection when we transmit a stream through multiple paths. Two different
bandwidth allocation schemes, namely, TDMA and PDMA, with cross-path error
protection are presented and the corresponding optimal expected capacities after
FEC decoding are analyzed at the end of this section.

6.2.1

System Overview

We consider a packet network with erasure channels where all packets have equal
size of L bytes. Suppose there exist M independent paths between a sender node
and a receiver node, as shown in Figure 6.1. Path m can carry Nm packets per
unit time and the packet loss rate is qm . The total bandwidth from sender node
PM
to receiver node is N =
m=1 Nm packets per unit time. There are U video
bitstreams to be merged and transmitted from sender node to receiver node. Let
num be the number of packets carrying data of Stream u along Path m per unit
time and num should not be larger than Nm . To facilitate our discussion, we
use nu , [nu1 , nu2 , ..., nuM ] to denote the packet assignment for Stream u in each
path. The total number of packets in all M paths to carry data from Stream u is
PM
m=1 num = Wu packets per unit time.
As discussed in Chapter 5.2.2, an RS(n, k) encoder generates n − k parity
symbols for k source symbols. The corresponding RS decoder can recover the
original k source symbols if it receives at least k out of n symbols successfully when
the locations of the erased symbols are known. For erasure channels, encoding
symbols located at the same position across the collected packets with RS code
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Figure 6.1: Multiple sources over a multiple-path system

can alleviate packet loss problem [105]. The setting of RS code to achieve optimal
video quality can be obtained by jointly considering video source R-D and channel
conditions. As different paths exhibit heterogeneous channel conditions, we will
jointly consider channel conditions of all paths and apply FEC across packets in
all paths.
If the receiver receives λum packets successfully when the sender transmits num
packets for Stream u along Path m, the probability that receiver receives exactly
λ packets from all M paths by applying Stream u’s packet assignment nu is


 
X
Y  num  λum num −λum 
p(nu , λ) =
 
 pm qm
 (6.1)
PM
m
λum
m=1 λum =λ;λum ≤num ,∀m


 
X
Y  num  λum num −λum 
(6.2)
=
 pm qm
,
 
PM
m
λ
um
m=1 λum =λ
where pm = 1 − qm .
Applying de Moivre-Laplace Theorem [68], we approximate a binomial distri-
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bution by a normal distribution:


(λ
−µ
(n
))2
1
− um 2 um um
 num  λum num −λum
2σum (num )
≈p
e
,

 pm qm
2 (n
2πσ
)
um
um
λum

(6.3)

2
where µum (num ) = num pm and σum
(num ) = num pm qm .

The sum of M normally distributed independent variables with means {µum (num )}
2
and variances {σum
(num )} follows a normal distribution with mean µu (nu ) =
PM
PM
2
2
m=1 σum (num ). Bringing in this normal
m=1 µum (num ) and variance σu (nu ) =

sum distribution and (6.3), we can approximate (6.1) as
p(nu , λ) ≈ √

(λ−µu (nu ))2
1
−
e 2σu2 (nu ) .
2πσu (nu )

(6.4)

The probability that the receiver node receives at least k packets from Stream
u’s packet assignment nu can be expressed as
P(nu , k) =

Wu
X

p(nu , λ)

(6.5)

λ=k
Wu

Z

(t−µu (nu ))2
1
−
√
≈
e 2σu2 (nu ) dt
2πσ
(n
)
k
u
u
µ
¶
1
k − µu (nu )
≈
erfc √
,
2
2σu (nu )

where erfc(x) = 1 −

6.2.2

√2
π

Rx
0

(6.6)

2

e−t dt.

Cross-Path FEC for TDMA and PDMA Scheme

We consider two different cross-path FEC schemes supporting multi-stream aggregation based on TDMA and PDMA, respectively, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. We
study the optimal expected throughput achieved by each scheme when we allocate
each stream an equal amount of bandwidth, including source and parity check
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Figure 6.2: Illustration of TDMA and PDMA-based multi-stream error protection. Gray boxes represent source symbols and white ones represent parity symbols. Symbols assigned to different streams are distinguished by different texture
patterns.

symbols. This case fits well to the transmission of generic data. We defer the discussion on how to achieve the optimal expected perceptual quality for transmitting
video streams to Chapter 6.3.
In the conventional TDMA-based scheme, each packet can only be assigned to
at most one stream. To perform cross-path error protection for multiple streams,
we need to determine the number of packets assigned to each stream in different
paths subject to the constraints on bandwidth and delay. We can further simplify
the constraints by merging bandwidth and delay constraints together as the constraint on the maximal number of packets per unit time (according to the maximal
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tolerable delay). In each path, packets belonging to different streams are transmitted in a TDMA fashion to meet the constraint of maximal packet number. As an
example shown in Figure 6.2, the maximal number of packets per unit time that
we can transmit in Path 1 and Path M are N1 and NM , respectively. We transmit
n11 ≤ N1 and n1M ≤ NM packets for Stream 1 in Path 1 and Path M , respectively,
according to the allocated time slot.
In contrast, the proposed PDMA-based scheme allows each packet to carry data
from multiple streams. We apply cross-path error protection for each stream in all
packets across all paths, and each stream will be transmitted in a PDMA fashion
to satisfy the constraint of maximal packet number in each path. In PDMA-based
scheme, we need to determine which portion of a packet is assigned to which
stream. To facilitate our discussion, we denote segment as the smallest unit that
can be assigned to a stream in a packet. We set the size of a segment as the number
of bits used in an RS symbol, which is one byte in this work. Denote Lu as the
number of segments assigned to Stream u within a packet. As shown in Figure 6.2,
we allocate the first L1 segments of all packets to Stream 1.
In TDMA-based scheme, a packet can be assigned to only one stream, namely,
P
Lu = L, ∀u. Thus, Uu=1 num = Nm , ∀m. To allocate the same amount of bandwidth to all streams, we assign equal number of packets to each stream in each
path, i.e., num = Nm /U . For simplicity in analysis, we assume that the value
of Nm is integer multiple of U . The total number of packets in each stream is
Wu = N/U, ∀u. Let nTu be the corresponding packet assignment and kuT the overall
number of source packets for Stream u in all paths. The expected throughput
using RS(Wu , kuT ) code for Stream u is
fT (kuT ) = kuT L · P(nTu , kuT ).
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(6.7)

Since we only consider throughput in this section, the packet assignment and the
corresponding optimal value of kuT will be the same for all streams. The optimal
RS code to achieve optimal expected throughput can be obtained as follows:
T
kopt
= arg max fT (kuT ).
T
ku

(6.8)

In PDMA-based scheme, a packet can be assigned to multiple streams, namely,
PU
u=1

Lu = L. Each stream can allocate data to all packets in each path, namely,

num = Nm , ∀u, m, and Wu = N, ∀u. To allocate the same amount of bandwidth to
all streams, we assign an equal number of segments to each stream in each packet,
namely, Lu = L/U, ∀u. For simplicity in analysis, we assume that the value of L is
an integer multiple of U . Let nPu be the corresponding packet assignment and kuP
be the overall number of source packets for Stream u in all paths. The expected
throughput using RS(Wu , kuP ) code for Stream u is
fP (kuP ) = kuP

L
· P(nPu , kuP ).
U

(6.9)

To optimize for throughput, the packet assignment and the corresponding optimal
value of kuP will be the same for all streams. The optimal RS code to achieve
optimal expected throughput can be obtained as follows:
P
kopt
= arg max fP (kuP ).
P
ku

(6.10)

Note that nTu = nPu /U . As shown in Appendix A.3, with continuous relaxation of
kuP and kuT and bringing (6.6) into (6.7) and (6.9), we take the derivative of both
expected throughputs and can show that the difference between the two optimal
solutions can be approximated as:
P
fP (kopt
)

−

T
fT (kopt
)

r
r
µ
ln U
∝ σ 2 ln (1 −
),
σ
U
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(6.11)

under the condition that
ln
where µ =

1
U

PM
m=1

µ
ln 2π
ln U
>
+
,
σ
2
2(U − 1)
1
U

Nm pm and σ 2 =

PM
m=1

(6.12)

Nm p m q m .

When there is only one path with bandwidth N and packet loss rate q, the
performance gain for PDMA-based scheme over TDMA-based scheme can be approximately proportional to
r
P
T
fP (kopt
) − fT (kopt
)∝

p
N pq(ln N + ln ) · (1 −
q

r

ln U
).
U

(6.13)

Figure 6.3 demonstrates the throughput gain for transmitting two streams over
single path with different packet loss rates and bandwidths. The performance gain
is calculated by solving problem (6.8) and (6.10) via full search. As expected from
(6.13), the effective throughput gain increases when the bandwidth (in terms of
number of packets) increases and the packet loss rate is fixed. We also observe
that when the total bandwidth is fixed, the gain increases when the packet loss
rate increases till around 0.5, and then it decreases as the packet loss rate becomes
higher. This is because the system needs a larger number of parity check packets
to overcome higher packet loss rate. Thus, the allocated number of source packets
reduces, and the effective throughput gain decreases.
Figure 6.4 illustrates the performance gain when there are different number of
streams in a system where the allocated bandwidth of each stream is 20 L bytes.
The result is calculated by solving problem (6.8) and (6.10) via a full search.
As we can see, the performance gain per stream increases when the number of
streams increases with fixed packet loss rate. Since the number of packets assigned
to each stream in TDMA-based scheme is fixed, the RS code configuration and
the corresponding effective throughput for TDMA-based scheme is thus fixed even
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Figure 6.3: Performance gain using PDMA-based scheme over TDMA-based
scheme for two-stream case
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when the number of streams increases. On the other hand, the PDMA-based
scheme can aggregate more packets from different streams to construct a stronger
RS code when the number of streams increases. Therefore, with the increase of
number of streams in a system, PDMA-based scheme offers higher resilience to
packet loss and has an increased performance gain than TDMA-based scheme.

6.3

PDMA Error Protection for Video System

In this section, we first discuss how to apply cross-path PDMA-based FEC to
protect multiple video streams and transmit the aggregated stream in real time. We
formulate the resource allocation for this multi-stream system as an optimization
problem, and propose a fast algorithm to achieve near-optimal solution. We also
extend the proposed scheme to the scenario where end users experience different
channel conditions in each transmission path.

6.3.1

Multi-Stream Video System

The block diagram of the proposed multi-stream video system is shown in Figure 6.5. There are three main subsystems in the sender aggregation node, namely,
a video source coder, a communication module, and a resource allocator. In this
work, we use 3D-SPIHT [46] codec as an example for video source coder. Other
codecs with similar coding methodologies can also be incorporated. Note that 3DSPIHT codec needs to collect a group of pictures (GOP) of a total of H frames for
temporal/spatial wavelet filtering, so within a video source coder component, each
stream has its own frame buffer to gather incoming raw video frames. After collecting a GOP, those raw video frames for each stream are moved to a 3D-SPIHT
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Figure 6.5: Block diagram of multi-stream video system using cross-path PDMAbased error protection

video encoder for compression as an embedded bitstream. The corresponding R-D
information for each stream is also analyzed. The resource allocator will determine
the truncation point with the required level of error protection for each coded video
bitstream and transmit it during the next GOP transmission time of H/F second
long, where F is the video frame sampling rate.
The main task of resource allocator is to determine the optimal configuration
of cross-path PDMA-based error protection for each GOP. To capture the varying
channel conditions and video content characteristics, the resource allocator should
obtain the channel information for all M transmission paths fed back from the
receiver aggregation node and the R-D information of each GOP from the video
coder. With the estimated channel conditions, the resource allocator can calculate
the required level of error protection in each transmission path. With the R-D
information, the resource allocator can estimate the quality of the reconstructed
video frames after decoding at each end decoder. By jointly considering the R-D
information and the estimated channel conditions, the resource allocator performs
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resource optimization to achieve the required service objectives. According to the
allocated resources, the sender aggregation node will truncate video streams, allocate bitstreams in the assigned segments in each packet, and generate the required
level of parity check symbols. The communication module will then transmit those
coded packets through the assigned transmission paths.
On the receiver aggregation node, a communication module will buffer the
received data until the end of the current GOP transmission time. Then, a demultiplexing module will demultiplex different FEC protected bitstreams from each
packet according to the allocated segments and perform FEC decoding to obtain
the video bitstreams. Those FEC decoded data are moved to a 3D-SPIHT video
decoder for decoding and the decoded frames are sent for display.

6.3.2

Problem Formulation

Since the resource allocator applies cross-path PDMA-based error protection and
performs optimization for every GOP, we will omit the notation for GOP index in
each video stream. Let Nm be the number of packets we can transmit along Path
m per GOP tiem of H/F second and N be the total number of packets summed
over all paths per H/F second. We also denote Du (ru ) as Stream u’s distortion
when the receiver receives ru bytes; Du (0) as the distortion without decoding any
bitstream; and rumax as the maximal number of bytes in Stream u’s embedded
bitstreams. Suppose we allocate Lu bytes for Stream u and apply RS(N , kuP ) code
across packets to protect Stream u. There will be kuP source packets and the total
bandwidth to transmit video source for Stream u is kuP Lu bytes. The corresponding
packet assignment nPu equals to [N1 , N2 , ..., NM ]. The expected distortion can be
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represented as follows:
E P {Du (kuP , Lu )} = Du (0) − P(nPu , kuP ) · (Du (0) − Du (kuP Lu )),

(6.14)

where P(nPu , kuP ) is defined in (6.5) as the probability that the receiver aggregation
node receives at least kuP packets when the sender aggregation node sends N packets
through all M paths.
The key issue is how to jointly choose the number of bytes, {Lu }, and the
RS code configuration, {kuP }, for each stream. We formulate the problem as to
minimize the overall end-to-end distortion of all streams:
min

P },{L }
{ku
u

U
X

E P {Du (kuP , Lu )}

(6.15)

u=1


PU


Packet
length:

u=1 Lu ≤ L;


subject to RS code: 0 ≤ kuP ≤ N, ∀u;




 Stream Rate: 0 ≤ k P Lu ≤ rmax , ∀u.
u
u
We solve this optimization problem by selecting the RS code, {kuP }, and the number of segments, {Lu }, for each stream, subject to three constraints: The first
constraint limits the overall number of bytes assigned to all streams in a packet
not exceed the packet length; the second one restricts the RS code selection; and
the third one is the feasible rate range for each video bitstream. The problem
(6.15) is an integer programming problem, which is N P hard. Finding the optimal solution requires full search with complexity O(LU ), which is prohibited for
real-time applications. In a real-time system, a fast approximation algorithm with
near-optimal performance is desired.
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6.3.3

Proposed Algorithm

We propose a fast, near-optimal algorithm to solve the problem (6.15). There are
three main steps, namely, obtaining a segment-to-distortion (S-D) function for each
stream, generating the corresponding convex approximation of S-D function, and
performing water-filling on all convex S-D functions. We summarize the proposed
algorithm in Table 6.1 and examine each step in more details.
STEP 1: Obtain the S-D function for each stream. Given a fixed number of
segments, `, for Stream u, we can calculate the optimal number of source packets,
Ku [`],
Ku [`] = arg min E P {Du (kuP , `)},
P
ku

(6.16)

to achieve the minimal expected distortion:
Du [`] = E P {Du (Ku [`], `)}.

(6.17)

We can calculate the optimal number of source packets and the corresponding
distortion for ` = 1∼L, arriving at a segment-to-distortion function Du [`].
STEP 2: If the S-D function is convex, the optimal solution can be obtained
via the well-known water-filling technique. However, S-D function is not convex
in practice. Although we can obtain the optimal solution via full search, the
complexity of full search is O(LU ), which is not suitable for real-time application.
To facilitate searching near-optimal solution in real time, we should construct a
convex function that very well approximates the original S-D function. This can
be achieved by finding the convex hull of the original S-D function [7]. We first
search the segments that do not maintain convexity. Then, we replace the expected
distortion of these segments with the values interpolated linearly from the nearby
segments that satisfy convexity. This process gives a convex approximation of S-D
function, D̂u [`].
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STEP 3: In this step, we perform water-filling among the convex S-D functions
to find the solution. We first calculate the distortion reduction for each stream as
follows:
∆D̂u [`] = D̂u [` − 1] − D̂u [`].

(6.18)

Then, we sort all streams’ ∆D̂u [`] in a decreasing order. We choose L segments
with the largest distortion reduction from {∆D̂u [`]} and calculate the total number
of segments, Lu , assigned to each stream. Given Lu segments for Stream u, we can
obtain the optimal RS code configuration, kuP , via (6.16). The complexity of Step
1 to 3 are O(U L), O(U L), and O(L), respectively.

6.3.4

Heterogeneous Channel Conditions Along Each Path

In the proposed framework, each video stream is reconstructed by receiving packets
from multiple transmission paths. In previous sections, we consider the scenario
that transmission paths are the paths between two aggregation nodes. In this subsection, we generalize the proposed framework by extending the concept of transmission path to the end-to-end transmission path experienced by each individual
stream between its own video encoder and decoder. For example, each stream can
be further forwarded to its own destination after the receiver aggregation point has
received the aggregated stream as shown in Figure 6.1. Since different streams are
transmitted through different paths at the last hop, each stream experiences different end-to-end channel conditions for each end-to-end transmission path. Another
example is the multi-stream transmission service over wireless networks, such as
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing Access (OFDMA) wireless networks,
despite of the absence of receiver aggregation point. In this scenario, a subcarrier
serves as a transmission path, and each end user can access multiple subcarriers
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Table 6.1: Proposed algorithm for cross-path PDMA-based scheme
a) Initialization:
Du [0] = Du (0)
b) Obtain S-D function:
For each stream
For ` = 1 : 1 : L
P , `)}
Ku [`] = arg minkP E{Du (ku
u

Du [`] = E{Du (Ku [`], `)}
∆Du [`] = Du [` − 1] − Du [`]
End
End
c) Maintain convexity of S-D function:
For each stream u
ConvexFlag = FALSE ; SlopeStart = 1 ; SlopeEnd = 1 ;
While ConvexFlag == FALSE
ChangeFlag = FALSE ;
For ` = 2 : 1 : L
If ∆Du [`] > ∆Du [` − 1]
SlopeEnd = `; ChangeFlag = TRUE;
S = mean(∆Du [SlopeStart : SlopeEnd]) ;
∆Du [SlopeStart : SlopeEnd] = S ;
Else
SlopeStart = `, SlopeEnd = `;
End
End
If ChangeFlag == TRUE
ConvexFlag = TRUE ;
End
End
∆D̂u [`] = ∆Du [`], ∀`
End
d) Sort all ∆D̂u [`] in a decreasing order :
τ (u, `) ∈ {1, 2, ..., U L} and τ −1 (m) ∈ {(u, `)}
s.t. ∆D̂i [a] > ∆D̂j [b] for τ (i, a) < τ (j, b)
e) Determine parameters :
For each stream u
Lu = arg max` τ (u, `) ≤ L
P = K [L ]
ku
u u

End
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and will experience heterogeneous channel conditions along each subcarrier.
We can easily extend the proposed framework and solution in previous subsection to the heterogeneous scenario. Denote the packet loss rate for Path m
experienced by Stream u as qum . By replacing qm by qmu in (6.1), the probability
that receiver receives exactly λ packets from all M paths by applying Stream u’s
packet assignment nPu becomes



pu (nPu , λ) =





Y  num  λum num −λum 
 pum qum
,
 
PM
m
λum
m=1 λum =λ
X

(6.19)

where pum = 1 − qum . The probability that the end user u receives at least k out
of nPu for Stream u is
Pu (nPu , k)

=

Wu
X

pu (nPu , λ).

(6.20)

λ=k

The expected distortion is
E P {Du (kuP , Lu )} = Du (0) − Pu (nPu , kuP ) · (Du (0) − Du (kuP Lu )).

(6.21)

The expected distortions (6.14) and (6.21) have the same expression except the
probability of receiving at least k out of nPu is different. This new system has the
same form of problem formulation as (6.15), and the solutions can be solved using
the proposed algorithm presented in Chapter 6.3.3.

6.4

Simulation Results

In this section, we examine the performance of the proposed cross-path PDMAbased error protection scheme. We compare the proposed fast algorithm discussed
in Chapter 6.3.3 (PDMA-CP) with three other alternatives. The first one is to employ full search to find the optimal solution for the cross-path PDMA-based scheme
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(PDMA-CP-opt). This approach requires a high amount of computation. The second one is the TDMA-based scheme with cross-path error protection (TDMA-CP),
the details of which is reviewed in Appendix A.4. The optimal solution of TDMACP is found via full search. The last one is the TDMA-based scheme without
cross-path error protection (TDMA-EP), where each path can be assigned to at
most one video stream. When the number of video streams is equal to the number
of transmission paths, we can employ Hungarian method to reduce the computation complexity to obtain the optimal solutions [60].

6.4.1

Simulation Setup

The simulations are set up as follows. We concatenate 15 classic QCIF (176x144)
video sequences to form one testing video sequence of 4688 frames. The 15 sequences are 288-frame News, 144-frame Suzie, 320-frame Hall objects, 288-frame
Coastguard, 368-frame Carphone, 400-frame Foreman, 288-frame Container, 288frame Akiyo, 480-frame Claire, 144-frame Miss American, 448-frame Salesman,
288-frame Silent, 144-frame Trevor, 400-frame Grandmother, and 400-frame Mother
and Daughter. We use 3D-SPIHT [46] codec to compress video sequence with
Group of Picture (GOP) size of 16 frames. The packet length is 1024 bytes.
To simulate the burstness of the channel loss condition, we use the GilbertElliott channel model [20, 22], which is a two-state Markov model at the packet
level. We consider transmitting three video programs over three transmission
paths.

The default bandwidth for Path 1 to 3 is 61.44Kbps, 76.8Kbps, and

92.16Kbps, respectively, and the default packet loss rate for Path 1 to 3 is 0.1,
0.2, and 0.3. A simulation profile is defined as follows: the video content program
for each stream is 160-frame long; the first video frame starts from a randomly
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selected frame of the concatenated testing video. For each simulation profile, we
repeat the simulations 10,000 times for packet loss and take the average to obtain
the statistical results.

6.4.2

Performance of Homogeneous Channel Conditions

In this section, we study the performance when all streams experience homogeneous channel conditions along each path. In Figure 6.6, we show one example of
the frame-by-frame PSNR for different schemes under the default bandwidth and
packet loss rate for each path. The first video frame of Stream 1 to 3 starts from
frame 689, 3297, and 4241 from the concatenated testing video sequence, respectively, and the first GOP of each stream starts with video sequence Hall objects,
Salesman, and Grandmother, respectively. As we can see, the proposed cross-path
PDMA-based scheme has the best PSNR for all streams along the time axis compared to other schemes. Comparing both TDMA-based schemes, TDMA-CP has
better PSNR than TDMA-EP for Stream 1 and 2 and slight performance loss for
Stream 3.
We list the selected parameters of TDMA-EP, TDMA-CP, and PDMA-CP
scheme for the first GOP in Table 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4, respectively. Comparing
TDMA-CP and TDMA-EP scheme, we see that both schemes have the same number of bytes allocated to each video sequence, namely, 2048, 2048 and 1024 bytes
for Stream 1, 2, and 3, respectively. However, for Stream 1 and 2, the cross-path
error protection in TDMA-CP scheme helps provide higher probability to recover
video source after suffering from packet loss, as indicated by the higher value of
P(nTu , kuT ) in Table 6.3 than P(Nu , ku ) in Table 6.2. Because cross-path error
protection scheme distributes each stream to multiple paths and the probability
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Figure 6.6: Frame-by-frame PSNR for different schemes when bandwidth of Path
1, 2, and 3 is 61.44Kbps, 76.8Kbps, and 92.16Kbps, and the packet loss rate for
Path 1 to 3 is 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3.
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Table 6.2: Selected parameters of TDMA-EP
Stream ID, u

1

2

3

video sequence

Hall Objects

Salesman

Grandmother

Selected Path

1

2

3

RS code (Nu , ku )

(4,2)

(5,2)

(6,1)

Prob. RS decoding, P(Nu , ku )

0.9963

0.9933

0.9993

Number of bytes in source, ku L

2048

2048

1024

Expected MSE

598

206

102

Table 6.3: Selected parameters of TDMA-CP
Stream ID, u

1

2

3

video sequence

Hall Objects

Salesman

Grandmother

number of packets in Path 1, nu1

2

0

2

number of packets in Path 2, nu2

2

3

0

number of packets in Path 3, nu3

2

3

1

number of total packets, Wu

6

6

3

T
number of source packets, ku

2

2

1

T)
RS code (Wu , ku

(6,2)

(6,2)

(3,1)

T
Prob. RS decoding, P(nT
u , ku )

0.9989

0.9957

0.9970

TL
Number of bytes in source, ku

2048

2048

1024

T
Expected MSE, E T {Du (nT
u , ku )}

197

147

143

of simultaneous packet loss in all paths is lower, cross-path error protection has
stronger error protection. Thus, TDMA-CP scheme can provide better expected
video quality for Stream 1 and 2 compared to TDMA-EP scheme. To achieve
the optimal overall video quality summed over all streams, TDMA-CP trades in a
little weaker code than TDMA-EP for Stream 3 (thus a little performance loss) to
obtain larger performance improvement in the overall video quality.
Next, we compare PDMA-CP and TDMA-CP scheme. As revealed from Table
6.4, PDMA-CP scheme allocates 2526, 2541, and 1680 bytes to Stream 1, 2, and 3,
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Table 6.4: Selected parameters of PDMA-CP
Stream ID, u

1

2

3

video sequence

Hall Objects

Salesman

Grandmother

421

363

240

6

7

7

(15,6)

(15,7)

(15,7)

0.9999

0.999

0.999

2526

2541

1680

97

85

81

number of segments, Lu
number of source packets,
RS code

P)
(N, ku

Prob. RS decoding,

P
P(nP
u , ku )

Number of bytes in source,
Expected MSE,

P
ku

E P {D

PL
ku
u

P
u (ku , Lu )}

respectively. Compared to TDMA-CP scheme, PDMA-CP scheme provides higher
bitrate for video source in all paths. In addition, PDMA-CP scheme can provide
higher probability to recover video source than TDMA-CP scheme for all streams,
as shown by the higher value of P(nPu , kuP ) in Table 6.4 than P(nTu , kuT ) in Table 6.3.
This is because PDMA-CP scheme can allocate each stream’s data to all packets in
all paths so that the path diversity can be fully explored. Owing to higher source
bitrates with stronger error protection, PDMA-CP scheme can achieve the best
performance among all these three schemes.
To evaluate the performance for the proposed scheme under different packet
loss rate, we vary the packet loss rate of Path 2 from 0.05 to 0.4. To further
assess the performance under diverse video content, we run 50 simulation profiles
for each packet loss rate setting and the starting frame of each stream is randomly
chosen from the concatenated testing sequence for each simulation profile. Figure 6.7 shows the average received PSNR of all streams over 50 simulation profiles
for different packet loss rate of Path 2. As we can see, all cross-path error protection schemes can have better performance compared to the one without cross-path
protection. This demonstrates the benefit of using cross-path error protection.
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Figure 6.7: Performance comparison of the TDMA-CP, and proposed PDMA-CP,
and the corresponding optimal PDMA-CP-opt with full search for different packet
loss rate
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Figure 6.8: Performance comparison of the TDMA-CP, and proposed PDMACP, and the corresponding optimal PDMA-CP-opt with full search for different
bandwidth
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Between the two cross-path error protection schemes providing optimal solutions,
the full search result of PDMA-based scheme, PDMA-CP-opt, outperforms optimal TDMA-based scheme, TDMA-CP, by 1.43 ∼ 1.88 dB. The performance gain
increases when the packet loss rate increases. This verifies the throughput gain
analyzed in Chapter 6.2.2. Compared to the full search result of PDMA-based
scheme, the proposed fast algorithm of PDMA-based scheme has performance loss
no more than 0.01dB. Moreover, PDMA-CP requires much lower computation than
PDMA-CP-opt algorithm.
We also examine the performance under different bandwidth provided by the
transmission paths. Figure 6.8 shows the average received PSNR of all streams
over 50 simulation profiles when we vary the bandwidth of Path 2 from 30.72Kbps
to 153.6Kbps. Again, all cross-path error protection schemes can have better performance compared to TDMA-EP. Between the two cross-path error protection
schemes providing optimal solutions, PDMA-CP-opt outperforms TDMA-CP by
1.59 ∼ 1.87 dB. We also observe that PDMA-CP scheme has only 0.01dB performance loss compared to the optimal PDMA-based solution.

6.4.3

Performance of Heterogeneous Channel Conditions

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of cross-path PDMA-based error
protection under the scenario that end users experience heterogeneous channel
conditions even along the same path, as discussed in Chapter 6.3.4. We fix the
bandwidth of Path 1 and 3 as 61.44Kbps and 92.16Kbps, respectively, and vary the
bandwidth of Path 2 from 30.72Kbps to 153.6Kbps. To simulate the heterogeneity
of channel conditions experienced by different end users, the packet loss rate for
each transmission path experienced by each end user is randomly chosen within the
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Figure 6.9: Performance comparison for heterogeneous channel conditions of the
TDMA-CP, and proposed PDMA-CP, and the corresponding optimal PDMA-CPopt with full search for different bandwidth

range of 0.1 to 0.4 in each simulation profile. To further examine the performance
of transmitting different video programs, we simulate 100 simulation profiles for
each bandwidth setting and the starting frame of each stream is randomly chosen
from the testing sequence for each simulation profile.
Figure 6.9 shows the average received PSNR of all streams over 100 simulation profiles. Similar to the performance in Figure 6.8, cross-path error protection
can provide better performance than individual-path error protection. When we
compare the perceptual quality provided by the proposed PDMA-CP scheme with
TDMA-CP scheme, we can have 1.15 dB to 1.26 dB performance gain. Even though
different streams experience different packet loss rates, by given a bandwidth budget constraint, the proposed PDMA-CP scheme spreads data to all packets along
all paths to fully explore path diversity for higher perceptual quality.
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6.5

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a cross-path PDMA-based error protection
scheme to transmit multiple streams over multiple error-prone paths which exhibit heterogeneous channel conditions. The throughput gain using PDMA-based
vs. TDMA-based scheme is analyzed. We have shown that PDMA-based scheme
can provide higher effective bandwidth with stronger error protection than TDMAbased scheme. The proposed multiuser video streaming system jointly explores the
path diversity and video content diversity. We formulate this video system as an
optimization problem to minimize the overall distortion summed over all streams,
subject to the constraints on bandwidth, delay, FEC code selection, and video
coding rate. To satisfy the real-time requirement, we propose a fast algorithm,
providing near-optimal solution.
The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed cross-path PDMA-based
scheme outperforms traditional TDMA-based scheme by 1.43∼1.88 dB for the averaged PSNR of all received streams when all end receivers experience homogeneous
channel conditions along each path and 1.15∼1.26 dB when all end receivers experience heterogeneous channel conditions along each path. In addition, the proposed
fast algorithm has only 0.01dB performance loss compared to the optimal solution obtained through full search. The proposed scheme can further incorporate
unequal error protection to explore the unequal importance within each embedded bitstream. Thus, the proposed scheme is a promising framework supporting
real-time transmission for multiple video streams over multiple transmission paths,
such as multi-point video conferencing and digital video surveillance.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Perspectives
In this dissertation, we have discussed the real-time multiuser video transmission
over resource-limited communication networks from a resource allocation point
of view. Different from the traditional approaches, we focus on two aspects of
design issues: cross-layer optimization and multiuser diversity. A general resourceallocation framework is presented to address how to control the quality of multiple
video bitstreams that share the limited resources in the communication networks.
Based on the proposed framework, we study the available resources for allocation
and the diversity of resources that can be explored for performance improvement.
Realizing the inter-constrained usage of resources among users and across layers in
real time, we present a general design principle to formulate systems as constrained
optimization problems and derive solutions for real-time applications.
Several systems transmitting video programs over 3G, 4G, WLAN/WMAN
communication channels and the corresponding algorithms for real-time applications are proposed in this dissertation. We have applied the proposed resource
allocation methodology to several scenarios. We consider the scenario with errorfree channel in Chapter 3 and the scenario where BER after FEC decoding is
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sufficiently low such that the end-to-end video quality is controlled by the source
coding rate in Chapter 4. We also examine the scenarios where end-to-end video
distortion is jointly determined by source lossy compression and channel induced
errors in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. The simulation results demonstrate that the
proposed multiuser cross-layer design with dynamic resource allocation can provide
better video quality than the traditional schemes.
Instead of achieving the highest average perceptual quality for one user as
targeted by the traditional single-user video transmission system, we discuss the
importance of addressing service objectives in two levels, namely, network level and
individual user level. We investigate the resulting video quality received by each
end user and point out the significance of having tradeoffs among multiple service
objectives. The corresponding real-time algorithms to achieve the desired tradeoffs
are also proposed. The simulation results demonstrate that the tradeoffs among
several service objectives obtained via the proposed framework can provide more
satisfactory video quality than the system targeting at only one service objective.
We have studied the design principles of multi-user cross-layer video transmission system in this dissertation. The general principle can be applied to other
scenarios and applications. Here are several interesting perspectives that can be
pursued further.
1. Multi-point video conferencing Multi-point video conferencing, which
involves multiple conferees and realizes a virtual conference room, is one of the
promising applications. However, there are still many design challenges remaining
in a multi-point video conferencing system. First, each conferee transmits his/her
real-time compressed video stream through a resource-limited uplink as the first
hop and receives multiple streams containing all other conferees in time through
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a resource-limited downlink as the last hop. The network resources among all
intermediate nodes are also resource-limited. How to allocate resources to all
participants in all hops is an important issue. Second, the channel conditions
in different hops are heterogeneous. The optimal error protection for different
stream along the same hop may not be the same. An effective approach should
explore the diversity of video streams and jointly perform error protection for
those streams subject to limited network resources. Third, a multi-point video
conferencing requires real-time streaming and a strict delay constraint is imposed
to each stream to maintain the interactivity within a conference session. Simply
applying the existing single-user streaming methods or multicasting would not be
efficient.
A possible solution is to deploy video stream combiners in a distributed manner to support this multi-point video conferencing. Video stream combiners, which
are located in different geographical areas and serve as portals for conferees, aggregate incoming streams supplied by local users along with another aggregated
streams from nearby video stream combiners. In addition, users may have different
preferences for the incoming video streams and may want to have better quality
for some streams than others. The video combiners should take those preferences
into account when they perform multi-stream aggregation. We can also extend
this technology developed for multiple-point video conferencing system to ad-hoc
networks, such as military applications, with considerations of time-varying channel conditions, radio interferences caused by all other users. For mobile ad-hoc
network, we also need to consider how to maintain and update the transmission
paths among all participants owing to dynamic topology.
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2. Cross-Subcarrier PDMA error protection over OFDMA Networks
As demonstrated in Chapter 6, the proposed cross-path PDMA-based error protection can provide better perceptual quality than the traditional schemes even when
each user experiences different channel condition along each path. We can apply
the proposed cross-path PDMA-based error protection to OFDMA networks as discussed in Chapter 4, since each subcarrier can be viewed as a transmission path. In
this case, it is important to study how to employ cross-subcarrier PDMA error protection in the physical layer for multiple users by jointly considering heterogeneous
channel conditions of different subcarriers. We are also interested in what kind
of conditions that offers performance gain compared to the traditional schemes.
To improve spectrum utilization, adaptive modulation and channel coding in the
physical layer can be further incorporated into the cross-subcarrier PDMA error
protection. We would need to address how to apply cross-subcarrier error protection in the application layer for packets with different payload size, and how to
derive fast and near-optimal solutions to solve this integer programming problem
for real-time applications.
3. Distributed video telephony The current 3G wireless systems, such as
CDMA2000 1xEV-DO [21], do not have fully centralized mechanism for multiuser
cross-layer R-D optimization. There are limited amount of bandwidth providing
side information, such as power control and R-D information, which can be exchanged between the base stations and mobile users to facilitate video quality
control in the network level. A research issue is how to use such a limited amount
of side information to provide satisfactory quality of service. Under this scenario,
each user needs to adjust the parameters in both video source and wireless channel
in a distributed manner owing to the lack of central authority. Pricing mechanism
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or game theoretic approach are potential solutions.
Moreover, for terminal-to-terminal applications through current 3G networks,
such as interactive video telephony, the video streams often are transmitted through
hybrid networks, namely, wireless and wired networks. These two types of networks
have different impacts on the received end-to-end video quality. It is desirable to
have an effective way to differentiate these two different impacts and overcome
the quality degradation from both networks. Potential solutions include equipping
proxies at the edges of networks for transcoding and sending feedback information
from the receiver to facilitate rate adjustment in the source coder.
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Appendix A
Proofs and Review
A.1

The Impact of Budget Factor on Perceptual
Quality

In this section, we present detailed rationale behind the bandwidth resource allocation algorithm proposed in Section 3.3.4. In particular, for a video scene
consisting of similar R-D characteristics, we analyze the trend of the aveMSE and
the madMSE as β changes, and derive the result of (3.14) for β0 .
Consider an M -frame video clip with similar visual contents, whereby the ratedistortion model of each frame within the clip are similar to each other. As such,
it is reasonable to assume that the feasible range of FGS data rates for all frames
are within the same bit plane, and Rjp ≈ rfj−1 . The rate-distortion model can be
expressed as follows for rates falling in the range of interest:
Dj (rj ) = k1 − k2 rfj , for all j

(A.1)

where k1 and k2 are constants. We denote rb and rf as the average rate of base
layer and FGS layer within this video sequence, respectively. Here rb is fixed due
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to the use of contant quantization step for the base layer of all M frames.
Let us first consider madMSE, which can be represented as follows using (A.1):
M

k2 X
madM SE =
|∆rfj | .
M − 1 j=2

(A.2)

where ∆rfj = rfj − rfj−1 . We examine the absolute difference of FGS rates
between two frames at time slot j:
|∆rfj | = |(1 − wp )β[(Cj − Cj−1 )

(A.3)

e
e
+ (Bj−2
− Bj−1
) + (rbj−1 − rbj )] + wp ∆rfj−1 |.

With a fixed wp , a larger β would usually result in larger |∆rfj | hence larger
madM SE by (A.2).
Next, we consider aveMSE. With the R-D model in (A.1), we can express
aveMSE as follows:
aveM SE = k1 − k2 rf .

(A.4)

Summing up from rf1 to rfM using (3.11) and (3.12) and taking the average, we
obtain
¡ e
¢
rf = wp Rp + (1 − wp )β Bmax
+ C − B e − rb ,

(A.5)

where Rp , C, B e represent the average of their corresponding rates or buffer occupancy. Bringing Rp ≈ rf , the condition of encoder buffer occupancy B e ≈ 0,
and the conservation law of data flow that the overall input flow should be equal
to the overall output flow:
C = rb + rf ,

(A.6)

e
rf ≈ βBmax
/(1 − β).

(A.7)

we arrive at
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Taking (A.7) into (A.4), we can represent aveMSE as a function of β:
e
aveM SE ≈ k1 − k2 βBmax
/(1 − β).

(A.8)

Thus if the system has a larger β, the average distortion (aveMSE ) will decrease.
Note that wp does not affect aveMSE as long as 0 ≤ wp < 1.
The above analysis shows that a larger β reduces aveMSE but leads to larger
madMSE. To complete the derivation for β0 , we observe from (A.6) that since rb
is fixed, increasing C is equivalent to increasing rf . But when C approaches the
channel capacity Cmax , rf and aveM SE cannot be further improved. Thus there
exists β0 such that its corresponding rf (β0 ) from (A.7) is equal to Cmax − rb, i.e.
e
β0 Bmax
/(1 − β0 ) = Cmax − rb.

(A.9)

Recalling the results in (A.2) and (A.8), the selection of β = β0 can give an
excellent trade-off between aveMSE and madMSE. Solving (A.9) for β0 , we arrive
at the trade-off point:
β0 =

A.2

Cmax − rb
.
e
Bmax
+ Cmax − rb

(A.10)

Review of An Alternative Sliding-Window
Algorithm

The sliding-window algorithm is originally proposed in [124] and only concerns
the channel capacity without considering the buffer and delay constraints. To
determine the bit rate for a frame, the sliding window algorithm requires the
complete bit rate and R-D information of L frames ahead. The algorithm then
distributes the FGS rates to the current frame by solving an optimization problem
that all frames within the look-ahead window have the uniform and highest possible
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quality subject to a FGS rate budget for all frames in this sliding window, denoted
WjF . This FGS rate budget is obtained by subtracting all base layer rates within
the window from an overall rate budget, Wj . The rate budget Wj is updated by
removing the bandwidth used for the previous frame and adding the currently
available channel transmission rate. That is,
Wj = Wj−1 − rj−1 + Cj ,

(A.11)

j+L−1

WjF = Wj −

X

rbk ,

(A.12)

k=j

For a fair comparison with our proposed algorithms, we modify the sliding window
approach by adding the delay and encoder/decoder buffer constraints. We also
make two further modifications to fit in the scenarios considered in this paper.
The first modification is on WjF . When the sliding window does not across
the scene boundary, it is reasonable to assume that the frames within the sliding
window have similar R-D characteristics. Under this assumption, the estimated
(U )

total transmission rate for these L frames in the sliding window is L · Cj , where
(U )

Cj

is the upper bound in (3.7). To keep the occupancy of the encoder buffer low,

the data left in the encoder buffer at time slot j − 1 is flushed out during the next
L time slots. Thus, the modified FGS rate budget for a sliding window is
j+L−1
(U )

WjF = L · Cj

e
− Bj−1
−

X

rbk .

(A.13)

k=j

Second, we observe that when a sliding window enters a segment with simple
R-D characteristics from a past segment with complex R-D characteristics, the
encoder buffer may overflow and force the system to drop more FGS layer data,
which leads to several severe quality fluctuations near the R-D characteristics dissimilarity boundaries (which often coincide with scene changes). To overcome
this problem and allow fair comparison with our proposed schemes, we detect the
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change in R-D characteristics once it appears in the sliding window and adaptively
reduce the window size so that the sliding window does not across this dissimilarity
boundary. After passing the boundary, the size of the sliding window is restored
to the original size.

A.3

Performance Gain for PDMA over TDMA

In this section, we show the performance gain (6.11) for PDMA-based scheme vs.
TDMA-based scheme and the gain region (6.12) discussed in Chapter 6.
We first consider TDMA-based scheme. To simplify our notation, denote µT =
µ(nTu ) and σ T = σu (nTu ). Bringing in (6.6) into (6.7), the expected rate of TDMAbased scheme can be expressed as follows:
fT (k T ) ≈
Let k̃ T =

T −µT
k√
2σ T

kT L
k T − µT
erfc( √
).
2
2σ T

(A.14)

. With continuous relaxation for k T , the optimal k T can be found

by taking the derivative of fT (k T ) with respect to k T :
dfT (k T )
L
k T L −k̃2
1
T
√ (e )( √
=
erfc(
k̃
)
−
)=0
T
dk
2
π
2σ T

(A.15)

T
Without loss of generality, we can transform the optimal solution kopt
into the

following form:
T
kopt
= µT − φTopt σ T .

(A.16)

where φTopt is the value to be determined. Note that
φTopt
T
k̃opt
=−√ .
2
Rearrange (A.15) and bring in (A.16) and (A.17), we arrive at
√
φTopt (φTopt )2
π
µT
T
φopt + √ erfc(− √ )e 2 = T .
σ
2
2
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(A.17)

(A.18)

φT

We assume φTopt > 1 and thus erfc(− √opt
) ≈ 2. Then, the second exponential
2
term dominates the LHS of (A.18) and we can approximate (A.18) as
√

2πe

2
(φT
opt )
2

≈

µT
.
σT

(A.19)

Thus, φTopt can be solved approximately by rearranging (A.19) as follows:
r
φTopt =

2 ln

µT
− ln 2π
σT

(A.20)

Bringing (A.16) into (A.14), the expected rate of TDMA-based scheme can be
represented as:
T
fT (kopt
)≈L

µT − φTopt σ T
−φTopt
erfc( √ ).
2
2

(A.21)

Similarly, for PDMA-based scheme, denote µP = µ(nPu ) and σ P = σu (nPu ). The
expected rate is:
fP (k P ) = k P

k P − µP
L
· erfc( √
).
2U
2σ P

(A.22)

By applying the same technique used in TMDA-based scheme, we transform the
P
optimal kopt
into µP − φPopt . We can approximate φPopt as:

r
φPopt =

2 ln

µP
− ln 2π
σP

(A.23)

The expected rate of PDMA-based scheme can be represented as:
P
fP (kopt
)≈

−φPopt
L µP − φPopt σ P
erfc( √ ).
U
2
2

(A.24)

Note that µP = U µT and (σ P )2 = U (σ T )2 . Thus, φPopt > φTopt .
The performance gain for PDMA-based scheme over TDMA-based scheme can
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be approximated as follows:
P
T
fP (kopt
) − fT (kopt
) ≈

≥
=
≈
∝

−φPopt
µT − φTopt σ T
−φTopt
L µP − φPopt σ P
erfc( √ ) − L
erfc( √ )
U
2
2
2
2
P
P
P
P
T
T
T
−φopt
µ − φopt σ
−φPopt
L µ − φopt σ
erfc( √ ) − L
erfc( √ )
U
2
2
2
2
P
P
φopt
−φopt
L T T
σ (φopt − √ )erfc( √ )
2
2
U
P
φopt
Lσ T (φTopt − √ )
U
r
r
T
µ
ln U
σ T 2 ln T (1 −
),
(A.25)
σ
U

The performance gain holds when (A.25) is greater than zero. In other words,
φPopt
φTopt − √ > 0
U

(A.26)

Bringing in (A.20) and (A.23) to (A.26), we arrive at the region where PDMA has
a performance over TDMA:
µ
ln 2π
ln U
>
+
,
σ
2
2(U − 1)
PM
PM
1
2
m=1 Nm pm and σ = U
m=1 Nm pm qm .
ln

where µ =

A.4

1
U

(A.27)

Problem Formulation of TDMA-CP

In this section, we briefly describe the cross-path TDMA-based error protection for
multi-stream video system. Suppose we adopt nTu packet assignment for stream
u and thus each stream can distribute video bitstreams into Wu packets. Then
we apply RS(Wu , kuT ) code across packets to protect stream u. There will be kuT
source packets and the total bandwidth to transmit video source for stream u is
kuT L bytes. The expected distortion can be represented as follows:
E T {Du (nTu , kuT )} = Du (0) − P(nTu , kuT ) · (Du (0) − Du (kuT L)),
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(A.28)

In this cross-path TDMA-based scheme, we need to jointly determine the packet
assignment, {nTu }, and the RS code configuration, {kuT }, for each stream. We formulate the problem as to minimize the overall end-to-end distortion of all streams:
min

T
{nT
u },{ku }

U
X

E T {Du (nTu , kuT )}

(A.29)

u=1


PU


Bandwidth:

u=1 num ≤ Nm , ∀m;


P
subject to RS code: 0 ≤ kuT ≤ M
m=1 num , ∀u;




 Stream Rate: 0 ≤ k T L ≤ rmax , ∀u.
u
u
There are three system constraints imposed in the formulated problem: The first
constraint limits the overall number of packets assigned to all streams in each path
not exceed the maximal bandwidth limitation and delay requirement; the second
one restricts the RS code selection; and the third one is the feasible rate range for
each video bitstream. Note that the transmission delay constraint is H/F second,
which is implicitly imposed by the maximal number of packets (Nm ) we can send
along Path m. The problem (A.29) is also an integer programming problem, which
is N P hard. To compare the performance with PDMA-based scheme, we perform
full search to find the optimal solutions. As presented in Section 6.4, the optimal
solution of problem (A.29) obtained via full search is worse than the near-optimal
solution of problem (6.15).
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